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EAGLE FOOTBALL SLATE ANNOUNCED
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State head football coach Bill
Baldridge has announced the Eagles' 1984 football schedule, which
will be his first at the MSU helm.
The season includes a full Ohio Valley Conference slate and
four non-conference opponents.
The first of three consecutive non-conference games will be a
home meeting with Georgetown College of Kentucky on Sept. 1.

Details

are still being finalized , but plans call for the game to kick off at
7:30 p.m., marking the return of night football to the MSU campus .

MSU's first road trip will be a short one as the Eagles head east
to Huntington, WV, for a clash with Marshall's Thundering Herd on
Sept. 8.

MSU will conclude their non-conference stretch at home

against James Madison on Sept. 15.
OVC action will begin on the r0ad at Middle Tennes see on Sept. 22 ,
and the Eagles will open their conference home schedule against Murray
State on Sept. 29 .
October will open with MSU on the road two straigh t weeks, at
Austin Peay on Oct. 6 and at Akron on Oct . 13.

The Eagles return to

Jayne Stadium to host Tennessee Tech on Oct. 20 and non-conferen ce
rival Western Kentucky on Oct . 2 7.
Followin g a week off, MSU will travel to perennial OVC power
Eastern Kentucky on Nov. 10, then close the season by hosting
Youngstown State on Nov . 17 .
-more -

EAGLE FOOTBALL SLATE ANNOUNCED
Date

2- 2-2 - 2- 2

O:e:eonents

Time

Last Met In

Results

Series Leader, Record

Sep t .

1

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE (pending)

7:30

1960

MSU, 20-0

MSU, 7- 1- 1

Sept .

8

at Marshall

7:00

1983

MU, 35 - 0

MU, 2?. - 10-3

Sep t. 15

JAMES MADISON

1:30

1980

MSU, 21-18

Tie , 1- 1-0

Sep t. 22

at Middle Tennessee*

8 : 30

1983

MTSU, 56-17

MTSU, 26 - 7- 1

Sept. 29

MURRAY STATE*

1:30

1983

MuS , 38-0

MuS , 31-13- 1

Oct .

6

at Austin Peay*

8:30

1983

APSU, 14- 3

APSU, 12- 10- 0

Oct .

13

at Akron*

7:30

1983

UA, 31- 0

UA, 5-1- 1

Oc t.

20

TENNESSEE TECH*

1:30

19 83

TTU, 14-3

TTU, 23- 15-1

Oct.

27

WESTERN KENTUCKY

1: 30

1983

WKU, 38-7

WKU, 33- 7-2

.Nov.

10

at Eastern Kentucky*

1 : 30

1983

EKU, 56-0

EKU, 35-15-4

No v .

17

YOUNGSTOWN STATE*

1:30

1983

MSU, 27-20

:-ohio Valley Conference games .

MSU, 6-4- 0

All times are Eastern .

For more information on Morehead State football , contact the MSU Sports Informat ion Office at
(606) 783-2500.
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EAGLES TACKLE EASTERN FOR OVC TITLE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---With a share of the Ohio Valley Conference regular
season title and home court advantage in the post-season tournament tucked
securely under their belts, the Morehead State Eagles will host arch- rival
Eastern Kentucky in a Friday Night Live struggle which could give MSU its
first undisputed OVC championship .
The MSU-EKU game will be broadcast over the OVC network , with tip-off
slated for 11:30 p.m. EST .
Morehead State gained first place in the tight league race over the
weekend when Tennessee Tech, who entered weekend action tied with the Eagles,
lost a Friday Night Live game at Youngstown State.

The Eagles took a 71 - 64

decision over Murray State to tighten their grip on the top .
Now 21-5 overall and 11-2 in the OVC , coach Wayne Martin and his
charges will attempt to hang up MSU's best - ever conference record .

Wi th

a win over EKU, the Eagles would record the first 12-2 title performance
since former OVC member Western Kentucky achieved the feat during the
1980-81 season.

MSU ' s 21 wins surpasses the school record of 19 , which

was equalled last year.
Eastern comes to Morehead State with an 11-15 overall record and
a 5-8 OVC mark.

The fifth-place finish the Colonels are locked into

is an improvement over the last-pl ace spot the conference coaches reserved
for coach Max Good ' s young team during pre-season prognostication .
- more-

EAGLES TACKLE EASTERN FOR OVC TITLE

2-2-2-2 -2

Heading the list of youthful talent the Colonels boast is freshman
guard Antonio Parris.

The odds-on favorite for the OVC's Rookie of the

Year award, Parris is tied for third in conference scoring with an 18.3
average.

In the Eagle s' 65-60 win at Richmond on Feb. 4, Parris bombed

in 22 points in the first half and ended the game with 24.
Providing ample rebounding power for EKU are forward Phil Hill and
center John Primm.

The duo combined for a total of 18 rebounds in the

first meeting of the two schools this year.
Only one senior, Dexter Santos, plays for EKU, while MSU is laden
with senior talent.

Seven seniors, including four in their fifth year,

have powered the Eagles to their lofty status and provide a solid core
of experience to draw from.
Leading MSU i s forward Earl Harrison, who has surged after a sluggish
start to lead the Eagles in scoring (12.6 per game) and rebounding (7 .7).
With a 20-point performance against Austin Peay and a 27 - point
showing against Murray State, guard Guy Minnifield has moved back into
second place in the Eagle scoring parade with a 12.5 average, just one
point behind Harrison.
Although seventh among in the seniors in scoring, guard Jeff Fultz is
approaching a high-water mark of his own .

With 153 assists this year,

he is only 16 shy of the schoo l record of 169, set by Howard Wallen during
the 1971- 72 season.
The EKU game will be the regular season finale for the seven Eagle
seniors:

Harrison, from Lindenwold, NJ; Minnifield, from Lexington;

Fultz, from Richmond; Arthur Sullivan, from Shelbyville; Jeff Tipton,
from Ashland; Eddie Childress, from Muncie, Ind.; and Jeff Tucker, from
Philadelphia, Pa.
-more-

GAME NOTES
Eastern Kentucky Colonels (11-15, 5-8 OVC)
vs. Morehead State Eagles (21-5, 11-2 OVC)
Friday , March 2, 1984 , 11:30 p .m.
Academic-Athletic Center (7,000)
GAME 27
AT LONG LAST?: With a win this evening , the Eagles could secure their
first undisputed OVC regular season championship in the 54-year
history of the school . Should the Eagles lose tonight, they
still could claim the title outright if Middle Tennessee defeats
Tennessee Tech tomorrow .
THE SERIES: The oldest in the Ohio Valley Conference, it was begun in
the 1930-31 season, when Eastern took a 32-20 decision . EKU joins
Murray State as the only OVC teams who hold an advantage over
Morehead State in the rivalries . EKU leads this one, 46-66.
LAST TIME OUT: The Eagles downed a stubborn Murray State team by a
71-64 score to clinch at least a share of the OVC title and
guarantee that the conference tournament would be played in
Morehead for the first time . Eastern downed Austin Peay, 69-57 .
LAST GAME: As is t ypcial with thi s rivalry , a hard-foug ht battle was
waged in Richmond on Feb . 4, with the Eagles taking a 65-60
victory home . The Eagles took the lead for good with 14:57 in the
first half when Jeff Tucker tipped in an errant Eagle shot. A
protest from EKU coach Max Good drew a technical foul , and Jeff
Tipton gave the Eagles their first two-point cushion of the game
by hitting one of the two free throws. MSU was forced to hold
off a late Colonel surge which pulled EKU to within one point
with 4:55 remaining.
OVC HONOREES: Two OVC Players of the Week grace the court of the AAC
this evening. MSU's senior guard Guy Minnifield was named
the SportsTime / OVC Co-Player of the Week, along with Youngstown
State's Bruce Timko . Minnifield scored 47 points on 70-percent
field goal shooting in two games last week . He also was 11-13
from the free throw line. Antonio Parris, EKU's wunderkind,
was tabbed as Rookie of the Week for his 40 point effort in two
games , 25 of which came against Murray State. This is Parris'
fifth selection as Rookie of the Week this year .
ACE SERVERS: The OVC's top two as s i s t men go head-to-head this
evening. EKU's John DeCamillis leads the OVC in assists with
156 in 25 games (6.2 average) , while MSU's Jeff Fultz is close
behind with 153 in 26 games (5.9 average) . Fultz is only 16
assists away from the MSU season record , which was set by
Howard Wallen, 169 in the 1971-72 season .
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS :

Dale Ford and Charles Vacca .

LOOKING AHEAD: The OVC Tournament will begin on Fridav, March 9,
when second-place Tennessee Tech locks horns with third-place
Youngstown State in the 7 p.m. first game. First-place
Morehead State will battle fourth-place Murray State at 9:15,
or one half hour after the conclusion of the first game.
Oddly enough, these are the same teams that met last weekend
and decided the pairings for the tournament. The two-week
span between the decision of the pairings and the tournament
is the earliest the determination has been made in recent
memory, since the OVC is characterized by a highly competit ive
regular season battle .
A MEDIA NOTE: If you plan on covering the OVC Tournament, we
ask that you notify either Craig Bohnert , the MSU SID, or Jon
Verner, the OVC information officer, so we may plan on saving
you a seat on press r ow . Also, don' t forget the OVC Welcome
Cocktail Party on Thursday, March 8. It will be held at the
Morehead Holiday Inn, located at the intersection of I-64 and
State Road 32. Also, if you plan to stay overnight for the
tournament, you will find that the Holiday Inn already has been
booked solid . Alternatives in town are the Mountain Lodge
(606-783-1555) or the University Lodge (606-784-4131) .
TEAM RECORD ON THE EDGE: With the Eagles' . 503 field goal percentage,
Morehead State could rewrite the record they set in that
department last year, when they sniped at a .501 clip . An
interesting note is that the Eagles are shooting better as a
team . Last year Jeff Tipton and Earl Harrison shot in the
neighborhood of . 565, but this year the most eagle-eyed Eag le
has been Tipton with . 534 .
INTERESTING IRONY : Although EKU' s Phil Hill leads the OVC in field
goal percentage ( . 607), the Colonels as a team are the poorest
shooters in the league ( . 466). EKU also is on the bottom of the
OVC pile in scoring offense (62 . 5) and scoring margin (-3.3) .
EKU's John Primm leads the OVC ±n rebounding with 8.6 per game .
PROBABLE STARTERS:
Morehead State
No

Ht

Name

33
42
32
3
12

6-6
6- 7
6-11
6-2
6-2

Eddie Childress
Earl Harrison
Jeff Tipton
Guy Minnifield
Jeff Fultz

Eastern Kentucky
Avg

Pos

No

Ht

Name

9 .2
12.6
1 2.0
12 . 5
4.7

F
F
C
G
G

21
31
41
22
10

6-4
6-5
6-6
6-1
6-2

Kenny Wilson
8.3
Phil Hill
12.1
John Primm
6.8
John DeCamillis 8.0
Antonio Parris 18 .4

Avg
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OVC CHAMPION EAGLES GO FOR SWEEP
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---With their fir s t outright Ohio Valley Conference title
tucked sec urel y under their belts, the Morehead State Eagles will try for a
clean s weep of leag ue honors when they host the OVC's post-season tourney
this Friday and Saturday , March 9-10, in Morehead.
The first game of the semi-final round on Friday night will pit
second-place Tennessee Tech against third-place Youngstown State, while
the Eagles will tackle fourth-place Murray State in the nightcap.

Action

Friday will begin at 7 p.m., with the winners of the two games meeting at
7 : 30 p . m. Saturday in the championship game.
With a win over Eastern Kentucky on a "Friday Night Live" telecast
over the weekend, the Eagles clinched their first undisputed OVC title,
which they had shared on seven previous occasions.

MSU closed the regular

season with a 22-5 record, the first time the Eagles have reached the mag ic
20-win plateau .
MSU' s 12-2 showing in the league also is a school best and duplicates
Western Kentucky's 1980-81 record, the best showing in the conference in
the last eight years.
Balanced scoring has continued to be the trademark of the Eag les,
with six players scoring nine or more points per outing.

The pack is led

b y first-team All-OVC selection Earl Harrison, who is at 12.8 per game .
Close on his heels is guard Guy Minnifield, who is only four total
points behind and is popping 12.7 a night.

Second-team All-OVC choice

enter Jeff Tipton is scoring 11 . 8 a g ame, with Jeff Tucker add i n g t en
po ints o f f the bench.
-more-

OVC CHAMPION EAGLES GO FOR SWEEP

2-2-2-2-2

The Eagles enter the tourney with the best record against the other
three teams participating.

MSU is 5-1 in play against the others, with

the lone loss coming on the road to Tennessee Tech on Feb. 18 , which
snapped MSU's school-record 12- game winning streak.

Tech and Youngstown

State each are 3-3, whi l e Murray is 2-4.
I f play two weeks ago is any indication, the championship game will
pit Youngstown State against Morehead State.

During the weekend of

Feb. 25, the four tournament teams met and established the seeding for the
coming weekend .

Youn gstown downed Tech, 80-65, in Youngstown, while the

Eagles topppled Murray, 71-64, in the Academ±c-Athletic Center, where MSU
has posted a 14-1 rec ord this season.
Two Eagles will be in pursu±t of landmarks this weekend .

Tipton is

only 23 points s hy of the 1,000-career-point level, which would make him
1e 20th Eagle to reach that poin t and the third to do so this season.
Point guard Jeff Fultz is closing in on the MSU record for assists
in a season.

Standing at 158, he needs only 11 more to tie Howard Wallen' s

1971-72 record of 169 .

With two more assists, Fultz will have doubled his

career assist total this year.
MARTIN, PLAYERS HONORED BY OVC
MSU coach Wayne Martin was named OVC Coach of the Year and four of
his players received honors from the conference office in polling of league
coaches last week.
Forward Earl Harrison was named to the All-OVC first team, while
center Jeff Tipton was named to the second team and guard Guy Minnifield
rece ived an honorable mention .

Freshman center Pate Clement s was included

n the All-OVC freshman tearn.
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MEN

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE13ASKETBALL STATISTICS
Through All . Regular Season Games
5';:ANDINGS

TEAM
WON
MOREHEAD STATE ••.•.•• 12
T:?:?-!?11ESSEE TECH •••• ·••• 11
YOUNGSTOWN STATE.-•••• 9
MURRAY STATE ••••••••• 7
AUSTIN PEAY •••.•••••. 5
E~STERN KENTUCKY ••••• 5
!-iIDDLE TENNESSEE ••••• 4
A'KR•JN ••••••••••••• • ••
3

CONFERENCE GAMES
OFF.
LOST
PCT. AVG.
2
.857 78.3
3
.785 70.5
5
.643 68.4
7
.500 72.4
9
.357 67.4
9
.357 61.9
10
.286 63.5
11
.214 70.0

ALL GAMES
DEF.
AVG.
69.l
66.7
66.4
72.0
70.4
64.4
67.2
76.4

WON ~OST..
2:::
-5.
18
9
17
10
15
12
11
16
11
16
11
16
8
19

. PCT·.

.015
.667
• 630
.556
.407
.407
.407
.296

OFF. DEF.
AVG. AVG.
76.2 68.0
72.1 70.l
70.8 .. 66.6..
69.6 67.0
67.8 67.9
62.7 . 66.2
64.6 65.6
73.7 76.6

OVC Tournament - March 9-10, 1984, Morehead State University
TEAM STATISTICS
f;C0RING OFFENSE
ri :;ru~

r-·-:.rehead St •••••.
A~ ::-on • •••.••.••••
T~rin. Tech •..•.••

Y01.mgstown St ••••
f._ur~ay St •.• •••..
A•Jst:i.n Peay ....•.
Middle Tenn .•••••
Eas tern ·Ky •...••.

G
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE
FGM
Tf'nn . Tech ..••... 786
1'.orehead St •.• • . , 784
?-,urra.y St . ....... 745
Aus t in Peay •.•••• · 7 31
W ddl.e T<"nn ••.••• 705
Akron ••.•...•...• 777
YoU,, gstown St ..•• 774
Eastern Ky ..•.••• 669
':'EAM

REBOUND .MARGIN
TEAl-1
Youngstown St. , . •
Eastern Ky .••• , •.
Morehead St .• . ..•
Middle Tenn .••. . •
Austin Peay ...•••
Tenn. Tech •• •.•••
Mcrr ay St •.•••.•.
Akron •..••••.....

G

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

· (W-L)
(22-5 )
( 8-19)
(18-9 )
(17-10)
(15-12)
(11-16)
(11-16)
(11-16)

PTS.
2057
1989
1946
1912
i879
1830
1743
1693

AVG.
76.2
73.7
72.l
70.8
69.6
67.8
64.6
62.7

SCORING DEFENSE
TEAM
Middle Tenn .••.••
Eastern Ky •..••••
Youngstown st .....
Murray .St ••• • •.••
Austin Peay ••...•
Morehead St . .....
Tenn. Tech .•••.. •
Akron .•... •••.• .•

FGA
1530
1555
1498
1496
1478
1633
1639
1438

PCT.
.514
.504
.497
.489
. 477
.476
.472
.465

OPP.
• 485
.476
• 450
. 528
•487
.488
.447
. 454

FREE THROW PERCENTAGE
TEAM
Akron .•• . ..•• . ••••.•• • .
Morehead St . . . . . . . . . . . .
Murray St ..•...•.••...•
Middle Tenn •• .•.•• • • ...
Youngstown St •.•.•••••.
Tenn. Tech •• .•..•••.• ••
Austin Peay •.• ••••• ••.•
Eastern .KY •.. .. .•••••••

REBS.
1031
1078
917
891
836
954
881
852

AVG.
38.2
39.9
35.1
33.0
31.0
35.3
32.6
31.6

MAR.
+9.5
+4.2
+2.1
+l.3
+0.6
+0.5
-2.0
-5 .0

SCORING MARGIN
TEAM
Morehead St . .•....••• ,
Youngstown St ••••..• •.
Murray S_t .•.... ..•••••
Tenn. Tech •....••••.••
Austin Peay ..•. ••. .••.
Middle Tenn •...•.•.•••
Akron .•..... •••...• .•.
Eastern Ky • ...•.•.• . ••

•

I'

G
27
27
27
27·

27
27
27
27

- OVER

-

(W-L)

(11-16)
(11- 16)
(17~10)
(15-12)
(11-16)
(22-5 )
(18.-9 )
( 8-19)
FTM
435.
489
389
333
368
374
368
355

OPP.
76.2
70.8
69.6
72.1
67.8
64 . 6
73.7
62.7

PTS, AVG.
1772 '65.6
178~(1 , ~6. 2
1798 . 66.6
1810 ·c '67. o· '
1833· 67·. 9
1836 68.0
1894 70·. i
2069 76.6
1

FTA
588
695
553
477
543
557
567
577

PCT .
~739
.704
.703
. . 698
.678
.671
,649
.615

DEF. MAR.
68.0 +8.2
66.6 +4.2
67.0 +2.6
70.1 +2.0
67.9 -0.1
65.6 -1.0
76.6 -2.9
66.2 -3.5
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MEN
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE .BASKETBALL STATISTICS
INDIVIDµAL , .,. :
SCORING
Plaxer, School
Joe Jakubick, AK • •.•• : •••
A:,t·.mio Earris, EK •.•..•.
r.tinny Manning,: - AP·•••••••.
Lamont Sleets, MU •• • •••••
Stephen ·Kite, TT • ••••••••
Bryan Roth, Al( •••••••••••
Earl Harris.on ,"·Mo ••.• .- • , •
Jimmy Elliott, TT ••.•.•..
Guy Minnifield, MO .• • .. , .
Russell $mith, MT ••..••..
Ray Robinson, YS • .•••••.•
Bruce Timko, YS •..•...•.•
Doug Lipscomb, MT .•...•.•
Phil Hill, EK • •••••••••••
Jeff Tipton, MO •••••••...
LaRae Davis, MT.
L

••••••••

G
27
26
27
20
27
24
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
24

FG FT
304 206
219 51
208 90
146 74
213 65
143 62
133 80
124 94
121 100
118 89
139 46
112 97
124 71
120 78
128 61
127 30

PTS
814
489
506 ,
366
491
348
346
342
342
325
324
321
319
318
317
284

. . ti . .

REDOUNDING
Player, School
G.
NO
John Primm, EK • •••••••••• 27
232
Stephen Kite, TT • •. •...•• . 27
220
Ricky Tunstall, YS • • •• • • • 27 .. 219
Dou~ Lipscomb, MT • •.••..• 27 ·.- 211
Earl Harrison, MO • ••••••• . 27
204
Russell .Smith, MT • ••••••• 27
195
Bryan Roth, AK • •••••••••• 24
. ;I..74
Phil Hill, EK •...•.••...• 27
191
Mandel Stockton, AP ..•••• ,2 5 ,
167
Lenny Manning, AP •••••••• 27
175

AVG

8.6
8.1
8.1
7.8
7.6
7.2
7.2
7.1
6 .7
6.5

ASSISTS
Player, School
G
NO .1 , r AVG
John DeCamillis, EK • ••.••. . 26
6.3
163
Jeff Fultz, MO ....••.....••. 27
._J,.,5:f3,
5.7
Bruce Timko, YS •.•... •. ..•. 27 . . 150
5.6
Maury Mapes, MT ...•••• ~ •. . 27 .~ ,· 106
3.9
3,8
Carlton Clarington, 'J,'T • .• . 27
102
Lamont Sleets, MU .•.•..•. 20
76
3.8
Jimmy Elliott, TT .•....•. 27
101
3.7
Brian Stewart ► -MU •••••• • • 27 - 100
3.7
-Russell Brown, AK . ....... 26
3.5
90
Kevin Cherry, . YS •.• , .... . 27
80
3.0

AVG ,'.
30.l
18,8
18.7
18.3
18 .2
14.5
12.8
12.7
12.7
12.0
12.0
11.9
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.7

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE
Player, School
Phil Hill, BK . .••••••••
Stephen Kite, TT .....••
Vada Martin, MU • •••••••
Russell Smith, MT •...•.
Doug Lipscomb, M~ ••••• •
Lenny Man::iing, AP:.::.:
Bruce Timko, YS ••••• : : :
Ray Robinson , YS •. . .. ; ;
Jeff Tipton, MO ... , •. ; ;
Joe Jakubick, AK . .•••••
Earl Harrison, MO • •••••
FREE THROW PE~CENTAGE
Plax:er, School
Craig Jones, MU ..•.•.•.
Joe Jakubick, AK • ••••••
Guy Minnifield, MO .....
J-immy Elliott, TT •.•.•.
J_e ff Tipton, MO, .•.•.•.
Bruce Timko, YS ...•. ; •.
Carlton Clarington, TT,
Arthur Sullivan, MO ..•.
Lenny Manning, AP •...•.
Greg Andrews, AP ••.....

·

FGM
120
213
118
118
124
208
112
139
128
304
133

FGA
199
368
209
211
231
388
209
261
243
580
254

PCT
.603
.578
.565
.559
.537
.536
.536
.533
.527
.52-1
.524

FTA
67
247
123
94 117
61
76
97 121
·Bl 103
57 · 73
90 120
75 100

PCT
.836
.834
.BU
.803
.8C3
.802
.786
.781
.750
.750

FTM
56
206
100

BLOCKED SHOTS
Player, School
Ricky Tunstall, YS . . •....••..•.••
Phil Hill, EK •••••• : •••••••••••••
Kenny Wilson, EK • .• ·:· •.•.••••••••.
Mike Lahm , ; JU.....•... • .... • ...••
;F.us~~ll Smith, MT • ••••••••.••••••

NO
82
29
28
2~
23

!,STEAL~
-. , Player, Schoo l
- . Jo~ Jakubicl:, AK.................
B:::-::..a:1 Stewart, MU. • • . • • • • • • • . . • • .
Stephen Kite , TT. • • . • . • . . . • . • . • • •
Carlton Clarington, TT •.•••••••..
. Greg Andrews, AP. . • . . • • . • • • . . • • . •

NO
57
54
45
44
40

1983-84 ALL-OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE BASKETBALL
1st team - men .
Plater
*Joe Jakubick
Stephen Kite
Lenny Manning
Earl Harrison
Lamont ·sleets

School
Akron,
'l'ennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Murray State

,.

Ht.
6-5
6-6
6-6
6-7
5-10 .

Wt.
175
185
210
210
175

Class
Sr.
so·.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Hometown
Mansfield, OH
Atlanta, GA
Nashville, TN
Lindenwold, NJ
-Eminence, KY

6-4
6-2
6-11
6-7
5-11

195
180
225
210
170

Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.

·Baltimore, MD
Chattanooga, TN
Ashland,' KY
Akron, OH
Warren, OH

Pts.

67
62
54
39
26

2nd team - men
Craig Talley
Antonio Parris
Jeff Tipton
Ray Robinson
Bruce Timko

Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Youngstown State
Youngstown State

21
21
19
18
16

HONORABLE MENTION (10 or more points) - Russell Smith, Middle Tennessee (15); Doug
Lipscomb, Middle Tennessee (12) ; Guy Minnifield, Morehead State (10); Jimmy Eiliott,
Tennessee Tech (10).
1st team - women
*Karen Hubert
Tina Cottle
Jennifer ~cFall
Cheryl Taylor
Danielle Carson

Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Middle
, Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Youngstown State

6-1
6-1
6:-0
6-3
5-8

148
160
175
185

Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.

Altmore ~--.AL
Miami, ~L
Columbia, TN
vauxhall~ NJ
N. Middle~own, OH

53
51
39
39
36

5-8
5-10
5-6

130

So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.

Eastover, SC
Na~hville, TN
Austin, IN
Ringgold, GA
Lavergne, TN

35
35
35

2nd team - women
Chris Moye
Gayle Kinzer
Lisa Goodin
Holly Hoover
Kim Webb

Tennessee Tech
' Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
- Middle Tennessee

125
160
130

6-4 :

5-9J,

ALL-OVC FRESHMAN 1983-84
(men)
Antonio Parris
Willie Holland
Russell Brown
Pate Clements
James Henry
(women)
Cheryl Taylor
Bernice Linner
Kristal Holmes
Kim Webb
Tammy Burton
Kay Willbanks

Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Akron
Morehead State
Tenness~e Tech
'

6-2
6-2
5-11
6-7
6-7

180
160
175
210
205

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
·Fr.

Tennessee Tech
Morehead State'
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee

6-3
6-1
5-4
5-9J,
5-10
6-4

185
190

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

130

130
160

*indicates 1983-84 OVC Player of the Year
~

COACH OF THE YEAR:

•

I

(men) , Wayne Martin, Morehead State
(women) Marynell Meadors, -Tennessee Tech

Chattanooga, TN
Stanton, ·TN
Saginaw, MI
, Tallahassee,. ·FL
_Elizabethton, TN '
Vauxhall, NJ
Cincinnati, OH
Knoxville, TN
Lavergne, TN
Paducah, KY
Ringgold, GA

~

·34

26

.;
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---With their first outright Ohio Va l ley Conference title
tucked securely under their belts, the Morehead State Eagles will try for a
c l ean sweep of league honors when they hos t the OVC ' s post-season tourney
this Friday and Saturday, March 9-10, in Morehead .
The first game of the semi-final round on Friday night will pit
second-place Tennessee Tech against third-place Youngstown State, while
the Eagles will tackle fourth-place Murray State in the nightcap_

Action

Friday will begin at 7 p.m., with the winners of the two games meeting at
7:30 p.m. Saturday in the champ ionship game .
With a win over Eastern Kentucky on a "Friday Night Live" telecast
over the weekend, the Eagles clinched their first undisputed OVC title,
' .ich they had shared on seven previous occasions .

MSU closed the regular

season with a 22-5 record, the first time t h e Eagles have reached the magic
20-win plateau.
MSU's 12-2 showing in the league also is a school best and duplicates
Western Kentucky's 1980-81 record, the best showing in the conference in
the last eight years.
Balanced scoring has continued to be the trademark of the Eagles,
with six players scoring nine or more points per outin g.

The pack is led

by first-team All-OVC selection Earl Harrison, who is at 12 . 8 per game.
Close on his heels is guard Guy Minnifield, who is only four total
points behind and is popping 1 2.7 a night.

Second-team All-OVC choice

center Jeff Tipton is scoring 11 . 8 a game, with Jeff Tucker adding ten
points off the bench .
-more-

OVC CHAMPION EAGLES GO FOR SWEEP

2 - 2-2 - 2-2

The Eagles enter the tourne y with the best record against the other
three teams participating.

MSU is 5-1 in play against the others, with

the lone loss comin g on the road to Tennessee Tech on Feb. 18, which
snapped MSU's school-record 12-game winning streak.

Tech and Youngstown

State each are 3-3, while Murray is 2-4.
If play two weeks ago is any indication, the cham?ionship game will
pit Youngstown State against Morehead State.

During the weekend of

Feb. 25, the four tournament teams met and established the seeding for the
coming weekend.

Youngstown downed Tech, 80-65, in Youngstown, while the

Eagles topppled Murray, 71-64, in the Academic-Athletic Center , where MSU
has posted a 14-1 record this season.
Two Eagles will be in pursuit of landmarks this weekend.

Tipton is

only 23 points shy of the 1,000-career-point level, which would make him
1e 20th Eagle to reach that point and the third to do so this season.
Point guard Jeff Fultz is closing in on the MSU record for assists
in a season.

Standing at 158 , he needs only 11 more to tie Howard Wallen' s

1971-72 record of 169.

With two more assists, Fultz will have doubled his

career assist tota l this year.
MARTIN, PLAYERS HONORED BY OVC
MSU coach Wayne Martin was named OVC Coach of the Year and four of
his players received honors from the conference office in polling of lea~ue
coaches last week.
Forward Earl Harrison was named to the All-OVC first team, while
cen ter Jeff Tipton was named to the second team and guard Guy Minnifield
received an h onorable mention.
n the All-OVC freshman tea~.

3/5/ 84cmb

Fre s hman center Pate Clements was included
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JEFF TUCKER---MOREHEAD STATE'S SUPER SIXTH
MOREHEAD, Ky.---It's tough for some college basketball players to
accept the roles a ssigned them for the good of the team.

Every year,

stories begin cropping up around the end of December in which talents
players a nnounce they are transferring to another school due to lack of
playing time.
Philadelphia native Jeff Tucker is a transfer student who is playing
basketball at Morehead State University in Kentucky.
though.

He's not unhappy,

Far from it.

Since Tucker transferred to MSU from Glouchester County College in
New Jersey, he's been a happy young man ... happy because the Eagles have
been winning .
With Tucker, the Eagles have been winning at a record-breaking pace .
Last year, MSU went 19-11, including an Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
championship and an appearance in the NCAA tournament.
This year, Tucker has helped MSU to its first undisputed OVC title
as well as its first 20-win season.

The Eagles will host the OVC tourney

th i s weekend, entering play with a 22-5 record, 14-1 at home.
During this landmark season, Tucker has spent a lot of time sitting
down, but he doesn't seem to mind .
A starter in the first four games of the s€ason, he gave way to fellow
Glouchester transfer Earl Harrison, who had spent a summer im?ressing a
number of fan s in the Philadelphia sunnner leagues.
-more-

JEFF TUCKER---MOREHEAD STATE'S SUPER SIXTH

2- 2- 2-2-2

Although Tucker had abdicated his starting assignment, he hadn 't
qu it contributing to the team .

In the new ro l e of sixth man, he became

an important contributor to MSU's effort s .
"We feel that J eff made some va luable contributions last year,
and his play this year gave u s the lifts we needed at critical times,"
said MSU head coach Wayne Martin .

"His presence gives us the ability to

substitute freely and s till be able to keep five experienced, talented
players on the floor 40 minutes e very game."
The Eagl es have achieved three of the five goals they set at the
beginning of the year:
tournamen t.

win 20 games , win the OVC title, and host the OVC

Two others remain:

to s uccessfull y defend the tournament crown

and to win a game in the NCAA tournament.
With the possibility of being s lotted t nto the 0pening round of the
NCAA against teams of equal abilities, the c han ces of getting that NCAA win
are good.
Mo st players and coaches would just as soon forego the opening round
a nd go directl y to first-round play.

Not Tucker.

At least, not after he

found out one of the o pening round sites would be Philadelphia.
"I'd love to go in the opening round , as l0ng as we' re assigned to
Philadelphia," said Tucker in a slow, easy voice, a broad grin splitting
his norma lly calm f ace .

"That'd give me a chance to go home and play in

fr on t of my family and friends.

Tha t 'd be alright . "

Judging from the way things are g0 ing for the Eag l es and Jeff Tucker ,
everything already is alright .

######
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Spring Baseball Schedule
1984
DATE
March

April

3, Saturday
9' Friday
12, Monday
13, Tuesday
14 Wednesday
15, Thursday
16, Friday
17, Saturday
21, Wednesday
22, Thursday
23, Friday
24, Saturday
25, Sunday
27, Tuesday
28, Wednesday
30, Friday
1,
2,
7.
8,
10,
11,
14,
15,
17,
18,
21,

29,

Sunday
Monday
Saturday
Sunday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday

4,
6'
14,
15 ;
16,

Friday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

22,

24,
25,
28,
May

OPPONENT

SITE

GAMES

TIME

Georgetown
Cincinnati
S.E. Massachusetts
S.E. Massachusetts
S.E. Massachusetts
Middle Tennessee
Louisville
Rhode Island
Marshall
Kentucky
No rthern Kentucky
Purdue
Purdue
Kentucky
Marshall
Charleston

HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away

1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1

)_: 00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
Noon
1:00
Noon
3 :00
1:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
2:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p . m.

Away
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away
Away
HOME
Away
Away

2
2
2
1
1
1

2:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
1:00
1:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p . m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p .m.
p .m .
p.m.

Northern Kentucky
Miami of Ohio
*Akron
*Akron
*Eastern Kentucky
*Eastern Kentucky
*Youngstown State
-1,Youngs town State
*Eastern Kentucky
*Eastern Kentucky
*Akron
*Akron
*E astern Kentucky
*Eastern Kentucky
*Youngstown State
*Youngstown State
Xavier
Louisville
OVC Tournament Southern Site
OVC Tournament Southern Site
OVC Tournament Southern Site
*Ohio Valley Conference Games

Away
Away

...

1

2
1
2
2
2
1
1

2

1
1
1
2

1
1
1
2
1
2

2

p. m.
p . m.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA

CRAIG BOHNERT, DIRECTOR
606-783-2500
MOREHEAD, KY 40351

MSU BASEBALL SEASON OUTLOOK
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The 1984 baseball season promises to be a year of
transition fo r Morehead State coach Steve Hamilton after winning the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament championship and reaching the finals
of the Mideast Regional of the NCAA Tournaraer!t in 1983.
While the ' 83 Eagle squad was loaded with hitting nower, Hamilton
wi ll r ely on the arms of four returning starting pitchers and a solid
out field to lead the ' 84 squad .
"He have a totally different team from a year ago," said Hamilton,
who begins his ninth season at the MSU helm.
Six starters are gone from the Eagle team that posted a 28-17-1
rec ord last season, and with them goes a large part of the MSU offense.
"This will be a year where our pitching staff must re ach the
potential it has," Hamilton said.
Returners on the mound for the Eagles include Drew Hall, Rob
Williams, David Armentrout, and Ray Hornback.
Hall is a 6-4 left-hander who set an MSU record for strikeouts
i n a game when he fanned 17 Youngstown State hitters i n a seven-inning
game last year.

A clutch pitcher, Hal l gained five wins against

OVC foes.
Earlv in the Eag le baseball season, the weather has been the
onl y news .

With the combination of rain and snow, the Georgetown

College contest was cancelled and the University of Cincinnati doubleheade r is doubtful for March 9 .

- more-

"1SU BASEBALL SEASON OUTLOOK 2- 2 - 2 - 2

The Eagles open their home sea son March 1 2 -14 a g ainst non-conference
foe Southeast Massachusetts.
The first North ern Div ision contes t opens Ap ril 7 a gains t Akron
in a double-header at Morehead State.

The Eag les will try to defend

their conference championship, when they recorded an 8-4 mark in
Northern Division play .
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WELLS RESIGNS AS LADY EAGLE COACH
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mickey Wells, head basketball coach for the Morehead
State University Lady Eagles, has resigned his duties with the program,
effective at the end of the current season.
In his ninth season at the Lady Eagle helm, Wells will step down to
devote more time to his position as Director of Intramurals at MSU as well
as teaching in the University's health, physical education, and recreation
department .
"Mickey Wells has done an outstanding job with our women's basketball
program," said MSU athletic director G. E. Moran.

"His untiring efforts

have kept us very competitive in the Ohio Valley Conference . We regret
losing the services of a talented coach, but we certainly respect his
desire to pursue other endeavors."
Wells had only one losing season while coaching the Lady Eagles,
when his first squad went 8-12 in 1975-76 .

The following year , his team

won the first of two Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference crowns
with a 16-9 record.

Wells was awarded the Kellogg's Coach of the Year

award, a national honor .

His teams won a total of nine tournament

championships and one OVC title .

He was named OVC Coach of the Year in

1979 and 1982.
The Lady Eagles became the first basketball team at MSU to win 20
games in 1978-79 , when they recorded a 28 -4 f inish, including a school
record 15-game winning streak.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Spring Baseball Schedule
1984
DATE
March

3,
9,
12,
13,
14
15,
16,
17,
21,

22,
23,
24,

25,
27,
28,
30,

Saturday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Wedne::,day
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday

April

1, Sunday
2, Monday
7, Saturday
8, Sunday
10, Tuesday
11, Wednesday
14, Saturday
15, Sunday
17, Tuesday
18, Wednesday
21, Saturday
22, Sunday
24, Tuesday
25, Wednesday
28, Saturday
29, Sunday

May

4,
6,
14,
15,
16 ,

Friday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

OPPONENT

SITE

GAMES

TIME

Georgetown
Cincinnati
S.E. Massachusetts
S.E. Massachusetts
S.E. Massachusetts
Middle Tennessee
Louisville
Rhode Island
Marshall
K::ntucky
No rthern Kentucky
Purdue
Purdue
Kentucky
Marshall
Charleston

HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away

1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
Noon
1 :00
Noon
3:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
2:00

p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p .m.

Away
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away
Away
HOME
Away
Away

2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1

2:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
i:00
1:00

p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p .m.
p.m.
p. m.
p. m.
p .m.
p . m.
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.

Away
Away

2
2

2:00 p.m.
4:00 p . m.
TBA
TBA
TBA

Northern Kentucky
Miami of Ohio
*Akron
*Akron
~'-'E astern Kentucky
*Eastern Kentucky
*Youngstown State
*Youngstown State
*Eastern Kentucky
*Eastern Kentucky
*Akron
-:',Akron
*Eastern Kentucky
*Eastern Kentucky
;',Youngstown State
*Youngstown State
Xavier
Louisville
OVC Tournament Southern Site
OVC Tournament Southern Site
OVC Tournament Southern Site
*Ohio Valley Conference Games

p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
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MSU MEN'S TENNIS SQUAD FACE GRUELING TRIP
MOREHEAD, KY -- For most students, spring break means fun in the
Florida sun.

However, the Morehead St ate University men's tennis team will

face the complete opposite of the t Jpi cal spring break with eight matches
in eight days.
Enroute to North Carolina and South Carolina, the Eagles will christen
the trip with three conference matches in Richmond, Ky.
Facing MSU at 9 a.m . Saturday is Tennessee Tech, followed by the
Penguins of Youngstown State .

On Sunday, the Eagles face a

single match

against the Akron Zips.
" I think we will win our three conference matches without too much
difficulty, " said MSU head coach Leighton Jones,"

"but, I'm a bit worried ·

about · the rest of the trip since there's not an easy match and our
preparation has been hampered by the adverse weather . "
Starting on Monday and continuing thru Wednesday, MSU will face
consecutive afternoon matches against North Carolina-Asheville , Furman
and nationally-ranked Clemson.
The Carolina swing will end with a pair of afternoon matches,
beginning with South Carolina State on Friday and concluding with The
Citadel on Saturday .
Jones is not quite set on his line-up for the trip, with juniors
Fred Kangwa of Kalulushi , Zambia, and Martin Lock of Marondera , Zimbabwe ,
competing fo r No . 1 singles and combining at No . 1 doubles.
(more)

MSU MEN ' S TEWHS SQUAD FACE GRUELING TRIP 2- 2- 2- 2- 2
At No . 3 and No. 4 s ing les, Jones will pl~ce freshman Panos Kambadellis
f Athens, Greece, and s ophomore Paul Hope of Maidenhead, Eng land.

The

pair will team at No . 2 doubles .
Meanwhile, the freshrr.en duo of Martyn Crouch of Bodmin Cornwall ,
England, and Ian Grout of Shrewsbury, England, will be at No. 3 doubles and
occupy the No. 5 and No. 6 singles spots .
The Eagles opened the year at Virginia Tech on February 17 and suffered
a 9-0 defeat.

According to team captain Martin Lock that match was j us t

a warm-up .
"That loss to Virginia Tech didn't bother us at all .
pre-season warm-up," said Lock.

It was just a

"We consider the season to start this

weekend."
Jones realizes the trip to the Carolinas will be mentally and
physically tiring, thus his expectations are simple.
"I'd like us to just come out of this trip a better team than when we
started and have an increased confidence level," said Jones.
idea is to get on top of our game.

This trip is the start of our build-up

for the Ohio Valley Conference Championships."

3/6/84jrb
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WELLS RESIGNS AS LADY EAGLE COACH
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Mickey Wells, head basketba ll coach for the Morehead
State University Lady Eagles, has resigned his duties wi th the program,
effective at the end of the current season.
In his ninth season at the Lady Eagle helm, Wells will step down to
devote more time to his position as Director of Intramura l s at MSU as wel l
as teaching in the Uni versity ' s health, physical education, and r e creation
departmen t.
"Mickey Wells has done an outstanding job wi th our women ' s basketball
program," said MSU athletic director G.E. Moran.

"His untiring efforts

have kept us very competitive in the Ohio Valley Conference . We regret
.osing t he services of a talented coach, but we certainly respect his
desire t o pursue other endeavors ."
Wells had only one losing season while coaching the Lady Eag le s,
when his first squa d went 8-1 2 in 1975 - 76.

The following year, his team

won the first of two Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference crowns
with a 16-9 record.

Wells was awarded the Kellogg's Coach of the Year

award, a national honor .

His teams won a total of ·nine tournament

championships and one OVC title.

He was n amed OVC Coach of the Year in

1979 and 1982.
The Lady Eagles became the fir st basketball team at MSU to win 20
games in 1978-79, when they re corded a 28 - 4 finish, including a school
record 15-game winning streak .
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EAGLE LINKSTERS FORSEE STRONG SPRING
.1OREHEAD , Ky.---Returning all seven players from last year ' s team,
Morehead State University golf coach Dr. Rex Chaney is counting on a
good season, thanks to his talented co-captains and fine crop of younger
playe r s.
"He have everyone coming back," Chane y said.

"We have two players

that sho uld have great success. "
The two are seniors Mike Shafer and Kevin Auton, co-captains for
the 198L! p,ol f season.

Shafer, from Camb ridge, Ohio, has "All-Ame ri can

potent i al," according to Chaney.

Auton, from Pikeville, Ky., brings

leadership to the younger players on the team.
Four soohomores who will con t ribute are David Clark, Stott Miller,
B . T. Scott, and Mark Alvey.
from last season.
the green.

Clark, from Madisonville, Ky., made progress

Miller, f rom Hazard, Ky., shows greatness around

Scot t , from Ashland, Ky . , "wi 11 be a bright spot for us,"

said Chaney, while Alvey, a native of Louisville, Ky., shows leade rship
for this season.

"He has looked good," Chaney said of Alvey.

Freshmen who have impressed the Eagle coach are Dave Bishop and
Steve Mays, both from Milford , Ohio.
at MSU," said Chaney.

"Bishop will have a great career

"Mays has a great golf swing for a young player."

The Eagles travel to the Sunshine State to open the '8 4 schedule.
The Florida International Intercollegiate at Miami, Fl., has a large,
talented crop of colleeiate golfers, led by host University of Miami.
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March 7, 1984
Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find an article on Lindenwold, NJ native Earl Harrison,
a forward for the Morehead State Eag les. Since it looks like the Ohio
Valley Conference will be assigned to the opening round of the NCAA
tournament and the chances are good that the Eagles will win the OVC ' s
berth and play in Philadelphia, I thought you might like to take a l ook
at this for possible use .
If you have any qu estions or would like updated information, p l ease feel
free to contact me at the above number . If you do use the article, I'd
appreciate receiving a tear sheet for my fi l es.
Many thanks,

Craig Bohnert
Sports Information Director

T ... ~
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EARL HARRISON MAKES MOREHEAD STATE A CONTENDER
MOREHEAD, Ky.---On the campus of Morehead State University, Earl.
Harrison has become synonymous with great basketball.
Before Harrison's arrival on

the

eastern Kentucky campus two years

ago, the Eagles were looking for that certain element that makes a good
basketball team a great one.
Harrison is that element.
A 6-7 forward, Harrison leads the Eagles in scoring and rebounding
and has been instrumental in MSU's drive to its first undisputed Ohio
Valley Conference title .

That success comes in the wake of MSU's first

NCAA appearance in 22 years, earned by winning last year's OVC tournament.
Unlike most players on the Eagle squad, Harrison did not begin playing
basketball until his junior year at Overbrook High School in Lindenwold,
N.J.

A mere 6-4 then, Harrison did not catch the eyes of college recruiters

although the Rams won their conference crown his junior year.
College basketball seemed but a dream to Harrison, until he was
approached by Ron Mitchell, coach at Glouchester County College in
Sewell, N.J.
During his career as a Road Runn er , his team ran up a 63-9 record.
In the junior college ranks, Harrison's natural talent began to shine as
he averaged 12 rebounds an outing his freshman year, then set a school
record in his second year with 535 rebounds, an average of 15 boards a game.
His record-setting play boosted GCC to the Garden State Conference title
and eighth in the NJCAA Tournament .
Suddenly, Harrison had the attention he lacked at the end of his
prep career.

Big-name schools such as Iowa, Virginia Tech, Temple, and

EARL HARRISON MAKES MOREHEAD STATE A CONTENDER

2-2-2-2-2

Texas-El Paso vied for his services, but he opted for a small school in
the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains because , he said, the coaches
pursued him with greater intensity.
"They told me I could earn a starting position," said Harrison.
He not only earned a starting job, he brought new excitement to Eagle
basketball with his aggressive rebounding and thrilling slam dunks, setting
a school record with 31 jams his junior year .

In his first year in the

league , he earned second-team all-conference honors and the respect of
OVC coaches .
Entering his senior season, Harri s on and the Eagles were tabbed as the
pre-season favorites .

A burden was placed on the gangly New Jersey native,

but he took it in stride .
"I just want to reach my potential as a player," he said.
He's nearing that goal .

He advanced to the first-team all-conference

this year, as well as earning second-team District 7 honors from the
National Association of Basketball Coaches, running with company like
Milt Wagner and Charles Jones of Louisville .
The Eagles are hoping for a repeat appearance in the NCAAs , which
would raise Harrison's stock tn the pro draft .

If an NBA career doesn't

pan out, though, he'll be happy to return to New Jersey and utilized his
degree in marketing and management .
But before then, Harri son will try to add to the legend that already
is the Morehead State Eagles and the slam-dunking forward from Lindenwold
who's been playing basketball for only six years.
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CLEMENTS BIDES HIS TIME AT MOREHEAD STATE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---It's got to be difficult, sitting on the bench game
in and game out, watching rather than contributing to the team' s success .
Pate Clements is bright enough to know that paying the dues is a part of
being in Division I basketball.
A 6-7 graduate of Tallahassee's Leon High School, Clements is in his
f irst year as a Morehead State Eagle, a year that has seen him in limited
action as the Eagles have depended on seven seniors in their drive for
their first undisputed Ohio Valley Conference championship.
"Every day during the college basketball season, you read about some
freshman or sophomore transferring," said MSU head coach Wayne Martin.
"Pate has shown the kind of maturity that few freshmen have these days in
that he enthusiastically makes a contribution for one minute or ten minutes
and is intelligent enough to know that he has a bright future ahead of him
here."
When he does see action, Clements makes the best of the opportunity.
In a non-conference game ~arlier

agai'nst Western Michigan, he scored

15 points in only 12 minutes on the floor, good enough to earn the OVC's
Rookie of the Week award and give him a leg-up toward membership in the
~ n f e rence All-Freshman team, announced last week.
Averaging 21 poin ts and 11 rebounds per game his senior year at Leon,
Clements drew the interest of scouts from the likes of Florida A&M,
Florida State, Mississippi, and Mi ssissippi State.

Rather than opting for

one of the big-name institutions, he chose Morehead State, which is
nestled in the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains in eastern Kentucky.
-more-
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"I wanted to play Division I basketball," said Clements, who earned
All-Big Bend, all-area, and all-state honors at Leon, "but I wanted to go
to a school that has a small ntllllber of students."

MSU has an enrollment

of 6,500.
At home, Clements' favorite pastimes are water-skiing and going to
the beach, two activities he took for granted until he headed north .
"That's something I never thought I'd miss," he said.
But visions of bathing beautres and the Atlantic rolling over a sandy
beach have taken a back seat to other concerns.

With the Eagles fighting

i n post-season play, Clements' attentfons are focussed on how he can best
serve MSU on the basketball floor .
If it's by sitting on the bench and offering spot assistance, so
be it.
Clements is smart enough to know
al l the time.

nis chance to shine is gettinP, closer

All he has to do is bide his time.
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CLEMENTS BIDES HIS TIME AT MOREHEAD STATE
MOREHEAD, Ky.-- - It' s got to be difficult, sitting on the bench game
in and game out, watching rather than contributing to the team's success.
Pate Clements is bright enough to know that paying the dues is a part of
being in Division I basketball.
A 6-7 graduate of Tallahassee's Leon High School, Clements is in his
first year as a Morehead State Eag le, a year that has seen him in limited
action as the Eagles have depended on seven seniors in their drive for
their first undisputed Ohio Valley Conference championship .
"Every day during the college basketball season, you read about some
freshman or sophomore transferring," said MSU head coach Wayne Martin.
"Pate has shown the kind of maturity that few freshmen have these days in
that he enthusiastically makes a contribution for one minute or ten minutes
and is intelligent enough to know that he has a bright future ahead of him
here . "
When he does see action, Clements makes the best of the opportunity.
In a non-conference game earlier

against Western Michigan, he scored

15 points in only 12 minutes on the floor, good enough to earn the OVC's
Rookie of the Week award and give him a leg-up toward membership in the
conference All-Freshman team, announced last week.
Averaging 21 point s and 11 rebounds per game his senior year at Leon ,
Clements drew the interest of scouts from the likes of Florida A&M,
Florida State, Mississippi, and Mississippi State .

Rather than opting for

one of the big-name institutions, he chose Morehead State, which is
nestled in the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains in eastern Kentucky.
- more -
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"I wanted to play Division I basketball," said Clements, who earned
All - Big Bend, all-area, and al l- state honors at Leon, "but I wanted to go
to a school that has a small number of students."

MSU has an enrollment

of 6,500.
At home, Clements' favorite pastimes are water-skiing and going to
the beach, two activities he took for granted until he headed north.
" That's something I never thought I'd miss," he said.
But visions of bathing beautres and the Atlantic rolling over a sandy
beach have taken a back seat t0 other concerns.

With the Eagles fighting

in post-season play, Clements' attentions are focussed on how he can best
serve MSU on the basketball floor.
If it's by si tting on the bench and offering spot assistance, so
be it.
Clements is smart enough to know his chance to shine is getting c l oser
all the time.

All he has to do is bide his time.
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GAME NOTES
Youngstown State Penguins (18-10, 9-5 OVC)
v s. Morehead State Eagles (23-5, 12- 2 OVC)
March 10, 1984, 7:30 p.m .
Academic-Athletic Cent er
Morehead, Kentucky
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONSHIP
THE DEFENDING CHAMPION: The Eag les will attempt to defend their OVC
Tournament crown, which was won at Murray State last year . The
Eagles downed another Ohio school, Akron, by a score of 81-65.
MSU had downed Tennessee Tech on a last-second shot by Guy Minnifield
to earn the right to fight for OVC's automatic berth in the NCAA.
This is Youngstown State's first tournament appearance .
RECORD ON THE EDGE: MSU senior guard Jeff Fultz is only six assists away
from his 169th, which would tie him for the seasonal record. Last
night, Fultz doubled his career assist total in only one season,
having recorded only 160 prior to 1983-84 play.
MARTIN GOES FOR 100: With last night's win , MSU coach Wayne Martin recorded
his 99th win as Morehead State head coach. Tonight, he will attempt
to become a 100-game winner faster than any other MSU coach. Only
two other Eagle coaches, Ellis Johns.on and Bobby Laughlin, have reached
the career milestone, but Johnson reached it in his ninth year of
coaching the Eagles, and Laughlin did it with the third win of his
eighth year. Martin wuold reach the watermark in only six years.
TIPTON GOES FOR 1,000: With 995 career points , Jeff Tipton needs only
five more points to reach the magic 1,000-point plateau. He would
be the third Eagle to - reach 1,000 this year, following Guy Minnifield
(who needs only 12 points to tie for 11th in all-time scoring), while
Eddie Childress reached the mark midway through the season on a
thundering slam dunk against Murray State. Tipton would be the 20th
MSU player to reach 1,000 points during his stay.
OFFICIALS :

Willard Smith, Charlie Vacca, and Herman Ramsey.

BACK ON TRACK : The last 3 OVC Tournaments have seen the regular-season
champion fall in tournament play. The. last time the No . 1 seed reached
the NCAA was 1981, but the Eagles hope to get that string restarted.
BACK TO BACK: The Eagles have recorded back-to-back NCAA appearances before ,
back during the 1955-56 and 1956-57 seasons, under coach Bobby Laughlin.
The Eagles have appeared in the NCAA in every season they have · won
19 or more games. Morehead State never has played tn the National
Invitation Tournament.
DON'T FORGET: Ballots will be pass·ed out for the OVC All-Tournament team
and for the tournament's Most Valuable Player. Please keep this in
mind and consider your candidates .
SULLIVAN A NAISMITH NOMINEE: MSU's Arthur "Pee Wee" Su 1 livan has been
nominated for the Frances Pomeroy Naismith-Basketball Hall of Fame
Award which honors the outstanding senior male college basketball
player under six feet tall . Other nominees include Lamont Sleets
of Murray State and Ricky Stokes of Virginia .

HIGH SCHOOL TRADITIONS---Two Eagles have high school links to the
best big men to play the game . Jeff Tucker is a graduate of
Overbrook High School in Philadelphia, where Wilt Chamberlain
played, while Michael Everett prepped at New York's Power
Memorial, where Lew Alcindor, now Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, attended
high school.
EAGLES LOVE THEIR HOME ROOST---MSU posted an outstanding 14-1 record in
the Academic-Athletic Center this season. Closing the third season
in the 7,000-seat facility, MSU has fashioned a 38-4 re cord, a
winning percentage of 90.5. In the _last 28 years, the Eagles have
built a 261-74 home record (77 . 9 percent) and have recorded only
two losing seasons in the role of the home team .
MARTIN, PLAYERS HONORED---Eagle coach Wayne Martin has been named the
OVC's Coach of the Year, while four Eagle players received honors.
Martin was named Co-Coach of the Year after the 1981-82 season,
when MSU turned an 11-15 record into a 17-10 mark . Earl Harrison
became the first Eagle to receive first-team All-OVC honors since
Charlie Clay was tabbed in 1980. Jeff Tipton was named to the
All-OVC second team, while Guy Minnifield earned honorable mention.
Pate Clements was named to the all- conference freshman team .
EAGLES EXTEND TOURNEY RECORD---Morehead State adds to its record number
of appearances in the OVC Tournament . This year will mark the
Eag les' 19th time in the tourney, but it is the first time they
will host the classic.
RECORDS SET THUS FAR---Morehead State has set four records thus far:
Most Wins in a Season---22
Longest Winning Streak---12
Most Individual Assists in a Game---16 by Jeff Fultz at Middle
Tennessee, Feb. 16 (ties OVC record)
Best OVC Record---12-2
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EAGLES CLOSE BEST SEASON EVER
MOREHEAD, Ky.---All good things must come to an end, and the Morehead
State basketball season did so last Fretday evening in NCAA first-round
action against Louisville.
Although the Eagles' 72-59 loss to the Cards left some sorry to see
the end come, the frowns turned to smiles a,s MSU fans and players
reflected upon the accomplishments of the 1983- 84 Eagle team:
*A 25-6 record, the best ever for an MSU team an d the first time over
20 wins in a season.
*The second appearance in the NCAA tournament in as many year s,
matching the feat of the 1955-56 and 1956-57 Eagles.
*The first NCAA tournament win in 23 years with a 70-69 thriller over
North Carolina A&T in opening round play in Dayton, Ohio.
*The first outright Ohio Valley Conference regular-season title after
sharing the crown on seven occasions .
*Successful defense of MSU's OVC Tournament crown.
*The longest winning streak in MSU history with a 12-w±n string, which
at the time was the second-longest in the nation.
*An outstanding 16-1 record in the Academic-Athletic Center.
*Best OVC record since j oining the league as a charter member in
1948 with a 12- 2 mark.
*Best field goal accuracy of any Eagle team, hitting 50.8 percent.
*Jeff Fultz's 176 as sists, an MSU record, including 16 in one game,
an MSU and OVC re cord.
- more-
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Along with team accomplishments, there were individual highs reached
as well, including coach Wayne Martin's 100th career coaching win at
Morehead State in t he OVC Tournament championship game, a 47-44 downing
of Youngstown State. Martin now stands at 101-67 over six years at MSU.
The tournament , played on the MSU campus for the first time, brought
a number of honors to the Eagles.

Two seniors, forward Earl Harrison and

guard Arthur "Pee Wee" Sullivan, were named to the all-tournament team and
Harrison was tabbed the tourney's Most Valuable Player.
Regular season honors for Harrison tncluded honorable mention
All-American by Associated Press, first team All-OVC, and second team
All-District VII by the National Association of Baske tball Coaches (NABC) .
Sullivan is one of 15 nominees

for the Francis Pomeroy Naismith

Basketball Hall of Fame Award which recogn±zes the outstanding senior
player in the nation who is under six feet tall .
MSU's two centers, senior Jeff Tipton and freshman Pate Clements,
also received OVC honors.

Tipton was named to the All-OVC second team,

while Clements was selected to the All-OVC freshman team.
Martin has garnered a number of ?ersonal highs and awards as we ll .
With his win over Youngstown State, he reached 100 MSU career wins faster
than any other Eagle coach.

In recognition of that and his team's

achievements, he was named OVC Coach of the Year and the Kodak District VII
Coach of the Year, as selected by the NABC.

District VII includes the

states of West Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee.
Tabbed as pre-season favorites in the OVC by league coaches and
basketball experts around the country , the Eagles started slowly, losing
their first conference game to Middle Tennes see for the only blemish on
their 16-1 record in the Academic-Athletic Center this year.
-mor~-

From there ,
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the Eagles surged to a 12-garne winning streak and sole possession of
first place in the OVC.
A 70-62 setback at Tennessee Tech dropped the Eagles into a tie with
Tech, but it was broken the next week as Tech fell at Youngstown State and
MSU downed Murray State to secure the role of host for the OVC Tournament.
One week later, a national television audience watched on "Friday Night
Live" as MSU downed Eastern Kentucky for sole rights to the OVC
regular-season title.
After tackling Murray State in the semi-final round of the OVC
Tourney, the Eagles clawed back from a deftcit to down Youngstown State
in the last nine seconds of the championship game to claim the league's
automatic berth in the NCAA post-season cla.ssrc.
The Eagles entered NCAA play in opening round action against North
Carolina A&T at Dayton, Ohio.

That game, .a 70-69 thriller that MSU won

in the final seconds, will live in the minds of trivia buffs forever as
the officials used a television replay to confirm their decision for the
first time in NCAA tournament play.
With the Eagles and Bulldogs tied at 68 with 26 seconds left in the
game, MSU's Harrison was called for an intentional foul against A&T's
James Horace , a 50 percent free throw shooter.

However, when the rlayers

lined up for the two free throws, it was E~ic Boyd, a 63 percent shooter ,
that stood at the line.

The Eagles protested, and the officials went to

the replay to confirm their decision.
The replay clearly showed Horace was the fouled player , and he was
installed at the line, where he made only one of the two shots.

That

opened the door for last - second heroics by MSU ' s Guy Minnifield.
With time draining from the clock, Minnifield drove the length of
the floor and cut into traffic in the lane.
-more-

Stripped of the ball, he

EAGLES CLOSE BEST SEASON EVER
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recovered the bobble, squared to the basket, and dropped in an eight-foot
jumper with four seconds left to give MSU a 70-69 lead.

Fouled on the

play, Minnifield missed the free throw and the Eagles had to sweat out
a last-second shot by Boyd which bounced off the back of the rim, giving
MSU its first NCAA win since downing Xavier 23 years earlier.
The glory of the season was a fitting farewell to the seven seniors
who have helped build the Morehead State basketball program to the level
of respect it now enjoys:

forward Eddie Childres s, guard Jeff Fultz,

for11ard Earl Harrison, guard Guy Minnifield, guard Arthur "Pee Wee"
Sullivan, center Jeff Tipton, and forward Jeff Tucker.
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MARTIN NAMED NABC DISTRICT VII COACH OF THE YEAR
(NOTE:

Kodak has requested a Friday, March 23, p.m. release.)

MOREHEAD, Ky.---The National Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC)
has picked Morehead State's Wayne Martin as a 1984 Kodak Coach of the Year
for District VII of Division I.
Martin was one of 15 Division I district coaches of the year named
by his colleagues in the NABC .

The 15 form the pool of leading candidates

for the national Kodak Coach of the Year in this div ision .

The national

winner will be selected by the NABC next week during its annual convention
at the NCAA Final Four Tournament in Seattle, Wash . , and announced at a
press conference in the Westin Hotel on Sunday morning, April 1.
Martin guided his Eagles to their second NCAA tournament appearance
in as many years after winning the Ohio Valley Conference regular season
champion s h ip outright for the first time and successfully defending MSU's
OVC Tournament crown.

With MSU's victory in the OVC tournament's title

game, Martin reached 100 career wins at MSU sooner than any other coach
at Morehead State.

The Eagles' 25-6 record was a school best

In addition to the 15 Divis ion I district coaches, the NABC a lso
named eight Division II district coaches and eight Division III district
coaches.

A Kodak Junior College Coach of the Year a lso will be named in

Seattle.
Eastman Ko dak supports the NABC coach of the year awards because of
the close relationship between coaching and photography.
Following is a list of the district coaches of the year for each
division.
-more-
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The Division I district coaches of the year are:
District
District
District
District
District
District
DISTRICT
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
District

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV

Jim Calhoun, Northeastern
Jim Boeheim, Syracuse
John Chaney, Temple
Dick Tarrant, Richmond
Mike Krzyzewski, Duke
Sonny Smith, Auburn
WAYNE MARTIN, MOREHEAD STATE
Gordon Stauffer, Nicholls State
Pat Foster, Lamar
Gene Keady, Purdue
Lou Henson, Illinois
Billy Tubbs, Oklahoma
Don Haskins, Texas-El Paso
Marv Harshman, Washington
Jim Brovelli, San Diego

The Division II district coaches of the year are:
New England
East
South Atlantic
South
Great Lakes
North Central
South Central
West

Jim Powell, American International
Edward Wilson, Mansfield State
Hal Nunnally, Randolph-Macon College
Bill Jones, North Alabama
Mike Pollio, Kentucky Wesleyan
Bob Hanson, Nebraska-Omaha
Lynn Nance, Central Missouri State
John Masi, California-Riverside

The Division III district coaches of the year are:
Northeast
East
Middle Atlantic
South Atlantic
South
Great Lakes
Midwest
West

Ed Hockenbury, Norwich
Bill Nelson, Nazareth College
Tom Finnegan, Washington College (Maryland)
Ed Green, Roanoke College
Tom Bryant, Centre College (Kentucky)
David Grube, Capital University (Ohio)
Mike Heideman, St . Norbert College (Wisconsin)
Jerry Schmutte, Nebraska-Wesleyan
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EAGLES IN MIDST OF LONGEST HOMESTAND
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With a pleasing 5-1 record safely t ucked away,
the Morehead State University baseball squad will continue its
longest homestand of the season later this week.
After the opener of the scheduled 11-game homestand was cancelled
last Friday against Louisvi lle due to poor weather conditions, Steve
Hamilton's squad blitzed the University of Rhode Island, 8-3, on
Saturday, as junior left-hander Drew Hall notched his second win in as
many outings .
The Eagles will play eight games during a 5-day period.
After Marshall is in on Wednesday, March 21, Kentucky will visi t
Allen Field for a doubleheader on March 22, followed by Northern
Kentucky on March 23 and Purdue for twinbills on March 24 and 25.
"We feel very good about the five wins already and the way our
pitching has come along," said Hamilton, who is in his ninth season
at the helm and is just 12 wins shy of reaching the 200 career win
plateau at MSU.
"The next five days or so will be busy ones for us, but I think
it will give us a good test because of the caliber of teams we have

.
. ''
coming
1.n.
Hamilton said he expects especially tough challenges from Marshall
~~-· t ~e University of Kentucky.
"We played Marshall during the fall and we split a pair of g ames,"
Hamilton added.
Conference.

"They are usually one of the best teams in the Southern

They have a better hitting attack than we do , so it wil l

be a challenge for our pitching staff. "
As a staff, the Eagles have compiled a sparkling 2. 57 earned run

EAGLES IN MIDST OF LONGEST HOMESTAND 2-2-2-2
average, while allowing less than one hit per inning.
Hall, a 6-4 southpaw from Rush, Ky., has allowe d just one earned
run and nine base hits in 11 innings of act ion .
Following the single game against the Thundering Herd, the Wildcats
of Kentucky, 31-14 last season and an 11 -0 winner over MSU in 1983, will
hook up with the Eagles for a doub leheader .
Kentucky has an excellent team this sea son," said Hamilton.

"They

have one of the best pitching staffs in the Southeastern Conference.
They have already played a n umber of games and their de f ens e has been
very good so far."
The Eagles will return the engagement at Lexington for a twinbill
next Tuesday at UK, and then travel to Ma rshall on March 28.
Northern Kentucky will be the opponent on Friday afternoon,
while Big Ten member Purdue will play a pair of doubleheaders against
the Eagles this weekend.
Last season, MSU won two games, lost one and tied another against
the Boilermakers.
The Boilermakers are coming off their best spring trip e v er
after posting a 6-6 record.

Purdue hit .3 12 during the 12 games in

Lakeland, Fla., but posted a hefty 8.90 earned run average .
Morehead State radio station WMKY-FM 90 will broadcast games
against Marshall, the opener against UK a nd Northern Kentucky this
week .

Rick Hesterberg will prov ide play-by-play for a total of eight

regular season games and the Ohi o Valley Conference tournament in May.
3/20/84jjd
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EAGLES CLOSE BEST SEASON EVER
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---All good things must come to an end , and the Morehead
State basketball season did so last Friday evening in NCAA first-round
action against Louisville.
Although the Eagles' 72-5 9 loss to the Cards left some sorry to see
the end come, the frowns turned to smiles a s MSU .fans and players
reflected upon the accomplishments o f the 1983- 84 Eagle te am:
*A 25-6 record, the best ever for an MSU team and the first time over
20 wins in a season .
*The second appearance in the NCM tournament in as many years,
matching the feat of the 1955-56 and 1956-57 Eagles .
'-'The first NCAA tournament win in 23· years ,nth a 70- 69 thr il ler over

1

North Carolina A&T in opening round play in Dayton, Ohio .
*The first outright Ohio Valley Conference regular-season title after
sharing the crown on seven occasions.
* Successful defense of MSU's OVC Tournament crown.
*The longest winning s treak in MSU his tor y with a 12-wi n string, which
at the time was t he second-longest in the nation.
*An outstanding 16-1 record in the Academic-Athletic Center.
*Best OVC record since joi ning the league as a charter membe r i n
1948 with a 12-2 mark.
*Best field goal acc uracy of any Eagle team, hi tting 50.8 percent.
*Jeff Fultz ' s 176 ass i sts, an MSU record, including 16 in one game,
an MSU and OVC record.
-more-
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Along with team accomplishments, there were individual highs reached
as well, including coach Wayne Martin 's 100th career coaching win at
Morehead State in t he OVC Tournament championship game, a 47-44 downing
of Youngstown State. Martin now stands at 101-67 over six years at MSU .
The tournament , played on the MSU campus for the first time, brought
a number of honors to the Eagles.

Two seniors, forward Earl Harrison and

guard Arthur "Pee Wee" Sullivan, were named to the all-tournament team and
Harrison was tabbed the tourney's Most Valuable Player.
Regular season honors for Harrison included honorable mention
All-American by Associated Pres s, first team All-OVC, and second team
All-Dis trict VII by the National Associa tion of Basketball Coaches (NABC).
Sullivan is one of 15 nominees

for t he Francis Pomeroy Naismith

Basketball Hall of Fame Awar d which recognizes the outstanding senior
player in the nation who is under six fee t tall.
MSU 's t wo centers, senior Jeff Tipton and freshman Pate Clements,
also received OVC honors.

Tipton was named to the Al l-OVC second team,

while Clements was selected to the All-OVC freshman team.
Martin has garnered a number of personal highs and awards as well.
With his win over Youn gstown State, he reached 100 MSU career wins faster
than any other Eagle coach.

In recognition of that and his team's

achievements, he was named OVC Coach of the Year and the Kodak District VII
Coach of the Year, as sele cted by the NABC .

District VII includes the

states of West Virginia , Kentucky, and Tennessee .
Tabbed as pre- season favorite s in the OVC by league coaches and
basketball experts around the country, the Eagles s t a rted slowly, losing
their first conference game to Middle Tennessee for the only blemish on
their 16-1 record in the Academic-Athletic Center this year.
-more-

From there,
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the Eagles surged to a 12-game winni ng streak and sole possession of
first place in the OV~.
A 70-62 setback at Tennessee Tech dropped the Eagles into a tie with
Tech, but it was broken the next week as Tech fell at Youngstown State and
MSU downed Murray State to secure the role of host for the OVC Tournament.
One week later, a national television audi_ence watched on "Friday· Night
Live" as MSU downed Eastern Kentucky for s.ole rights to the OVC
regular-season title.
After tackling Murray State in the semi-final round of the OVC
Tourney, the Eagles clawed back from a def:i::.cit to down Youngstown State
in the last nine seconds of the championship game to claim the league's
automatic berth in the NCAA post-season classic.
The ·Eagies entered NCAA play in opening round action against North
Carolina A&T at Dayton, Ohio.

That game, a 70-69 thriller that MSU won

in the final seconds, will live in the minds of trivia buffs forever as
the officials used a television replay to confirm their decision for the
first time in NCAA tournament play .
With the Eagles and Bulldogs tied at 68 with 26 seconds left in the
game, MSU's Harrison was called for an intentional foul against A&T's
James Horace, a 50 percent free throw shooter.

However, when the players

lined up for the two free throws, it was Eric Boyd, a 63 nercent shooter,
that stood at the line.

The Eagles protested, and the officials went to

the replay to confirm their decision .
The replay clearly showed Horace was the fouled player, and he was
installed at the line, where he made only one of the two shots.

That

opened the door for last-second he roics by MSU 's Guy Minnifield.
With time draining from the clock, Minnifield drove the length of
the floor and cut into traffic in the lane .
-more-

Stripped of the ball, he
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recovered the bobble, squared to the basket, and dropped in an eight -foot
jumper with four seconds left to give MSU a 70-69 lead.

Fouled on the

play, Minnifield missed the free throw and the Eagles had to sweat out
a last-second shot by Boyd which bounced off the back of the rim, giving
MSU its first NCAA win since downing Xavier 23 years earlier.
The glory of the season was a fitting farewell to the seven seniors
who have helped build the Morehead State basketball program to the level
of respect it now enjoys:

forward Eddie Childress, guard Jeff Fultz,

forward Earl Harrison, guard Guy Minnifield, guard Arthur "Pee Wee"
Sullivan, center Jeff Tipton, and forward Jeff Tucker.
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LADY EAGLES BEGIN SEASON IN TENNESSEE
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With five out of her top six players returning
from last y ear's squad, Morehead State Lady Eagle tennis coach Bev
Mayhew ha s been waiting with great anticipation for the 1984 season
to get underway.
The Lady Eagles will g et the season started on March 22 at the
University of Tenness ee and wi ll continue their swing through Tennessee
over the weekend at the University of Tennessee-Martin Invitational
Tournament , March 23-25.
"We're very excited about the competition we will face this
season and are ready to get the season going," Mayhew s a id .
Heading the list of returning standouts is junior Helen Curtis
from Bournemouth, England.
MSU's first All - American tennis player is comirtg off a banner

1983 campaign and fine fall season.
During the fall schedule, Curtis compiled a 30-4 record in singles
and doubles play as the Lady Eagles fashioned a sparkling 17-1 record .
Last spring, Curtis placed second in the Ohio Valley Conference
at No . 1 singles and was tabbed as an All-OVC choice.
Sally-Anne Birch and Helen Haddon are a pair of top notch
competitors, who will have a lot of say in how far the Lady Eagles
go in 1984.
Birch, a junior from Harare, Zimbabwe, is another All-OVC pick
back for this season.
"We expect a lot out of Sally, " said Mayhew.

"She is coming off

a foot injury in the fall, so we're keeping a close eye on her.
will also serve as o ur team captain."
-more-

She
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Haddon , another junior, hails from Plymouth, England, and will
see action at No. 4 singles.

Haddon, along with Curtis and Birch,

notched their 100th career wins during the fall season.
Mayhew's top addition this season is freshman Angela Longo from
Harare, Zimbabwe, who could be the Lady Eagles' top player before the
season draws to a close.
"She is a great talent," Mayhew said.

"I think by the time she

becomes a senior she could be the best player we have ever had here.
She has that much ability and potential."
The Lady Eagles, defending OVC champions, will begin their home
season on April 3 against Marshall University.
3/20/84jjd
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MSU MEN'S TENNIS SOUAD TRAVELS TO TENNESSEE
MOREHEAD , KY -- With a week of much-needed seasoning under its belt,
the Morehead State University men's tennis squad will take a 4-4 record
into weekend action against conference foe Middle Tennessee and Southern
· Conference fav orite Tennessee-Chattanooga.
Prior to last week, the Eagles had been limited to court action
against Virginia Tech on Feb. 17.

MSU coach Leighton Jones was concerned

about his squads lack of playing time, but a 4-3 spring trip has made Jones
more confident about the Eagles.
"We needed to g et the season started, with only one match under our
belts," said Jones.

"I was unhappy about the start of our trip with three

losses in our first four matches, but we're on a three-match winning streak
now."
Lookin~ back at the spring trip, Jones was satisfied with his top four
singles players' performances and top two doubles combinations.
At No . 1 singles, junior Martin Lock of Marondera, Zimbabwe, has a 5-3
mark, while MSU's No. 2 player, junior Fred Kangwa of Kalulushi, Zambia,
stands at 4-4.

In doubles play, the Lock-Kangwa combo is 5-3.

Sophomore Paul Hope of Maidenhead, England, and freshman Panos
Kambadellis of Athens, Greece both check in with 5-3 records at the No . 3
and No. 4 seeds respectively.

As a doubles combination, Hope and

Kambadellis boast a 6-2 mark.
(more)

MSU MEN'S TENNIS SOUAD Tl?A\TELS TO '!'ENNESSEE 2- 2- 2-2-2
"nurinp: our snrino- trio, s eeds on e throup.h f our olayed well in both
singles and doubles.

They a ll stood out in different ways," said Jones.

"Panos played well f or a freshman.

Martin and Fred always p erform well,

constantly working hard in every match, while Paul has steadied down his
olay since las t vear."
With a 5-4 conference loss to Akron a week ago, Jones has placed more
importance on Saturday's 11 a.m . match against a 3-1 ~iddle Tennessee squad
and Sunday morning's match against Tennessee-Chattanooga.
"The match against l-1iddle is very irn~ortant because they' re in the
conference and our backs are to the wall after losing to Akron," said Jones .
"All conference matches will influence the seeding for the tournament."
"We need to beat somebody we shouldn ' t now, and the Chattanooga match
is just another O~!,onent to toughen us up for conference play," concluded
Jones.
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DEFENSE PROPELS NEW AND I MPROVED MSU SOFTBALL TEAM
MOREHEAD, Ky . -- The 198L~ edition of the Morehead State University
softball team may mot be the most experienced bunch, but if the saying "the
best offense is a good defense" is true, coach Jim McClellan's squad could
see an improvement over last season's 17-9 record.
Scattered on the Eag les roster are only five letter-winners among
seven freshmen, five sophomores, and three juniors .

However, McClellan's

expectations for the upcoming, combination fast- and slow-pitch season are
not limited by his underclassmen-laden squad .
l,Te' re a better team than last y ear, even though we' re a very voung
team," said McClellan .

"Our pitching will be improved dramaticallv and

we've looked strong defensively in practice.

Barring rainouts, I'd like t o

see us win 19 of our 22 slow pitch and nearly eight fast pitch games."
nespite two rainouts roughing up the schedule , the Eagles will try to
open the season with a trio of doubleheaders.
MSU's season will begin with a home contest at 4 p . m. Monday , March 26,
against Northern Kentucky, followed by a road doubleheader against Eastern
Kentucky at 1:30 p.m. on March 28 .

On Thursday , March 29, the Eagles will

return home to entertain Kentucky State at 4 p.m.
Leading the Eagles is junior two-time letter-winner Sheryl Curry of
Jamestown (Greenview), Ohio , who returns as the second leading hitter fr om
last y ear and will captain MSU as the No. 1 slow pitcher.
Stepping in to strengthen the pitching staff is freshman Meg Trowbridge
of Somerset (Sheridan), Ohio, junior Kim Farrell of Georgetown , Ohio, and
freshman Debbie Hilliams of Lucasville (Valley), Ohio .
(more)
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Besides pitchers, McClellan looks for freshman third baseman Kim Vasko
of Dayton , Ky , s ophomo re letter-winner Lisa McDaniels of Ironton, Ohio in
left field, and freshman center fielder ~ally Stone of 0uincv (Lewis Co .)
to help in the develon~ent of a solid defense.
On the offensive end McClellan looks to get aid f. rom Vasko and
sophomore letter-winner Dody Medico of Florence (Boone Co.) at second base .
" Kim, ~ollv, and Trowbridg e are three bip, reasons why we will be better
than last year,"

said McClellan.

"Both Kim and Holly are playing excellent

defense in practice, along with Kim's good hitting.
In addition, McDaniels can run down anything in left field and Vasco
made the Arrlateur So-f:tball Association's All-World team at third base,"
continued McClel lan .
Rounding out the list of possible starters are sophomore letter-winners
Lori Jelf of Alexandria (Cam~bell Co.) at first base and catcher Jodi
0

olloc~ of ~ortsmouth (Clay), Ohio.
Occupying other starting spots are freshman Shelly Simpson of

Brookville, Ohio at shortstop, and either Melinda Barker of l-Jest Liberty
(Morgan Co _) or Becky Prather of ~orehead (Rowan Co.) taking the final
outfield oosition.
Despite a strong defense, McClellan forsees some oroblems for the
Eagles in '84.
"Our hitting is a big concern from what I've seen in practice, and
our l ack of exoerience could hurt us ," said McClellan.

"Success in fast

pitch totally depends on effective pitching, while slow oitch success will
rely on us developing to hit as a team . "

4/flflflffa
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BERRY CLOSES LADY EAGLE CAREER
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Rita Berry lives by one rule . . . "work hard and play
hard."

During her career at Morehead State University, she has lived uo

to that rule.
Berry recently closed her career as point guard for the Lady Eagle
basketball team by taking part in the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
in Murfreesboro, Tenn., where MSU lost to eventual champion Middle Tennessee.
As point guard and one of t wo seniors on the 1983-84 Lady Eag le squad,
Berry had to live up to her credo to give MSU the measure of success ±t
enjoyed.
"Being a senior and a point carries a load of leadership , " sa±d Berry ,
who served well at the playmaking guard position, handing out a team high

141 assists.

She also averaged 7.0 points per game, with many of those

points coming in take-command situations when the Lady Eagles needed a
basket .
"Rita was like the steering wheel o;f a car," said Berry 's coach,
Mickey Wells.

"A lot more leadership responsibility was expected of Rita

because she was a point guard and a senior .

She came through for us this

year."
Basketball is something Berry always has done.
organized basketball in fourth grade .

She started playing

Community league play led her to

high school play, and from there she advanced to MSU.
A basketball player often finds it hard to keep up with classes due
to tournaments, travel, and practice .

Berry solved this dilemma by

keeping in constant contact with her instructors, which she believes is
the student ' s responsibility.
-more-
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With her basketball career now over, Berry will finish her degree
in communication this spring.
"Someday, I hope to get out and work for a newsnaper, radio , or even
a public relations firm," she said of her future goals.
Succes s, according to Berry, is doing "the best y ou nossibly can."
If her life after basketball follows the same nath it did during her
roundball career, look for Rita Berry to go far.
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Dana Schmidt, sports information student

AGLES FACE TUNE-UPS FOR OVC SEASON
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---The Morehead State baseball Eagles will g et a final
t une-up before the Ohio Valley Conference season gets underway when Steve
Hamilton's squad takes to the road for the next six days.
The Eagles, 7-3-1 this season heading into action against the
University of Kentucky Wildcats on March 27, will play their next eight games
away from the friendly confines of Allen Field.
MSU has compiled a 6-2-1 slate at Allen Field so tar this season and
the home park especially has been enjoyable for freshman first baseman
Bryan Capnerhurst of Canton, Michigan.
Capnerhurst, a 5-11 left-handed hitter, has started his first campaign
sizzling.
After 11 games, Capnerhurst was batting . 429 with ten home runs and
£3 runs batted in.

His slugging percentage was a blazing .807, and 14 of his

18 hits have gone for extra bases.
"Bryan has just been unbelievable , " said Hamilton .
shots so far.

"He has hit some

People can talk about our short right field fence all they

want, but his home runs would have cleared any fence.
"He's been hitting them to the moon," Hami.lton continued.
carried us offensively for the most part.

"He has

He's been a Pleasant surnrise."

In Capnerhurst's initial collegiate at-bat, he hit a grand-slam and
b elted three round-trip?ers in his second game as an Eagle .
MSU will follow the doubleheader at Kentucky with a single game at
Marshall on March 28 before facing t h e University of Charleston on March 30
for a single game.
-more-
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"I don' t know too much about Charleston," s aid Hamilton .
them one game a s eason for the last few years .

"We've played

I'm not sure what kind of

club they really have."
The Eagles belted the Golden Eagles last season, 9-2 at Allen Field.
MSU will play at Northern Kentucky on April 1, then take on fellow
NCAA Mideast Regional participant Mi ami of Ohio on Anril 2.

Both outings

will be doubleheaders.
Behind the five-hit pitching of junior left-hander Drew Hall, the
Eagles defeated Northern on March 23 b y a 5-1 score.
"Northern Kentucky and especially Miami should really get us ready for
the conference season," Hamilton said.

"Miami hay a lot of talent on the

mound."
The Eagles eliminated the Redskins from the NCAA regiona l tournment
ast year with a 9-7 win.

Miami already has included a pair of wins over

Michigan in its victory total this season during its spring road trip.
Michigan started the year as the tenth-ranked team in the nation and won
the Mideast tourney last season.
A pair of seniors µrovide the Redsk ins a strong mound corps.
Left-hander Kevin Davis, 10-3 last year, and Scott Arnold , a right-hander
from Lexington , anchor the Mi am± mound .
"I ' ve been pleased with our succes s up until now," Hamilton said.

"We

still need to get our infield to start playing a little better de f ensively.
The next week sho uld get us well-µrepared for the OVC . "
MSU will begin OVC Northern Division play at home against Akron on
April 7 for a twinbill and April 8 fo r a s olo encounter .
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AGLES FACE TUNE-UPS FOR OVC SEASON
MOREHEAD, Ky .---The Morehead State baseball Eagles will get a final
tune-up before the Ohio Valley Conference season gets underway when Steve
Hamilton's squad takes to the road for the next six days.
The Eagles, 7-3-1 this season heading into action against the
University of Kentucky Wildcats on March 27, will play their next eight games
away from the friendly confines of Allen Field.
MSU has compiled a 6-2-1 slate at Allen Field so far this season and
the home park especially has been enjoyable for freshman first baseman
Bryan Capnerhurst of Canton, Michigan.
Capnerhurst, a 5-11 left-handed hitter, has started his first caffi1)aign
sizzling .
After 11 games, Capnerhurst was batting .429 with ten home runs and
23 runs batted in.

His slugging percentage was a blazing .807, and 14 of his

18 hits have gone for extra bases.
"Bryan has just been unbelievable," said Hamilton.
shots so far .

"He has hit some

People can talk about our short right field fence all they

want, but his home runs would have cleared any fence.
"He's been hitting them to the moon," Hamilton continued.
carried us offensively for the most part.

"He has

He's been a nleasant surnrise."

In Capnerhurst's initial collegiate at-bat , h e hit a grand-slam and
belted three round-trippers in his second game as an Eagle.
MSU will follow the doubleheader at Kentucky with a single game at
Marshall on March 28 before facing the University of Charleston on March 30
for a single game.
-more-
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"I don't know too much about Charleston," said Hamilton.
them one game a season for the last few years.

"We've nlayed

I'm not sure what kind of

club they really have ."
The Eagles belted the Golden Eagles last season, 9-2 at Allen Field.
MSU will play at Northern Kentucky on April 1, then take on fellow
NCAA Mideast Regional participant Miami of Ohio on April 2.

Both outings

will be doubleheaders .
Behind the five-hit pitching of junior left-hander Drew Hall, the
Eagles defeated Northern on March 23 by a 5-1 score.
"Northern Kentucky and especially Miami should really get us ready for
the conference season," Hamilton . said .

"Miami hay a lot of talent on the

mound."
The Eagles eliminated the Redskins from the NCAA regional tournment
ast year with a 9-7 win.

Miami already has included a pair of wins over

Michigan in its victory total this season during its spring road trip.
Michigan started the year as the tenth-ranked team in the nation and won
the Mideast tourney last season.
A pair of seniors provide the Redskins a strong mound corns.
Left-hander Kevin Davis, 10-3 last year, and Scott Arnold, a right-hander
f rom Lexington, anchor the Miamt mound.
"I've been pleased with our success up until now," Hamilton said.

"We

sti ll need to get our infield to start playing a little better defensively .
The next week should get us well-prepared for the OVC."
MSU will begin OVC Northern Dtvision play at home against Akron on
April 7 for a twinbill and April 8 for a solo encounter.
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SIX EAGLE BASEBALL GAMES, OVC TOURNAMENT TO BE AIRED ON WMKY-FM
MOREHEAD , Ky. --- The flagship station of the Eagle Sports Network
has announced its broadcast schedule for the 1984 Morehead State
baseball season.
The games, all Ohio Valley Conference encounters with Northern
Division rivals, will be aired on WMKY-FM (90.3) in Morehead .
of the Eagles began on March 23 against Northern Kentucky .

Coverage

Two other

games scheduled to be broadcast earlier this season were rained out.
WMKY-FM also will broadcast MSU games in the OVC tournament
scheduled May 14-15 at the site of the Southern Division champion.
The following is a list of remaining games scheduled to be
aired , weather permitting, on WMKY:
Apr .

7

Akron (1st game only)

11

Eastern Kentucky

14

Youngstown State (1st game only)

17

Eastern Kentucky

25

Eastern Kentucky

Hay 14-15

OVC tournament at site of Southern Division regular
season champion (MSU games only) .
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EAGLE SPRING FOOTBALL OPENS
MOREHEAD, Ky.---If a parallel were to be drawn between academics and
athletics, the closest comparison between the physical sciences and physical
effort could be found in spring f0otball practices.

Like a chemist in his

laboratory, the football coach combines different elements, looking for the
combination that will prove volatile.
Morehead State head football coach Bill Baldridge will don his lab
coat for the first time this Monday as the Eagles begin spring workouts on
April 2.

It is a time Baldridge has l0oked forward to since becoming the

eleventh MSU football coach on December 13, 1983.
For the first time, Baldridge will be able to see his. charges nerform
,.
as flesh and blood, not images from a film projector.

A successful off-season

weight program has him even more excited about getting his players into nads.
"I'm very pleased with what we've been able to achieve during the
off-season," said Baldridge .

"We' re seeing a m.nnber of our players begin

to develop . ''
After scrutinizing the results of the weight program and analyzing
the Eagles' performances last year , Baldridge and his staff have made
changes that may appear drastic to Eagle fans.

Familiar faces will be

tested in new positions during spring drills, with most of the shuffling
occuring on the defensive side of the ball.
"I've always believed that you've got to build a defense _first," said
Baldridge.

"If you can keep the other team from scoring, the worst you can

do is tie.

That's why I let my defensive coordinator have first nick of

any players on the team . "
-'IllO'I'e-
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Matt Ballard, MSU's defensive coordinator, has plucked two · offensive
players from last year's positions and given them resuonsibilities in the
defensive alignment.
John Dunn, who Baldridge calls "a great all-around athlete," will make
the transition from tailback to safety in an effort to bolster a defensive
backfield riddled by graduation.
''Looking at the way John ran last year, I could tell he likes to hit,"
said Baldridge.

"He's a versatile athlete who could play a nlllllber of

positions for us, but we want him at safety because we need a smart, talented
player who can quarterback our defense."
Another player who has been flip-flopped rs Rick Calcutt, who saw
action at tailback and wide receiver last year .

Ballard will uti lize

Calcutt's speed at defensive end, where defensive back Melvin Knight also
wi ll see action.
"Melv in played at one corner, but he played the run much better than
the pass and he's got good speed, so we 're going to give him a try at
end," said Baldridge .

"We 1 re tryin g to get our best speed on the ends so we

can put more pressure on the quarterback and contain the run."
An internal move in the defense will put tackle Charlie Franklin at
a linebacking position and move Rob Lockhart, who was second in tackles for
MSU last fall, at a guard position.
Offensively, Baldridge is looking forward to the battle that is shaping
up at the quarterback spot, where three talented performers will compete.
Mike Hanlin, a three-year starter, will see only spot action this spring
I

as he serves as an ace short relieve r for Steve Hami lton's basebal l Eagles .
That narrows the spring fi ght to a duel between record-holder Adrian Breen
-more-
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and junior college All-American Jeff McGuire .
Breen stepped in as starting quarterback after an injury sidelined
Hanlin for one game last year.

In the Aus tin Peay battle., Breen rewrote

an Ohio Valley Conference and three MSU records as he threw the ball 54
times and completed 31, both Eagle records.

He was involved in 79 offensive

plays, which was an OVC and MSU best.
McGuire logged some impressive statistics at Harper Junior College in
suburban Chicago.

He rang up 1,526 yards passing with 116 comµletions in

210 attempts, a 55 percent success rate.

He threw for 13 touchdowns and

ran for five more as he piled up 800 rushing yards.
Of course, a successful passer has to have someone at the other end to
catch the ball, and the Eagles have stockpiled a strong group to help
ease the loss of three-time All-OVC receiver Mark Ledford.

Tod Short, a

transfer from the University of Kansas, will provide help as a quick
wide-out.

He will be supplemented by another junior-college All-American,

Tom Buzyniski, and William Jackson, who saw limited action last fall.

Brian

Shimer moves to flanker from tailback, where he will attack op~onents as a
receiver or rusher.
The running game received a shot in the arm with the arrival of Dennis
Carr, another Kansas transfer.

A second-team fullback at Kansas, he gives

MSU a solid power threat on the ground and a blocker in the backfield for
pass protection or leading tailbacks into the line.

Roger Cleveland and

Lewis Robinson, underclassmen who gained experience last year, will vie for
the starting t ailback slot.
The offensive line is looking better for Baldridge , as a number bf
freshmen earned their1 spurs during last year's 2- 9 campaign .
-more-
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returns to anchor the line at center, and he will be surrounded by David
Stukey and Bill Poe at guards.

Poe has recovered from knee surgery last

fall and is a wel come returnee.
Following is a breakdown of the Eagles by position and the 1984 spring
practice schedule.
DEFENSE
Interior Line---Baldridge calls this area "the bright S?Ot of our recruiting
efforts this year . " Linebacker Rob Lockhart moves into a guard slot
and Steve Corder jumps from guard to tackle in Baldridge's wide -tackle
six alignment. The goal for the spring season is to develop three
good guards and three good tackles.
Defensive Ends---In an effort to apply more pressure, Baldridge has moved
fast er players to the wings . Rick Calcutt, a wide receiver last y ear ,
and Melvin Knight, a defensive back in ' 83, head the list at each end.
They will be· backed up by Joe Schlager , who moves over from tackle
after sleeking down during the off-season, and John Richie, who saw spot
action last year.
Linebacker--- Old and new faces characteri ze the situat ion here . MSU ' s
leading tackler, Randy Frazier, returns, while juco transfer Doug
McMahon competes with Charlie Franklin, who started at tackle for
the Eagles last fall.
Secondar~---A weak area this spring, it will receive the most attention as
Bal rid ge builds a stronger defense . Help wi ll come from John Dunn,
who moves from tailback to safety. "John is a great athlete who can
help us in a variety of places," said Baldridge . Hel~ will arrive
in the fall when Darrell Flowers and Cubby Brown arrive. Flowers
was an honorable mention All-American in USA Toda! who was ?Ursued by
Nebraska, while Brown comes to MSU as a transfer rom Kansas.
Punting---Juco transfer Matt Tilton wil l cover the duties this spring, but
will cecede them to incoming freshman Greg Burke, who averaged 41.7
per punt at Loui sville ' s St . Xavier .
Coaching Staff---Matt Ballard, defens i ve coordinator
Glenn Jones, linebackers and defensive backs
Defen sive line coach t o be announced

-more-
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OFFENSE
Line---With returning players who gained experince last year, Baldridge
sees improvement . Howard Jacobs leads the pack at center. His
backup , David Stukey, will start at one guard slot, -w hile Bill Poe
returns at the other after knee surgery last fall. Tackle spots are
still undecided .
Tight End---Mike Trosper returns after spending time at the end of the
1
83 season as a wide- out to complement Mark Ledford. Perhaps the
weakest position in the offensive alignment because the Bagles have
no prototypical tight end.
Wide Receivers---A stacked deck with 13 talented players fighting for
the advantage. Favored in the race are Kansas transfer Tod Short,
juco All-American Tom Buzynrskt, and former tailback Brian Shimer,
who took a redshirt season last year after a shoulder injury.
Quarterbacks---Three will fight it out for this position. Mike Hanlin,
last year's starter, will see only spot time this soring due to
baseball cormnitments. Adrian Breen, who holds one OVC and three MSU
passing records, will lock horns with juco All-American Jeff McGuire.
The best passer will come out on top to direct Baldridge's air-oriented
attack.
Running Backs---A weak link last year, the ground game will be bolstered
with the arrival of Kansas transfer Dennis Carr at fullback . A
second-team player at KU, he will provide much-needed power and
blocking for p ass protection and the tailbacks . Returnees Ro ger
Cleveland and Lewi s Robinson f i gure a s f avorites at the quickuack spot,
while Brian Shimer moves f rom tailback to flank er to give MSU more
flexibility in its attack .
Kicking---The departure of record-holder Lenn Duff left a void that was
filled by juco transfer Matt Tilton. While at College of DuPage,
Tilton compiled some impressive stats, including 29-30 on PATs and
three pressure field goals which opened the door to a post-season
appearance for the Chapparals.
Coaching Staff---Paul "Rocky" Alt, offensive coordinator
Fred Mariani, offensive line
Jerry Maye s , receivers
1984 . Schedule
Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct.
6

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
at Marshall
J AMES MADISON (Par ents We ekend)
at Middle Tenn e ssee
MURRAY STATE
at Austin Peay

1/#iN!lllf
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Oct.
Oct .
Oc t.
Nov.
Nov.

13
20
27
10
17

at Akron
TENNESSEE TECH (Homecomin~
WESTERN KENTUCKY
at Eastern Kentucky
YOUNGSTOWN STATE
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OFFENSE
Line---With returning players who gained experince last year, Baldridge
sees improvement. Howard Jacobs leads the pack at center. His
backup, David Stukey, will start at one guard slot, while Bill Poe
returns at the other afte r knee surgery last fall. Tackle spots are
still undecided.
Tight End---Mike Trosper returns after spending time at the end of the
1
83 season as a wide-out to complement Mark Ledford. Perhaps the
weakest position in the offensive alignment because the Eagles have
no prototypical tight end.
Wide Receivers---A stacked deck with 13 talented players fighting for
the advantage. Favored in the race are Kansas transfer Tod Short,
juco All-American Tom BuzynfskI, and former tailback Brian Shimer,
who took a-redshirt season last year after a shoulder injury.
Quarterbacks---Three will fight it out for this position. Mike Hanlin,
last year's starter, will see only spot time this S?ring due to
baseball cormnitments . Adrian Breen, who holds one OVC and three MSU
passing records, will lock horns with juco All-American Jeff McGuire.
The best passer wil l come out on top to direct Baldridge's ai r-oriented
a.ttack.
Running Backs---A weak link last year, the ground game will be bolstered
with the arrival of Kansas transfer Dennis Carr at fullback. A
second-team player at KU, he will provide much-needed power and
blocking for pass protection and the tailbacks. Returnees Roger
Cleveland and Lewis Robinson figure as favorites at the quickback spot,
while Brian Shimer moves from tailback to flanker to give MSU more
flexibility in its attack.
Kicking--- The departure of record-holder Lenn Duff left a void that was
filled by juco transfer Matt Tilton. While at Coliege of DuPage,
Tilton compiled some impressive stats, including 29-30 on PATs and
three pressure field goals which opened the door to a post-season
appearance for the Chapparals .
Coaching Staff---Paul "Rocky" Alt, offensive coordinator
Fred Mariani, offensive line
Jerry Mayes, receivers

1984 Schedule
Sept . 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept . 22
Sept. 29
Oct.
6

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
at Marshall
JAMES MADISON (Parents Weekend)
at Middle Tennes see
MURRAY STATE
at Austin Peay
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Oct .
Oct .
Oct.
Nov .
Nov.

13
20
27

10
17

at Akron
TENNESSEE TECH (Homecomin~
WESTERN KENTUCKY
at Eastern Kentucky
YOUNGSTOWN STATE

EAGLE SPRING FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Week of April 1
*Practice scheduled Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 3 p.m.
*Special practice scheduled at Fairview High School, Ashland, Kentucky,
at 7:30 p.m., Saturday, April 7.
;\-Quarterback Club organizational meeting, following Fairview practice.
Week of April 8
*Practice scheduled Monday and Wednesday-Saturday at 3 p.m.
*High school football coaches' clinic, Friday and Saturday. For more
details, contact the MSU football office at (606} 783-2020.
Week of April 15
*Practices scheduled Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday at 3 p.m.
Week of April 22
*Practices scheduled Monday and Wednesday and Thursday at 3 p.m.
*Special practice scheduled at P±keville, Kentucky, at 7:30 ?.m.
Friday, April 27 .
*Quarterback Club organizational meeting, following Pikeville practice.
Week of April 29
*Practice schedu led Monday, Wednesday; and Friday at 3 ]) . m.
*Golf Outing, 10 a . m. on Saturday, May 5 .
;'<-Tail Gate Party for Parents, 6 p .m. , Saturday, May 5.
*Annual Blue -Gold Game, 7:30 p . m. , Saturday, May 5 .

EAGLE SPRI NG FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Week of April 1
*Practice scheduled Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 3 p.m.
*Special practice scheduled at Fairview High Schoo l, Ashland, Kentucky ,
at 7:30 p . m., Saturday, April 7 .
*Quarterback Cl ub organizational meeting, following Fairview practice.
Week of April 8
*Pr actice scheduled Monday and Wednes day-Saturday at 3 p . m .
*High schoo l football coaches' clinic, Friday and Saturday. For more
detai l s, contact the MSU football office at (606) 783-2020 .
Week of April 15
,'>·Practices scheduled Monday , Wednesday, and Thursday at 3 p .m.
Week of April 22
,'(Practices schedu led Monday and Wednesday and Thursday at 3 1? .m.
*Special practice scheduled at Pikeville, Kentucky, at 7:30 p. m.
Friday , April 27.
,\-Quarterback Club organizational meetin g, fo l lowing Pikeville practice.
Week of April 29
,'( Practice scheduled Monday, Wednes day, and Friday at 3 p . m.
*Gol f Outing, 10 a.m. on Saturday, May 5 .
*Tail Gate Party for Parents , 6 p .m. , Saturday, May 5 .
·k Annual Blue-Gold Game, 7: 30 p . m. , Saturday, May 5.

EAGLES I NK ASHLAND'S COLLEY
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Larry Colley, an all-state offensive tackle from
Ashland's Paul Blazer High School, has signed a letter of intent to play
football at Morehead State University.
Colley becomes the tenth Kentucky high school senior to connnit to play
at MSU.

The Eagles are second only to the University of Kentucky in the

total of in-state players signed this spring, which is ±n keeoing with
coach Bill Baldridge's connnitment to recruit heavily in the Connnonwealth .
Colley comes to MSU w±th an impressive list of credentials.

Co-captain

of the Blazer team last fall, he was named first-team all-state as a senior
after earning an honorab le mention all-state his junior year.

An All-Ash l and

a rea se l e c t ion two s t r a i ght years, he recently was named to the Kentuck v
All-Star t e am.
The 6- 5 , 235- poun d Col l ey also shines i n the classroom .

He is oresident

o f hi s s enior c l as s and t ook f irst place i n the Ma r shall Academi c Fair
earlie r t hi s year .

He a l s o has lettered in wrestling and track.

Colley is the four th off ensive lineman to be signed by the Eagles t hi s
year.

He joi ns Todd Phillips of Cincinnati's Princeton High School, John

Werdell of Harper Junior College in s uburban Chicago , and Greg Ramey, a
Rowan County Hi gh School graduate who will si t out t h e 1984 season after
tran s ferrin g from the U. S. Nava l Academy .
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351

UPCOMING EAGLE SPORTS
Friday, March 30

Thursday, April 5

Men's Tennis, UKIT at Lexington

Softball, at Kentucky (2) , 4 p.m.

Saturday, March 31

Friday, April 6

~en's Golf, Colonel Classic
at Richmond
Men's Tennis, UKIT at Lexington
Women's Tennis, Eastern Mich.
at Richmond , 2 p.m .

Men's Golf, at Marshall Invitational
Men's Tennis, MURRAY STATE, 2 p.m.
Women's Tennis , BALL STATE, 3 p.m.

Sunday, April 1

Men's Golf, at Marshall Invitational
Men's Tennis, Austin Peay, Kentucky,
and Ohio Univ. at Lexington, TBA
Women's Tennis, EASTERN KENTUCKY,
2 p.m.

Saturday, April 7

Men's Golf, Colonel Classic
at Richmond
Tuesday, April 3

Sunday, April 8
Softball, TRANSYLVANIA (2}, 4 p.rn.
Men's Tennis, CINCINNATI, 2 p.m.
Women's Tennis, MARSHALL, 3 p.m.

Men's Tennis, Austin Peay, Kentucky
or Ohio Univ . at Lexington, TBA

Wednesday, April 4
Softball, EASTERN KENTUCKY (2),
3:30 p.m.

MSU GOLFERS FACE PIVOTAL TOURNAMENTS
MOREHEAD, Ky.

The Morehead State University men's golf teams' hopes of

receiving a bid to the NCAA Championships could either be enhanced or
hampered, depending on the Eagles' finish at a pair of upcoming 72-hole
invitationals.
MSU will travel to the Colonel Classic on Saturday and Sunday, followed
by a trip to Huntington, West Virginia, on Friday, April 6, and Saturday,
April 7, for the Marshall Invitational.
(more)
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(MSU golfers con't)

"We'd like to win both tournaments at Marshall and Eastern .

At the

Least we must finish among the top four, expecially at Marshall," said
MSU head coach Rex Chaney.

"We have t o do well in head to head competition

to qualify for the NCAA tourney and that's why the Marshall meet i s so
important with the likes of Ohio U. Miami of Ohio and Marshall competing."
1

The Eagles had good results in their first four rounds of head to head
competition in the Florida Sunshine Invitational nearly two weeks ago by
placing fourth out of 15 teams.
After 72 holes of play, sophomore Hazard native Scott Miller leads MSU
with a 78 stroke average followed by senior Mike Shafer of Cambridge, Ohio
at 79.25 .

While junior Mike Damron of Harold checks in with a 80.50 average

just below the 81.26 of senior Kevin Auton of Pikeville.
"We had problems that always occur, such as coping with windy
conditions and long courses," said Chaney of the Florida trip, "but, we've
got good people who work hard and I didn 't feel we played to bad for our
first time out.

\.Te scored better as a team than I expected."

Upon returning from the Sunshine State, Chaney realizes what needs
to be worked on in practice and what needs to occur.
"Since returning, we've been working on our driving, chipping, and
putting," said Chaney.

"Most importantly, I need one more player who can

handle 36 holes of play a day.

I've already found four and we need five for

us to qualify for the nationals."

SOFTBALL TEAM I::1PROVED TH~OUGH FOUR ADDITIONS
Returning experience was a big concern of Morehead State University

\

head softball coach ~im McClel lan while g lancing down the roster prior to the
1984 season wi th only five upperclassmen listed.
(more)
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(MSU softball con't)

But , McClellan's concerns almost have been cut in half due to the
1nexpected r e turn of four ve teran player s following pre-season workouts , as
the EaP,les face a trio of upcoming double headers beg inning Tuesday, April 3.
Back on the Lady Eagle ro ster is j un ior two - time letter-winner Teresa
Ruby of Lucasville, Ohio, who returns to her starting shortstop spot
following a year on the Lady Eagle basketball squad as backup guard .
Joining Ruby are a trio of senior letter-winners, led by outfielder
Debbie Trottier of LaPorte, Ind ., along with outfielder Kim Dumas of
Carlisle , Ohio, and first baseman Jenny Hollabaugh of Amelia, Ohio.
Howev er, the Lady Eag les wil l miss Ruby for almost two weeks because
of a basketball injury which requir es the remova l of a ganglion cyst from
her ankle .
"Teresa definitely wil l streng then the team since she's such an
outstanding defensive player at shortstop, " said McClellan.
1asn't been that g re at yet, but it will come.

" Her hitting

The only thing that will hold

her up is the deal with her ankle. "
Meanwhile, McClellan also s ees Trottier as a b i g plus for the rest of
the season.
position.

"She 's just a goodr clutch hitter who can play any defensive
Her hits a l wavs come when we need them , " said McClellan .

Going into Wedne sday ' s doubleheader at Eastern Kentucky, MSU was 0-2.
However, McClellan expects to see a trio of consecutive wins Apri l 3-5 when
they host Transylvania at 4 p.m. Tuesday, Eastern Kentucky on Wednesday at

3: 30 p.m. and a r oad trip to Kentucky on Thursday, A?ri l 5.
"For us to start winninP,, we've got to start h itting .

·we've hit the

bal l h ard, but we ' ve 8Ot to place the bal l better," commented McClellan.
" Right norv, I don't know what to expect with the weather cancelling ✓games
md limiting practice .

Until we get some games we 'll be a bi t rusty."

(more)
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MEN'S TENNIS GOES TO UK TWICE AND HOSTS TWO DUALS
With the Kentucky Invitational and three duals in Lexington the next
two weekends, the Morehead State University men's tennis team almost could
relocate without the aid of the first two home duals smaGk in the middle .
The Eagles will compete for what is considered the state championship
at the UKIT on Friday and Saturday in their first taste of tournament
competition.
"It will be more of an individual goal for the players to win at UK
since the meet is considered the championship of Kentucky colleges, "
said MSU mentor Leighton Jones.

"We've got an outside chance of winning

it, but it would be nice just to finish in the top three because we were
third last year. "
On Tuesday , April 3, at 2 p.m., MSU will host Cincinnati and will
then entertain Ohio Valley conference favorite Murray State on Friday,
~pril 6, at 2 p.m.
It will be back to Lexington for the Eagles April 7 and 8 to face a
trio of dual matches against host Kentucky, along wi th Austin Peay and Ohio
University.
So far, Jones has been satisfied with the play of his top four players,
but of late he especially has been satisfied with the play of freshman Panos
Kambadellis of Athens, Greece, at No. 4 singles and No . 2 doubles.
After a rocky start, Kambadellis has compiled a 7-3 singles and an
identical 7-3 doubles record with sophomore partner, Paul Hope of Maidenhead,
England.
"Panos is standing out now .
college game,"
anything.

said Jones.

He's finally adapted to the American

"He's had more of a change in attitude than

Going into the season he thought he would wipe everybody out
/

and now he realizes he must work hard to win."
(more)
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(men's tennis con 't)

The Eagles' dual meet record stands at 5-5 and 2-1 in the OVC following
a 5-4 win over Middle Tennessee prior to a 8-1 defeat at the hands of

undefeated Tennessee-Chattanooga last weekend.
"We've lost a couple of matches we should of won, but we did well to
defeat Middle under difficult weather conditions," said Jones .
point in the season I wanted to be 7-3 .

"At this

However, the team has been

improving, which is a good sign and the onl y time I'll start worrying is
when we stop improving. ''

LADY EAGLE TENNIS SQUAD FACE FOUR DUALS
The campaign to the NCAA Division II national tit le is in full swing
for the Morehead State University women ' s tennis team as they face one road
dual meet followed by three consecutive home matches.
MSU head coach Bev Mayhew ' s squad wil l travel to Richmond on Saturday
to face Eastern Michigan at 2 p.m., followed by home matches against
Marshal l Tuesday, April 3, at 3 p.m., Ball State on Friday, April 6, at
3 p.m., and Ohio Valley Conference foe Eastern Kentucky on Saturday, April
7, at 2 p.m.

Thus far, the Lady Eagles' dual record stands at 1-1 after opening the
season with a 6-3 loss to Tennessee and defeating Evansville 8-1, but Mayhew
looks for some tough matches against upcoming opponents.
"Eastern Michigan will test us since they beat Evansville by the same
margin we did," said Mayhew.

"We 'll be up for the Eas tern Kentucky match

since we enjoy playing them.

It's b een four years since we lost to them,

but they're a lot stronger this year."
(more)
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(Lady Eagle tenni s con 't )

Along with the t wo season- opening dual meets, the Lady Eagles finished
second at the ten -team Tennessee-Martin Invitational with runner-up
performances by j unior Helen Curtis of Bournemouth, England, at No. 1 singles
and sonhomore Vanes sa Adams of Br iP,hton , Eng land, at No. 5 s ing les
"A second place finish was pleasing considering that the champion ,
Arkansas-Little Rock, has four good Swedish players with their No. 1 player
going pro soon, " said Mayhew.
"T-Te used the tournament to ge t back into the swing of t h ing s and
considering we came into the tournament the least preoared team, I'd say
we're pretty much on course to our goal of winning the Division I I crown."

tNNNf#
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EAGLE SPRING FOOTBALL OPENS
MOREHEAD, Ky.---If a parallel were to be drawn between academics and
athletics, the closest comparison between the physical sciences and physical
effort could be found in spring football practices.

Like a chemist in his

laboratory, the football coach combines different elements, looking for the
combination that will prove volatile .
Morehead State head football coach Bill Baldridge will don his lab
coat for the first time this Monday as the Eagles begin spring workouts on
April 2.

It is a time Baldridge has l0oked torward to since becoming the

eleventh MSU footba ll coach on December 13, 1983.
For the · first time, Baldridge will be able to see his charges perform
1S

flesh and blood, not images from a film ?rojector.

A successful off-season

weight program has him even more excited about get ting his players into pads.
"I'm very pleased with what we've been able to achieve during the
off-season," said Baldridge .

"We're seeing a number of our players begin

to develop. 11
After scrutinizing the results of the weight program and analyzing
the Eagles' performances last year, Baldridge and his staff have made
changes that may appear drastic to Eagle fans.

Familiar £aces will be

tested in new positions during spring drills, with most of the shuffling
occuring on the defensive side of the ball.
"I've always believed that you 've got to build a defense first," said
Baldridge.

"If you can keep the other team from scoring, the worst you can

do is tie.

That's why I let my defensive coordinator hav e first Pick of

any players on the team . "
-more-
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Matt Ballard , MSU's defensive coordinator, has plucked two · offensive
players from last year's positions and given them resoonsibilities in the
defensive alignment.
John Dunn, who Baldridge calls "a great all-around athlete," will make
the transition from tailback to safety in an effort to bolster a defensive
backfield riddled by graduation.
"Looking at the way John ran last year, I could tell he likes to hit,"
said Baldridge.

"He's a versatile athle te who could play a nun1ber of

positions for us, but we want him at safety because we need a smart, talented
player who can quarterback our defense."
Another player who has been flip-flopped is Rrck Calcutt, who saw
action at tailback and wide receiver last year.

Ballard will utilize

Caicutt's speed at defensive end, whe re defensive back Melvin Knigh t also
will see action.
"Melvin played at one corner, but he played the run much better than
t he pass and he's got good speed, so we 're going to give him a try at
end," said Baldridge.

"We're trying to get our best speed on the ends so we

can put more pressure on the quarterback and contain the run."
An internal move in the defense will put tackle Charlie Franklin at
a linebacking position and move Rob Lockhart, who was second in tackles for
MSU last fall, at a guard position.
Offensively , Baldridge is looking forward to the battle that is shaping
up at the quarterback spot, where three talented performer s will compete.
Mike Hanlin, a three-year starter, will see only spot action this spring
as he serves as an ace short relie ver for Steve Hamilton's baseball Eagles.
That narrows the spring fight to a duel between re cord- holder Adrian Breen
-more-
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nd junior college All-American Jeff McGuire .
Breen stepped in as starting quarterback after an injury sidelined
Hanlin for one game last year.

In the Austin Peay battle, Breen rewrote

an Ohio Valley Conference and three MSU records as he threw the ball 54
times and completed 31, both Eagle records.

He was involved in 79 offensive

plays, which was an OVC and MSU best.
McGuire logged some impressive statistics at Harper Junior College in
suburban Chicago .

He rang up 1 , 526 yards passing with 116 completions in

210 attempts, a 55 percent success rate.

He threw for 13 touchdowns and

ran for five more as he piled up 800 rushing yards.
Of course, a successful passer has to hav e someone at the other end to
catch the ball, and the Eagles have stockpiled a strong group to help
ease the loss of three-time All-OVC receiver Mark Ledford.

Tod Short, a

ransfer from the University of Kansas, wi li provide help as a quick
wide-out.

He wi ll be supplemented by another junior-college All - American,

Tom Buzyniski, and William Jackson, who saw limited action last fall.

Brian

Shimer moves to flanker from tailback, where he will attack op~onents as a
receiver or rusher.
The running game received a shot in the arm with the arrival of Denni s
Carr, another Kansas transfer.

A second-team fullback at Kansas, he gi ves

MSU a solid power threat on th.e ground and a blocker in the backfield for
pass protection or leading tailbacks into the line.

Roger Cleveland and

Lewis Robinson, underclassmen who gained experience last year, wi ll vie for
the starting tailback slot.
The offensive line i s looking better for Baldridge, as a nlllTiber bf
freshmen earned their spurs during last year's 2- 9 campaign.
-more-

Howard Jacobs
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~eturns to anchor the line at center, and he will be surrounded by David
Stukey and Bill Poe at guards.

Poe has recovered from knee surgery l ast

fall and is a welcome returnee.
Followi ng is a breakdown of the Eagles by position and the 1984 spring
practice schedule.
DEFENSE
Interior Line---Baldridge calls thi s area "the bright s~ot of our recruiting
efforts this year." Linebacker Rob Lockhart moves into a guard slot
and Steve Corder jumps from guard to tackle in Baldri dge's wide-tackle
six alignment. The goal for the sprin g season is to develop three
good guards and three good tackles .
Defensive Ends---In an effort to apply more pressure, Bal dri dge has moved
faster p l ayers to the wings. Rick Calcutt, a wide receiver last year ,
and Melvin Kni ght , a defen sive back in '83, head the list at each end.
They will be backed up by Joe Schlager, who moves over from tackle
after sleeking down during the off-season, and John Richie, who saw spot
action last year.
~inebacker---Old and new faces characterize the situation here. MSU ' s
leading tackler, Randy Frazier, returns , whi le juco transfer Doug
McMahon competes with Charlie Franklin, who s tarted at tackle for
the Eagles last fall.
Secondar~---A weak area this sprin g, it wi ll receiv e the most attention as
Bal ridge builds a stronger defense. Help will come from John Dunn ,
who moves from tailback to safety. "John is a great athlete who can
help us in a varie ty of places," said Baldridge. Hel~ will arrive
in the fall when Da rrell Flowers and Cubby Brown arrive. Flowers
was an honorab le mention All-American in USA Today who was purs ued by
Nebraska, while Brown comes to MSU as a transfer f r om Kansas.
Puntin~---Juco transfer Matt Tilton will cover the duties t his sprin g, but
wi ll cecede them t o incoming freshman Greg Burke, who averaged 41.7
pe r punt at Louisville' s St . Xavie r .
Coaching Staff-- -Matt Ballard, defens ive coordinator
Glenn Jones, l i nebacke rs and defensive backs
Defensive line coach to be announced
/

-more-
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JFFENSE
Line---With returning players who gained experince last year , Baldridge
sees improvement. Howard Jacobs leads the pack at center . His
backup, David Stukey, will start at one guard slot, while Bill Poe
returns at the other after knee surgery last fall. Tackle spots are
still undecided.
Tight End---Mike Trosper returns after spending time at the end of the
1
83 season as a wide-out to complement Mark Ledford. Perhaps the
weakest position in the offensive alignment because the Eagles have
no prototypical tight end.
Wide Receivers---A stacked deck with 13 talented players fighting for
the advantage. Favored in the race are Kansas transfer Tod Short,
juco All-American Tom Buzyniski, and former tailback Brian Shimer,
who took a redshirt season last year after a shoulder injury.
Quarterbacks---Three will fight it out for thi s position. Mike Hanlin,
last year's s tarter , will see only spot time this spring due to
baseball connnitments. Adrian Breen, who ho lds one OVC and three MSU
passing records, will lock horns with juco All-American Jeff McGuire.
The best passer wi ll come out on top to direct Ba1dridge ' s air-oriented
attack.
Running Backs---A weak link last year, the ground game will be bolstered
with the arrival of Kansas transfer Dennis Carr at fullback. A
second-team player at KU, he will provide much-needed power and
blocking for pass protection and the tailb acks. Returnees Roger
Cleve land and Lewis Robinson f i gure as favorites at the quickback spot,
while Brian Shimer moves from tailback to flanker to give MSU more
flexibility in its attack.
Kicking---The departure of record-holder Lenn Duff left a void that was
filled by juco transfer Matt Tilton. While at College of DuPage,
Tilton compiled some impressive stats, including 29-30 on PATs and
three pressure field goals which opened the door to a post- season
appearance for the Chapparals .
Coaching Staff---Paul "Rocky" Alt , offensive coordinator
Pred Mariani, offensive line
Jerry Mayes, receivers
1984 Schedule
Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 2.2
Sept. 29
Oct.
6

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
at Marshall
JAMES MADI SON (Parents Weekend)
at Middle Tennessee
MURRAY STATE
at Austin Peay
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Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

13
20
27

10
17

at Akron
TENNESSEE TECH (Homecomin~
WESTERN KENTUCKY
at Eastern Kentucky
YOUNGSTOWN STATE

EAGLES INK ASHLAND'S COLLEY
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Larry Colley, an all-state offensive tackle from
Ashland's Paul Blazer High School, has signed a letter of intent to play
football at Morehead State University.
Colley becomes the tenth Kentucky high school senior to connnit to play
at MSU.

The Eagles are second only to the University of Kentucky in the

total of in-state players signed this spring, which is in keeoing with
coach Bill Baldridge's connnitment to recruit heavily in the Commonwealth.
Colley comes to MSU with an impressive list of credentials .

Co-captain

of the Blazer team last fall, he was named first-team all-state as a senior
after earning an honorable mention all-state his junior year.

An All-Ashland

1rea selection two s traight years, he recently was n amed to the Kentuckv
All-Star team.
The 6- 5 , 235 - pound Colley also shines in the classroom.

He is oresident

of his senior class and t ook first place in the Marshall Academic Fair
earlier this year.

He also has lettered i n wrestling and track.

Colley is the fourth offensive lineman to be signed by the Eagles this
year.

He joins Todd Phillips of Cincinnati's Princeton High School, John

Werdell of Harper Junior Col lege in suburban Chicago, and Greg Ramey, a
Rowan County High School graduate who wil l s it out the 1984 season after
transferring f r om the U.S . Naval Academy.
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RICK HESTERBERG, DIRECTOR

UPO BOX 1023

606-783-2500
MOREHEAD, KY 40351

EAGLES PLAY MARATHON OIL AAU IN EXHIBITION GAME
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead St. Eagles will play their annual exhibition game with Marathon Oil AAU this Tuesday night, Nov. 20 th starting at
7:30 p.m . (EST) in the Academic-Athletic Center .
Two MSU graduates will be in uniform for Marathon Oil.

Eddie Childress,

a 6-6 forward from Muncie , Ind. and a member of last years 25-6 OVC championship team wil l play against his former coach along with Ted Hunley, a 6-8
forward/center from Lexington, Ky. , who graduated from MSU in 1977.
Tickets for the game are $3 . 00 for general admission, $5.00 for reserve
seats.

MSU students may purchase tickets for $1.00 upon proof of a valid

student ID card .

All proceeds wi ll go to the Eagles Athletic Fund in support

of the Morehead St. basketball team.
Tickets are on sale in the Athletic office in the AAC and can be purchased between the hours of 8:00 a . m.-4:30 p.m. , and until -noon on ~uesday ,
Elov. 20-:.-~ - Tickets will be sold at the door.
A $250.00 scholarship will be given away at the end of the game.
and support the Eagles, the defending OVC champs.
Attached are the rosters for both teams.

Come

:10REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1984- 85 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NO .

NA.'IE

POS.

HT .

\IT .

CT .

HOM E TOWN (HIGH SCHOOL)

4

ROB BARKER

G

6-0

152

JR.

MUNCIE , INDIANA (CENTRAL)

10

TONY VANCE

G

6-2

167

so.
so .

MUNCIE, INDIANA (CENTRAL)

12

WI LLIE FELDHAUS

F

6- 6

175

14

JEFF THORN BERRY

r,

6-3

182

FR .

WINCHESTER, KENTUCKY (CLARK CO.)

15

MIKE HARRISON

G

6- 2

178

FR.

LOUI SVILLE, KENTUCKY (FAIRDALE)

20

TALBERT TURNER

G

5-10

179

FR .

FALMOUTH, KENTUCKY (PENDLETON CO.)

22

PATE CLEMENTS

F

6- 7

198

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA (LEON)

23

BOB MCCANN

C

6-9

255

so.
so.

24

BRIAN KELLY

F

6-5

209

JR.

WINCHESTER, KENTUCKY (CLARK CO.)

25

MIKE EVERETT

G

6-3

215

SR.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK (POWER MEMORIAL

32

DEREK CHILDRESS

G

6-4

232

JR.

MUNCIE , INDIANA (SOUTH)

33

KEVIN SIMPSON

G

6- 7

168

FR .

NEWARK, NEW J ERSEY (WEEQUAHIC)

MAYSVI LLE, KENTUCKY (MASON CO . )

MORRI STOWN, NEW JERSEY (MORRISTOWi:

35

ROLAND CHADWICK

F

6-5

184

FR .

LAKE WELLS, FLORIDA (LAKE WELLS SR

50

MICHAEL DRAKE

F

6-8

238

FR .

CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY (CAMDEN )

52

DARR IN HALE

F

6-8

230

FR.

LONDON, KENTUCKY (LAUREL CO.)

55

STEVE BROOKS

C

6-7

211

so.

NICOLASVI LLE, KENTUCKY (JESSAMINE )

HEAD COACH :

WAYNE MARTIN

MARATHON OIL ROSTER
NA~E

HT

TED HUNDLEY

6' 8"

ALMA MATER

LARRY STAMPER

6' 7

HENRY RAV

6'5"

CHUCK VERDERBER
KENNY ELLIOTT

11

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
MCNEESE STATE

11

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

11

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

6' 7

6'2

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

BRUCE JONES

5' 10"

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

EDDIE CHILDRESS

6'6"

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .

ANDY WILLIAMS

6 6"

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE, KENTUCKY

JOHN HARIL

6 1 9 11

LENOIR-RHYNE COLLEGE

I

GEORGE BRYANT

6 '0

BRANDON JOHNSTON

6' 2"

COACH :

NOTE :

11

SCOTTY BAESLER

NUMBERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED AT GAME.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
TRANSYLVANIA UN IVERSITY

1984-85
MOREHEAD STATE BASKETBALL
Quick Facts
Name .... ... ................. .. ........ ... ...... Morehead State University
Location .............................................. Morehead, Kentucky
Enrollment .. . ................................... . . ........ . ... ..... 6,500
Founded ........................... . ................................. 1922
Stadium ... .. .. ....... .. ......................... Academic- Athletic Center
(Capacity 7,000)
Nickname ..... . ...................... . ....................... . ..... Eagles
Colors ............ ....... .. . ............... . ............... Blue and Gold
Conference ...... .. ............................ . .............. Ohio Valley
1983-84 Record . ..................... . .. . . .. .. . . ........ . .. . ......... 25-6
Conference Record and Finish .................. .. ... ...... .. .. 12- 2, first
President ............. ......... ...... .. ....... Dr. Herb. F. Reinhard, Jr.
Athletic Director .......... . .. ............. ..... .. .... G.E. "Sonny" Moran
Head Basketball Coach ....................................... Wayne Martin
Career Record (Collegiate) ........ . . ..... .......... ... 187-100 (10 years)
School Record .. .. .................... .. . .... . .. ....... 101- 67 (six years)
Assistant Coaches .......... . ..................... Randy McCoy (six years)
Craig Morris (one year)
Jack Upchurch (three years)
Kevin Garris (one year-GA)
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CRAIG BOHNERT. DIRECTOR
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UPCOMING EAGLE SPORTS
SOFTBALL

MEN'S TENNIS

at Northern Kentucky (2), April 9, 3 o.m.
at Tennessee Tech (2), April 10, 3 p.m.

at Louisville, April 9, 3 o.m.
AUSTIN PEAY , April 11, 1 p . m.
at Eastern Kentucky, April 12,
2 p.m.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville at
Louisville, April 13, 3 p.m.
E. Tennessee State and Roan State at
Johnson City, Tenn., April 14, 2 p.m .
Radford and Tenn.-Chattanooga at Johnson
City, Tenn., April 15, 10 a.m.

GOLF
at Murray
April
at Xavier
Aoril

State Intercollegiate,
13-15
Intercollegiate,
16

SOFTBALL FACES FAST-PITCH COMPETITION
MOREHEAD, Ky.---In the past, when the Morehead State University Lady
Eagle softball team ventured into the world of fast-pitch softball, the
results were not good.

This season, Lady Eagle coach Jim McClellan believes

his team will be up to the challenge.
"The difference between our first two seasons of fast-pitch and this
year will be the number of fast-pitch pitchers we have and the added
experience of our players," said McClellan.
"A couple of things that have hurt us in the past are the fast -pit ch
teams we've scheduled and our lack of depth on the mound.

We have played

such teams as Indiana, Western Michigan, and Miami of Ohio in fast-pitch
and each of those teams have been highly ranked in the sport."
MSU did not win a fast-pitch game in 1982 and won just two outings
last season.
McClellan added this season he will not have to rely as heavily on
junior hurler Sheryl Curry.
-more-
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"The last t wo seasons, we would have to throw Sheryl game in and game
o ut.

Now we have fo ur pitchers who can see action, but we'll ~robably be

s tarting just Sheryl and freshman Meg Trowbridge," McClellan said .
The Lady Eagles will get their first taste of fast-pitch action on
April 10 at Tennessee Tech.
MSU will play a slow-pitch doubleheader on April 9 at Northern
Kentucky before facing TTU.

MSU also will play Ohio Univeristy on April 16

in fast-pitch play.
"Tennessee Tech is somewhat like u s ," said McClellan.

"This will be

the first year of fast-pitch for them and they will be in the learning
stages.

Ohio has an outstanding team every season and we expect a tough

challenge."
LADY NETTERS TO MEET DEFENDING NATIONAL CHA,MPION
If the Morehead State Lady Eagle tenni:.s team has any hone o f gaining
an at-large bid to the Division II championship this season, this weekend's
road trip to Johnson City, Tenn., will make or break those hopes .
The Lady Eagles, 27-4- 1 for the combined fal l and suring season after
a 5-4 loss to Eastern Michigan, will tang le with highly-ranked Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville and defending national champion Tennessee-Chattanooga
in a span of three days.
"This wi ll probably be the best competition we've faced in such a short
time span," said Lady Eagle coach Bev Mayhew.
like u s that is looking for an NCAA bid.
real l y hurt our chances.
a lmo s t assure us of a bid.

"Southern Illinois is a te am

If we lost to them , it wo~ld

If we would bea t Tennessee-Chattanooga , it would
Losses to both teams would almost eliminate any

chance of gettin g a bid."
-mo re-
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The Lady Eag les start the road tri~ in Louisville on April 13 against
_IU-E.

On April 14, MSU meets East Tennessee State and Roan State.

On

April 15, MSU meets Radford and Tennessee-Chattanooga.
"UT-Chattanooga is a great team," said Mayhew .
balance and a lot of depth.
as the girl at No . 1.

In

"They have great

The girl they play at No. 6 is just as talented
doubles they play just tremendous."

Tennnessee-Chattanooga returns all six starters from Tonuny Bartlett's
squad which won the Division II title with a 5-4 win over California-Davis .
EAGLE NETTERS TO MEET OVC RIVALS
Eagle tennis coach Leighton Jones is hoping his squad will have a 4-1
record against Ohio Valley Conference teams after next week's play.
"We need to win the rest of our OVC matches," Jones said.

"If we can

go 6-1 in the conference, we should end up with a pretty good draw for the
tVC to urn amen t . "
The Eagles sport a 2-1 record in OVC play after defeating Middle
Tennessee and Youngstown State while losing to Akron .
"Losing to Akron hurt us," said Jones.

"If we could have won that match,

we'd be in great shape for the OVC tournament.

As it looks right now , we' l l

need to win the rest of our matches."
After playing at Louisville on April 9, the Eagles will host Austin Peay
on April 11 at 1 p . m., then tangle with Eastern Kentucky on the road April 12.
"Austin Peay is usually one of the weaker teams in the conference , " said
J on es, "but we can ' t afford to overlook them.
strong as they have been in the past.

Eastern Kentucky is not as

We're confident going into both

matches . "
The OVC tournament is scheduled for April 27-28 at Youngstown State.
Last week, the Eagles placed third in the Kentucky Invitational at Lexing ton.
-more-
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~GLE GOLFERS AT MURRAY, XAVIER TOURNAMENTS
After finishing third at the Colonel Classic in Richmond last weekend,
the Morehead State golf team will follow the Marshall Invitational this
week with tournaments at Murray State and Xavier.
Looking especially strong for the Eagles at the Colonel Classic was
Kevin Auton, who finished third overall with a 218 total for three rounds.
"He's playing very well for us right now," said coach Dr . Rex Chaney .
"He hit the ball well and had a chance going into the last hole of winning
the individual title.

Mike Shafer and Scott Miller also played extremely

well."
Looking ahead to the 54-hole Murray State Intercollegiate tournament,

.

Chaney said he'll be able to see what the other OVC teams have this season
because a number of conference teams will be participating.
"We should know how we 'll rate against the other OVC teams after that
tournament," said Chaney .

"I'm not sure how many of the OVC schools will

play in the Murray tournament, but there should be at least four or five
other schools from the conference there.

Murray State is a very good team

year after year, so I think they'll probably be one of the to? teams.

We

feel like we're as strong as anybody in the OVC."
Following the Murray State tourney, which is slated for April 13-15,
MSU will take part in the 18-hole Xavier Intercollegiate tournament in
Cincinnati on April 16.
"We play in this tournament every year and face some very good competition
f rom the Mid-America Conference, schools like Miami of Ohio and Ohio
Un i versity," said Chaney.

MSU won the event in 1982 and was third last year.
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EAGLES GEAR FOR UK, AKRON
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State baseball Eagles will get their
final tune-up for the Ohio Valley Conference s eason this Friday, April
6, with a doubleheader against the University of Kentucky Wildcats.
MSU will open defense of its Northern Division title against Akron's
Zips on April 7 for a 1 p.m. twinbill.

The two teams will play a solo

game on April 8.
The Eagles will take a 10-6-1 record into play against Kentucky,
a team that already owns a doubleheader sweep over Steve Hamilton's
squad.
UK whipped MSU 8-3 and 6-1 last week at Lexington to hand the
Eagles their third straight loss to the Wildcats, dating back to
last season.
"Kentucky has a very good ballclub this season," Hamilton said.
"We didn't play well against them last week .

Our defense allowed some

runs in that shouldn't have scored and our offense just never got
going.

Two of our four runs came on solo home runs."

Eagle starters Willie Blair , a freshman from Paintsville, Ky., and
junior Ray Hornback, a right-hander from Cincinnati, suffered their first
losses of the season in the twinbill.
"Willie threw fairly well against Kentucky , " Hamilton said .

"He

was able to get out of some early trouble, but a couple of errors opened
the door fo r them to score.

Our defense has hurt us this season."

The Zips, 33-17-1 overall but a dismal 4-8 in OVC nlay and fourth
in the divisional standings last year, will begin their search fo r a
s pot in the upper echelon of the four-team division.
-more-

EAGLES GEAR FOR UK, AKRON 2 - 2 - 2-2
Akron is coming off a history-making road trip to Florida.

The

~ips lost one of their games to Jacksonville, 3 5- 24, as the Do lphins
exploded fo r 20 runs against Zip pitching in the seventh frame, an NCAA
record for most runs scored in an inning.
Akron, which is the only conference team to defeat the Eagles twice
last season, is somewhat of a mys tery to Hamilton .
"I know very little about Akron .

L

know they lost their top pitcher

(Mike Birkbeck) and one of their b est hitters (Bill Swertfager) , "
Hamilton said.
Both Birkbeck and Swertfager, a second baseman, were named to the
all-OVC squad last season, as was designated hitter Dave Fleischer .
The two clubs split a twinbill at Morehead last season, with the
Zips claiming a 6-5 victory while the Eagles evened the score with a 9-6
win in the second contest .
The win started the Eagles on a school-record tying seven-game
winning streak.
"We have always had good games against Akron," said Hamilton .
y ear's games were close and I think we'll be ready for them .

"Last

I think

playing teams like Kentucky, Purdue and Miami of Ohio have got us
well-prepared for the conference season . "
Last y ear, after winning the divisional title by a game over Eastern
Kentucky, the Eagles captured the OVC tournament championship at Allen
Field and advanced to the championship round of the NCAA's Mideast Region al
before losing to host Michigan.
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ASHLAND PLAYERS STAND OUT AT MSU
Special to the Ashland Daily Independent
~OREHF.AD, Kv.---To sav that baseball players from the Ashland area are
producing for the Morehead State Eagles this season may be an understatement .
The Eag les leading hitter, Bobby Trimble, and top pitcher, Drew Hall ,
both hail from the Ashland area .

Trimble is a product of Raceland High

School, while Hall graduated from Paul Blazer High School.
Trimble tops all Eagle hitters after 17 games with a .453 batting
average and leads the team in two other offensive categories.

The 5-10

sophomore paces coach Steve Hamilton's squad in hits (29) and at-bats (64).
While manning the left field position for the defending Ohio Valley
Conference champions, Trimble has given the Eagles a threat on the base
paths with six stolen bases in nine attempts.
"Bobby has really developed into a very good offensive hinter," said
Hamilton.

"I think the most amazing thing about the way Bobb y has hit this

season is that he's only st ruck out twice .

He used to go for power, but

he is doing things that a lead-off hitter is supposed to do.

He's a

super hitter."
Leading the mound corps for the second straight year is junior
left-hander Hall, a bona-fide major league prospect.
"Drew has gone about as far as he can go in college," Hamilton said .
"He came here as a kid who just threw the ball hard.

Now he will throw a

breaking pitch for a strike when he is behind a hitter.
"Drew is having a very good season," Hamilton continued.

"I can

honestly say that Drew Hall can take cont rol of a game rig ht now."
Hall has won all four of his starts and has comp leted t wo games, the
most on the MSU staff.
-more-
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"Drew is o ur ace , " said Hamilton .

"We need to have him t o win the OVC

again."
In 25 innings of work, Hall has allowed just one earned run for a
sparkling 0 .36 earned run average .

Known for his fastball, which has been

clocked at 95 m.o . h., Hall leads the team in strikeouts with 24.
The 6-4 flamethrower p aced the Eap,les with a 6-1 record last season as
MSU advanced to the championship round of the NCAA's Mideast Regional
tournament, where he suffered his only loss of the season to host Michig an
in the opener .

Five of Hall's six wins came against conference foes .

A teammate of Hall's at Paul Blazer was Daniel Smith .

The two are

reunited at MSU .
Smith , now a sophomore after being named all-OVC in his first season,
is the Eaeles starting catcher.
"Right now, Daniel is suffering from the sophomore jinx," Hamilton said .
"He had a great year as a freshman, but he ' s having a hard time this year.
His defensive play has been hurting as wel l as his offensive production . "
Smith's .286 batting average is down from last year's .3 53 clip, as
is his power.

Of Smith's 43 hits last season , 16 went for extra bases .

This season , only three of his ten hits have been for extra bases.
Another Ashland product is Chris Vandergrif, a 6-0 freshman fro~
Raceland High ~chool .

In his first season with the Eagle program, he has

seen action in two games and has scored a run .
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EAGLES HOST YSU FOR THREE- GAME SERIES
MOREHEAD , Ky .--- After opening Ohio Valley Conference Northern Division
play last weekend wi th a pair of wins i n three outings against Akron, the
Morehead State Univers ity basebal l Ea gles will host Youngstown State in a
three- game weekend series beginning Saturday, April 14.
MSU opened defense of its Northern Division title last Saturday with
a 6-3 win in the twi nbill opener but recorded a 10-3 loss in the second
outing .

The Eagles bounced back to capture Sunday's clash, 6-5 in 10

innings .
"I'm pleased with winning two g ames against Akron," s a id Eag le coach
Steve Hamilton .

"We need to win most of our home games in order to

win the divi s ional title again this s eason."
After playing back-to- back games against Eastern Kentucky in a
home-and-away series earlier this week , the Eagles hope to sweep a
struggling Penguin team that lost three games at Eastern Kentucky last
weekend .
"It would be ideal for us to sweep Youngstown , " Hamilton said .

"That

would put us in good shape it:i the conference."
Last yea r, the Eagles took three of four games agatnst YSU , winning
by scores of 11- 1 and 9-3 at Allen Field and 4-0 in the division-clinchi ng
victory at Youngstown State .

The Penguins won the second game of the

doubleheader, 11-10 .
" I know Youngs town is down , " Hami lton s a id .
tal ent , inc luding t wo pitchers .

" They los t s ome good

They haven't played a lot of games yet

and I think they'll be a team that gets better as the season goes on . "
After l os ing all three meetings with the Colonels , YSU' s record
dropped t o 6-8 overal l .

EAGLES HOST YSU FOR THREE-GAME SERIES 2-2-2-2
MSU took a 12-8-1 record into action this week and that has pleased
lamilton for the most part, but the hitting of two All-OVC performers has not .
Shawn Johnson, a junior outfielder who hit .325 last year and .336 in
1982 when he was named all-conference, has seen his batting average dip
to .283.
Catcher Daniel Smith is in the midst of a "sophomore jinx . "

In

his first year with the Eagles, Smith batted .353 and was named All-OVC.
This season, after 49 at-bats, Smith's average has dropped to .245.
"It seems like we've been in a slump lately," Hamilton said.

"Norm

Brock is starting to hit the ball again, but Shawn Johnson and Daniel Smith
are struggling.
"We need to get them to start hitting the ball again," Hamilton
continued .

"They came through last year when we needed it and we're

going to need their production again this season."
The Eagles have three starters hitting above the . 400 plateau: Bobby
Trimble (.441), John Miller ( . 408) and Bryan Capnerhurst (.406).
MSU is scheduled to start Rob Williams and David Armentrout on
Saturday and junior right-hander Ray Hornback in the single nine-inning
game on Saturday, April 15.
NORTHERN DIVISION STANDINGS
Team
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Akron
Youngstown State

Record

3-0

2-1
1-2
0-3
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UPCOMING EAGLE SPORTS
WOMEN'S TENNIS

SOFTBALL

at Wright State, April 18, 2 p.m.
at Notre Dame, April 19, 3 p.m.
at Purdue, Ap ril 20, 11 a.m.

at Ohio University (2), April 16,
3 p.m.
KENTUCKY (2), April 18 , 4 p.m.
TENNESSEE TECH, April 21, 2 p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
LOUISVILLE, April 16 , 2 p.m.

LADY NETTERS FACE KEY ROAD SWING
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- The road to the NCAA Division II Tennis Championships
fails to get any easier for the Morehead State University Lady Eagles as
Bev Mayhew's squad faces a pair of roadblocks during their final dual meet
adventure of the season.
MSU's post-season fortune may be determined at the start of a road
trip with matches against Division II regional foes Wright State on
Wednesday, April 18, an d Notre Dame on Thursday, April 19.
the running for the Midwest 's post-season bid .

Both are in

The road swing will then

end at Purdue on Friday, April 20.
"Both Wright State and Notre Dame are in contention for the midwest
bid," said Mayhew.

"This road trip is definitely the most important week

of the y ear as far as our post-season tournament hopes are concerned."
Prior to an upcoming five-match weekend road trip featuring matches
against national powerhouses SIU-Edwardsville and Tennessee Chattanooga, the
Lady Eagles record stood at 3-2 in 1984 and 16-3 since the fall.
(more)
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(l1SU wome n' s t enni s c on' t )

"Right n ow we're pl ay ing g ood d o uble s and a re playing well up and down
t he line, e s pec iall y Va ne ssa Adams at No. 5 and No. 6," said Mayhew,
emphasizing the pl a y o f the sophomore from Brighton, England .

"As a team

we're not stable as f ar as position and we need to find that stability soon."
Bes ides Notre Dame , Wright State, and MSU, SIU-Edwardsville is vying
for the Midwest Region automatic NCAA berth with the second bes t team most
likely g etting an at-larg e bid.
"In my mind, it's a three team race for the one automatic spot and
possibly a two-team if we open up the trip with two wins," said Mayhew.
"Should we lose to SIU and beat Notre Dame, an at-large bid will be ours."

MSU GOLFERS GET BREAK TO TOUCH UP STROKES
After four tournament s in a three week span, the MSU men's golf team
Nill get nearly two weeks to polish their game in time to keep post season
hopes alive.
Following the Eag les eighth place finis h despite a horrid opening
round in the Marshall Invitationa l , MSU head coach Rex Chaney welcomes a
break to work on his team's downfalls of late.
"In the first round at Marshall nobody hit the ball well.

The greens

were faster than usual and we were hesitant around the greens as a result,"
said Chane y .

"We ' ve started working with our short irons and haven ' t been

g etting good putting practice in due to the weather . "
Even though Chaney uncovered some rou gh spots in his squa d's play,
Marshall did bring out the best of the Eagles in the second round with a
3 00 stroke total for the lowest round total ever .
(more)
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However , the rise of freshman Mike Durant of Zanesville (Rosecrans),
)hio, as a much -needed fifth man and sophomore Scott Miller of Hazard a s the
team l ow scorer with a 77.44 nine-round average have strengthened the squad
in Chaney ' s e ye s .
Durant' s rise beg an with hi s first two rounds of the y ear at Marshall
to give him a 77.5 average and lend the team a long needed fifth player.
"Mike played well at Marshall, hitting 15 g reens and could have d one
a lot better if he hadn't putt so poorly," said Chaney.

"If he continues,

I think we' v e fou nd a fifth man· finally."
"The way Mil ler has been playing is super for a sophomore and should
he lp u s do well if he continues.

His average isn't bad for the rainy

weather we've had," said Chaney.

'1EN NETTERS. WELCOME QUIET WEEK
MSU men's tennis coach Leighton Jones has seen his team's singles play
struggle and record dip to 6-7 prior t o a pair of home matches.

Thus , Jones

i s the first to we lcome a slow week to straighten out hi s squad.
The Eagles lone opponent during the upcoming week is cross-state rival
Louisville in a home contest Monday a t 2 p .m.
"In a wa y , I ' m glad we only have one match .

Hopefully the we ather will

clear up so we wi ll have some time for outdoor drills," said Jones.

" We 'll

be working on some singles tactics, since we haven't had much time to work
outdoors . "
Jones has seen hi s players ' sing les records hover around the .50 0
mark all s eason, while his top two doubles squads have amassed fine records
along with titles at the Kentucky Invitational two weeks ago.
(more)
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At No. 1 doubles juniors Fred Kangwa of Kalulushi, Zambia, and Martin
Lock of Ma rondera, Zimbabwe, have combined for a 11-5 mark , while the No. 2
team of freshman Panos Kambadellis from Athens, Greece, and sophomore Paul
Hope of Ma idenhead, England, find themselves with a 12-4 mark .
"I'm very happy with our top tow doubles teams.

Martin and Fred lost

a couple they should've won, but they just work so wel l tog ether since they
have been partners for three years now," said Jones.
Panos and Paul have just hit it off together.

"On the other hand

Their aggressive styles

compliment each other and Paul has a steadying influence on Panos."
Jones has a fairly good idea why his doubles combinations have excelled
in comparison to his singles and is awa re of his club's potential if the
singles come along .
"Our problem is that doubles success depends more on knowing how t o
play as a team, while singles depends more on talent and practice," said
Jones.

"The top two doubles have come into their own, and if the singles

follow we have a chance to win the Ohio Valley Conference tourney ."

SOFTBALL TEAM FACES WEEK OF ADJUSTMENT
Going into Monday's road doubleheader against fast-pitch power Ohio
University at 3 p.m . the MSU softball team will face a hefty adjustment as
it jumps ~froJn what _cuuld _be _differentiated by the speed of lig ht and sound.
The Lady Eagles will close the week b y hosting the University of
Kentucky on Wednesday at 4 p.m. for a slow-pitch doubleheader a nd Tennessee
Tech on Saturday at 2 p . m. for a fast-pitch doubleheader.
After l as t week's season-opening fast - pitch split against Tennessee
Tech and prior to a slow-pitch doubleheader a gain s t Berea College, MSU 's
reco rd was 5-3.
(more)
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"It i s de f initel y g oing to hurt us going from pitches of five miles per
10ur to 80 or 85 , " s aid McClellan.

"We just have to hold our opponents to

as few runs as possible, bunt a lot, and play aggressively."
Even though Ohio is MSU ' s toughest opponent of the season, McClellan
believes his squad is practicing and playing like they should.
"Ohio U. will be the best fast-pitch opponent we face all s eason ,"
said McClellan.

"However, everybody is enthusiastic about the challenge

and is hitting fast-pitch in practice better than I've ever seen."
After six s low-pitch games, the Lady Eagles consistently have been
ripping the ball with junior third baseman Cindy Miller of Louisville
(Angela Merici) leading the way with a .636 average, followed by sophomore
left fielder Lisa McDaniels of Ironton, Ohio, with a team-leading 12 hits
for a .500 average.
Despite the Lady Eagles strong hitting, it has been the defense that
has impressed McClellan, especially that of McDaniels and freshman Kim
Vasko of Dayton, Ky.
"We're playing excellent team defense.

Kim has been asked to move in

three different positions and still has supplied us with good defense, while
Lisa just catches everything hit in left field," said McClellan.

"But it's

going to take a combination of defense and hitting for us to do well . "
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UPCOMING EAGLE SPORTS
WOMEN ' S TENNIS

SOFTBALL

at Wright State, April 18, 2 p.m.
at Notre Dame, April 19, 3 p.m.
at Purdue, April 20, 11 a . m.

at Ohio University (2), April 16,
3 p.m.
KENTUCKY (2), April 18, 4 p.m.
TENNESSEE TECH, April 21, 2 p.m.

MEN ' S TENNIS
LOUISVILLE, April 16, 2 p.m.

LADY NETTERS FACE KEY ROAD SWING
MOREHEAD, Ky. - - The road to the NCAA Divi sion II Tennis Championships
fails to get any easier for the Morehead State University Lady Eag les as
Bev Mayhew ' s squad faces a pair of roadblocks during their final dual meet
adventure of the season .
MSU ' s post-season fortune may be determined at the start of a road
trip with matches against Division II regional foes Wright State on
Wednesday, April 18, and Notre Dame on Thursday, April 19.
the running for the Midwest ' s post-season bid.

Both are in

The road swing will then

end at Purdue on Friday, April 20.
"Both Wright State and Notre Dame are in contention for the midwest
bid," said Mayhew.

"This road trip is definitely the most i mportant week

of the year as far as our post-season tournament hopes are concerned."
Prior to an upcoming five-match weekend road trip featuring matches
against national powerhouses SIU-Edwardsville and Tennessee Chattanooga, the
Lady Eagles record stood at 3-2 in 1984 and 16-3 since the fall.
(more)

EAGLE SPORTS

2-2-2-2

(l1SU women ' s tennis con't)

"Right now we're playing good doubles and are playing well up and down
the line , especially Vanessa Adams at No. 5 and No. 6, " said Mayhew,
emphasizing the play of t he s ophomore fr oP.l Bright on , Eng land .

" As a te am

we 're n o t s table as far as pos ition and we need t o find t hat stability soon."
Besides Notre Dame, Wright State, and MSU, SIU-Edwardsville is vying
for the Midwest Region automatic NCAA berth with the second best team most
likely getting an at-large bid.
"In my mind, it's a three team race for the one automatic spot and
possib l y a two-team if we open up the trip with two win s," said Mayhew .
"Should we lose to SIU and beat Notre Dame, an at -l arge bid will be ours."

MSU GOLFERS GET BREAK TO TOUCH UP STROKES
After four tourn aments in a three week span, the MSU men's go l f team
will get nearly two weeks to polish their game in time to keep post season
hopes alive.
Following the Eagles eighth place finish despite a horrid opening
round in the Marshall Invitational, MSU head coach Rex Chaney we l comes a
break to work on his team ' s downfalls of l ate.
"In the first r ound at Marshall nobody hit the ball well.

The greens

we re faster than u s u a l and we were hesitant a r ound the greens as a result,"
said Chaney .

"We ' ve started working with our short irons and haven ' t been

getting good putting practice in due to the weather ."
Even though Chaney uncovered some rough spots in his squad's play,
Marshall did bring out the bes t of the Eag les in the second round with a
300 stroke total for the l owest round total ever .
(more)

EAGLE SPORTS

3- 3- 3- 3

(MSU gol f con't)

However, the rise of freshman Mike Durant of Zanesville (Rosecrans),
Ohi o , as a much-needed fifth man and sophomore Scott Mi l ler of Hazard as the
team l ow scorer with a 77.44 nine-round average have strengthened the squad
in Chaney ' s eyes.
Durant ' s rise began with his first two rounds of the year at Marshal l
to give him a 77.5 average and lend the team a long needed fifth player.
"Mike played well at Marshall, hitting 15 greens and could have done
a lot better if he hadn ' t putt so poorly," said Chaney.

"If he continues,

I think we ' ve found a fifth man finally."
" The way Mil ler has been playing is s uper for a sophomor e and should
help us do well if he continues .

His average isn ' t bad for the rainy

weather we ' ve had," said Chaney .

~1EN NETTERS. WELC0~1E QUIET 1t1EEK
MSU men ' s tennis coach Leighton Jones h as seen his team ' s singles play
struggle and record dip to 6- 7 prior to a pair of home matches.

Thus, Jones

is the first to welcome a slow week to straighten out his squad.
The Eagles lone opponent during the upcoming week is cross - state rival
Louisville in a home contest Monday at 2 p. m.
" In a way, I ' m glad we onl y have one match.

Hopefully the weather will

clear up so we will have some time for outdoor drills, " said Jones.

"We'll

be working on some singles tactics, since we haven't had much time to work
outdoors . "
Jones has seen his player s' singles r ecords hover around the . 500
mar k all season, whi l e his top two doubles squ ads have amassed fine records
along with titles at the Kentu cky Invitational two weeks ago.
(more)

EAGLES SPORTS

4-4-4-4

(MSU men's tennis con't)

At No. 1 doubles juniors Fred Kangwa of Kalulushi, Zambia, and Martin
Lock of Marondera, Zimbabwe, have combined for a 11-5 mark, while the No. 2
team of freshman Panos Kambadellis from Athens, Greece, and sophomore Paul
Hope of Maidenhead, England, find themselves with a 12-4 mark.
"I'm very happy with our top tow doubles teams .

Martin and Fred lost

a couple they should've won, but they just work so well together since they
have been partners for three years now," said Jones.
Panos and Paul have just hit it off together.

"On the other hand

Their aggressive styles

compliment each other and Paul has a steadying influence on Panos."
Jones has a fairly good idea why his doubles combinations have excelled
in comparison to his singles and is aware of his club's potential if the
singles come along .
"Our problem is that doubles success depends more on knowing how to
play as a team, while singles depends more on talent and practice," said
Jones.

"The top two doubles have come into their own, and if the singles

follow we have a chance to win the Ohio Valley Conference tourney."

SOFTBALL TEAM FACES WEEK OF ADJUSTMENT
Going into Monday's road doubleheader against fast-pitch power Ohio
University at 3 p.m. the MSU softball team will face a hefty adjustment as
it jumps ~f r o..m what _could be _differentiated by the speed of light and sound.
The Lady Eagles will close the week by hosting the University of
Kentucky on Wednesday at 4 p.m. for a slow-pitch doubleheader and Tennessee
Tech on Saturday at 2 p.m. for a fast-pitch doubleheader.
After last week's season-opening fast-pitch split against Tennessee
Tech and prior to a slow-pitch doubleheader against Berea College, MSU's
record was 5-3.
(more)

EAGLE SPORTS
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(MSU softball c on't)

"It is definitely going to hurt us going from pitches of five miles per
hour to 80 or 85," said McClellan .

"We just hav e to hold our opponents t o

a s few runs as possible, bunt a lot , and play aggressively."
Even though Ohio is MSU's toughest opponent of the season, McClellan
believes his squad is practicing and playing like they should.
"Ohio U. will be the best fast-pitch opponent we face all season,"
said McClellan.

''However, everybody is enthusiastic about the challenge

and is hitting fast-pitch in practice better than I ' ve ever seen."
After six slow-pitch games, the Lady Eagles consistently have been
ripping the ball with junior third baseman Cindy Miller of Louisville
(Angela Merici) leading the way with a .636 average, followed by sophomore
left fielder Lisa McDaniels of Ironton , Ohio, with a team-leading 12 hits
for a .500 average.
Despite the Lady Eagles strong hitting, it has been the defense that
has impressed McClellan, especially that of McDaniels and freshman Kim
Vasko of Dayton, Ky.
"We ' re play ing excellent team defense.

Kim has been asked to move in

three different positions and still has supplied us with good defense, while
Lisa just catches everything hit in left field," said McClellan.

"But it's

going to take a combination of defense and hitting for us to do well."

ttftftflifa
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M.ARLOH NA.NIED LADY EAGLE COACH
~OREHEAD, Ky.---Loretta Marlow, an assistant under former Morehead
State Univer s ity women's basketball coach Mickey Wells, has been named
Wells' successor at the helm of the Lady Eagle program .
Marlow, a 27-year-old native of Wartburg, Tenn., has been an
assistant basketball coach at MSU for six years, including five years as
a full-time assistant and one year as a graduate assistant.
"We feel very privileeed to have a person with Loretta's background
and experience on our staff to move into the head coaching position , "
said 1'1SU athletic director G. E. Moran.

" She has played an integral role

in the Lady Eagle program as an assistant over the last six y ears."
A four-year letter-winner in basketball and volleyball at Tennessee
Tech, Marlow received her bachelor's de~ree in physical education and
recreation in 1978.

She earned her master's degree in health, physical

education, and recreation from MSU in 1979.
During the 1980-81 season, Marlow guided the Lady Eagles to a 3-3
record while Wells was absent becaus e of a family emergency .
Marlow coached the Lady Eagle softball team two seasons a nd took her
squad to the AIAW National Slow Pit c h Tournament.

She was named Kentucky

Women' s Intercollegiate Conference Division II Coach of the Year a f ter
guidinp, the team to a s tate championship.
"I'm v ery excited about this opportunity," said Marlow .
we're going to have a good team next y ear."
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MARLOW NA-1'1ED LADY EAGLE COACH
~OREHEAD, Ky.---Loretta Marlow, an assistant under former Morehead
State Universitv women's basketball coach Mickey Wells , has been n amed
Wel ls' successor at the helm of the Lady Eag le program .
Marlow, a 27 - year- o ld native of Wartburg, Tenn., has been an
assistant basketball coach a t MSU for six years , including five years as
a full-time assistant and one y ear as a graduate assistant.
"We feel very privileeed to have a per son with Loretta' s backgr ound
and exp erience on our staff t o move into the head coaching position,"
said ~1SU athl etic director G. E. Moran.

"She has nlaved an integral role

in the Lady Eagle p r ogram as an assistant over the last six ye a rs."
A four- year letter-winner in basketball and v olleyball at Tennessee
Tech, ~arlow received her bachelor's degree in phy sical education an d
r e crea t ion in 19 78.

She earne d h er mast er' s deg r e e in hea l t h, phys i ca l

e ducation, and r ecreation from MSU in 1979 .
During t he 1980 - 81 season , Mar low e uided the Lady Eag l es to a 3- 3
r ecord while Wel l s was absent because of a f amily emergency.
Marlow coached the Lady Eagle softbal l team two seasons and took her
squad to the AIAW National Slow Pitch Tournament.

She was named Kentuckv

Women's Intercollegiate Conference Division II Coach of the Year after
guidinp the t e am t o a s t a t e championship.
"I'm very excited about this oppo rtunity," said Mar low.
we're go i ng t o have a good t ear1 next year."
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EAGLES TO FACE STIFF ROAD TEST
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- After sweeping a three-game homestand from Youngstown
State last weekend, the Morehead State University baseball Eagles, 16-9-1
on the season before play this week, will play eight of their remaining
ten Ohio Valley Conference games on the road.
The Eagles, 6-2 in OVC Northern Divis ion play before games this
week at home against Eastern Kentucky (April 17) and at EKU (April 18),
will travel to the University of Akron for a three-game weekend series April
21 and 22.
Before play started this week, the Eagles and Colonels were deadlocked
for top spot in the division, while Akron was two games back of the
frontrunners with a 4-4 record.
"We're pleased where we are at so far," said Eagle coach Steve
Hamilton, who entered play against Eastern Kentucky with 199 career
victories .

"Winning three from Youngstown State was a big series and this

weekend will be very tough.
"Akron is still within striking distance of Eastern and ourselves,"
Hamilton continued.

"If we were to split against Eastern like we did last

week and Akron swept two games from Youngstown, then Akron is just a game
back."
With just two games separating the top three teams in the division,
the Eagles will find their opportunity to repeat as divisional champions
on the road .
After this weekend ' s doubleheader on Saturday and single contest
Sunday , the Eag les play at EKU next Tuesday, April 24, and then at YSU on
April 28 and 29.
The Eagles will squeeze a home game against ERstern Kentucky in on
April 25.

EAGLES TO FACE STIFF ROAD TEST 2- 2-2-2
" If we 're going to win the conference, we need to be at some teams on
the road," Hamilton said.

"We have not hit that well away f r om home so far,

but I'm hoping we can change things around."
The Eagles s port a 4-5 record away from the friendly confines of Allen
Field and the ir run production is jus t 3.3 runs per game.

At home, MSU is

12-4-1 and averages 9.4 runs a game.
"We're made for this ball park as a hitting team," Hamilton said .
"We've got a lot of kids that like the short right field fence."
The Eagles were sparked over the weekend by the play of senior
right-fielder Norm Brock, who since moving to the lead-off spot in the
Eagles batting order, is 8-of-16 with nine runs scored.
"Norm got off to a slow start because of a pulled muscle in the
groin area," Hamilton said.

"Since he's been back to 100 percent, he's

been hitting the ball very well . "
~AGLE EYE-OPENERS: Senior right-hander David Armentrout notched his fourth
Jin of the season against Youngstown State on April 14 to boost his record
to 4-1. The win by Armentrout gave the Chapmanville, W.Va., product 17
career wins to equal the school record set by Tinker Chapman from
1976-78 .
Junior southpaw Drew Hall registered a school record 19 strikeouts
against Eastern Kentucky on April 11 to tie an Ohio Valley Conference
record. Hall is the career leader in K's at MSU and currently sports a
6-0 record .
Freshman first baseman Bryan Capnerhurst started the week just one
home run shy of the MSU freshman record for roundtrippers . Capnerhurst
has belted 14 homers, one shy of Joe Mitchell's school record 15 set in 1981.
4/16/84jjd
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EAGLES TO FACE STIFF ROAD TEST
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- After sweeping a three-game homestand from Youngstown
State last weekend, the Morehead State University baseball Eagles, 16-9-1
on the season before play this week, will play eight of their remaining
ten Ohio Valley Conference games on the road.
The Eagles, 6-2 in OVC Northern Division play before games this
week at home against Eastern Kentucky (April 17) and at EKU (April 18),
will travel to the University of Akron for a three-game weekend series April
21 and 22.
Before play started this week, the Eagles and Colonels were deadlocked
for top spot in the division, while Akron was two games back of the
frontrunners with a 4-4 record.
"We're pleased where we are at so far," said Eagle coach Steve
Hamilton, who entered play against Eastern Kentucky with 199 career
victories.

"Winning three from Youngstown State was a big series and this

weekend will be very tough.
"Akron is still within striking distance of Eastern and ourselves,"
Hamilton continued .

"If we were to split against Eastern like we did last

week and Akron swept two games from Youngstown, then Akron is just a game
back."
With just two games separating the top three teams in the division ,
the Eagles will find their opportunity to repeat as divisional champions
on the road .
After this weekend's doubleheader on Saturday and single contest
Sunday, the Eagles play at EKU next Tuesday, April 24, and then at YSU on
April 28 and 29 .
The Eagles will squeeze a home game against Eastern Kentucky in on
An-ril

? 'i .

EAGLES TO FACE STIFF ROAD TEST 2- 2-2-2
"If we 're go ing to win the conference, we need to beat some teams on
-:he road," Hamilton said .

"We hav e not hit that well away from home so far,

but I'm h oping we can change things around . "
The Eagles sport a 4- 5 re cord away from the friendly confines of Allen
Field and their run production is just 3.3 runs per game .

At home, MSU is

12-4-1 and averages 9.4 runs a game.
"We're made for this ball park as a hitting team," Hamilton said .
"We've got a lot of kids that like the short right field fence . "
The Eagles were sparked over the weekend by the play of senior
right-fielder Norm Brock, who since moving to the lead-off spot in the
Eagles batting order, is 8-of-16 with nine runs scored .
"Norm got off to a slow start because of a pulled muscle in the
groin area," Hamilton said.

"Since he's been back to 100 percent, he's

been hitting the ball very well."
EAGLE EYE-OPENERS: Senior right-hander David Armentrout notched his fourth
win of the season against Youngstown State on April 14 to boost his record
to 4-1 . The win by Armentrout gave the Chapmanville, W. Va . , product 17
career wins to equal the school record set by Tinker Chapman from
1976-78 .
Junior southpaw Drew Hall registered a school record 19 strikeouts
against Eastern Kentucky on April 11 to tie an Ohio Valley Conference
record . Hall is the career leader in K's at MSU and currently sports a
6-0 record .
Freshman first baseman Bryan Capnerhurst started the week just one
home run shy of the MSU freshman record for roundtrippers . Capnerhurst
has belted 14 homers, one shy of Joe Mitchell's school record 15 set in 1981.
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UPCOMING EAGLE SPORTS
WOMEN'S TENNIS

SOFTBALL

KENTUCKY, April 24, 3 p.m.
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
CHAMPIONSHIPS, April 27- 28, 9 a.m.

KENTUCKY STATE ( 2 ) , April 23, 4 p.m.
at Charleston Invitational ,
April 27- 28
at Oakland City College (2),
April 29, 2 p . m.

MEN'S TENNIS
at Kentucky , Apri l 23 , 3 p.m .
TENNESSEE TECH, April 26, 2 p.m .
Ohio Valley Conf erence Champions hips
at Youngstown, April 27-28

MEN'S GOLF
at Xavier Intercol legiat e, April 23
at Maryland Intercolleg iate,
April 27-28

MOREHEAD, Ky . -- With hopes of a bid to the NCAA Division II tennis
championship s in the Morehead State University women's s quads favor , t he
Lady Eag les enter t h e Ohio Valley Conf erence championships in s earch o f
their s econd s traight ti tle .
Th e La dy Eag les will hos t the OVC champ i onships on Friday , Apri l 27,
and Saturday , Ap ri l 28 , with c ompetition beg i nning a t 9 a.m. bo t h days.
Prior to the OVC meet, MSU will host a c on f erence warm- up against Inter state
64 rival Ken tucky a t 3 p . m. en Tuesday.
MSU almost has a s sured itsel f of a trip to the Division II nationals by
defeating midwestern power SIU-Edwardsv i l le 6- 3 l a s t we ek .

A victory

against No tre Dame on Thurs day is t he La dy Eagles' only ne cessi t y .
"The vi ctory over Edwardsville increases our chances of getting a NCAA
bid fo r t he Mi dwest Reg ion," said MSU head coach Bev Mayhew following a
tel ephone con ver sation with the Midwest Region selec tion committee.
(more)

EAGLE SPORTS

2-2-2-2

(MSU women's tennis con't)

"If we defeat Notre Dame we will receive the Mi dwest's bid," said
1ayhew.

"However, the OVC tourney is on the top of the list right now.

It

would be great for the school and the team to win the conference title ,
while the NCAA is just icing on the cake."
Leading the Lady Eagles hopes of a conference title is junior Helen
Curtis of Bournemouth, England, at No. 1 singles with a 23-6 record and who
will team with fellow junior Sally-Anne Birch of Harare, Zimbabwe, at No. 1
doubles.

As a combo the pair have a 12-3 record.

Other likely point-getters are junior Helen Haddon of Plymouth,
England, and sophomore Vanessa Adams of Brighton, England, at No. 4 and No.

5 singles.

Haddon ha s a 21-5 record at No. 4, while Adams stands at 26-5.

At No. 2 doubles, the English pair has combined for a 19-4 record.
"As far as the OVC is concerned, I consider it a three team race
between Eastern Kentucky, Murray State and us,"

said ~ayhew.

"Everyone on

Jur team was all-conference last year and we have a stronger team than last
s eas on , so I con s i d er o ur chances f o r t h e titl e e xcellent . "

MEN NETTERS LOOK TO OVC CHAMPIONSHIP S
The ~SU men's tennis squad's 7-9 dual meet record is far f rom the norm
for the Eag les.

Nonetheless, Leighton Jones' forces are looking to take

the brunt out of an otherwise mediocre season with a final surg e at the
/

Ohio Valley Conference championships on Friday, April 27, and Saturday ,
April 28, a t Youngs town Sta te.
" We ' ve had a poor season compared t o what we ' re use d to and a good OVC
meet will t!lake uo fo r the r est of the season, " said Jon es.

" The g u ys k n ow

that they've had a di s appointing season and want to pick themselves up in
the OVC."
(more)

EAGLE SPORTS
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(MSU men' s tennis con't)

Prior to the OVC tournament , t he Eagles will play t h eir final dual
natches of the season in an attempt to prepare for the conference meet and
On Monday, April 23, MSU travels · to Kentucky for a

reach the .500 mark.

3 p.m. dual match and will play host to Tenne 3see Tech at 2 p.m. on
Thursday .
"These dual matches are just tune-ups for the OVC tourney and I just
want to see improvement," said Jones.

"I'm not going to tell the guys

anything more than what I've been telling them all y ear."
In singles, freshman Panos Kambadellis of Athens, Greece, stands out at
No. 4 singles with a 12-6 record, with the rest of the team's records
hovering ar ound the .500 mark.
On

the other hand, the No. 1 and No. 2 doubles teams have been the

Eagles strong s uit.

The No . 1 comb ination of juniors Fred Kangwa of

Ka lulushi, Zambia, and Martin Lock of Marondera , Zimbabwe, have a 12-7 mark,
Nhile th e No . 2 duo of Kambadellis and sophomore Paul Hope of Maidenhea d,
England, rest at 14-5.
"I consider us a much better t o urnament team than dual team," sai d
Jones.

"We could pull a few surprises in Youngstown .

Paul and Panos s hould

be the top seeds at No . 2 sin ce they're 6-0 i n conference matches. "
"Martin and Fred are continuously solid performers and they have a
tendency to rise to the occasion," added Jones.
Jones would like nothing better than to end the season with MSU' s
first-ever OVC title and knows the key for MSU is the play of freshmen
No. 5 and No. 6 players Ian Grout and Martyn Crouch.
"Panos will the biggest surp r ise of the mee t a t No . 4 s ing l es sin ce
he's playing a lot better lately ," said Jones.

"But the key fo r us to win

i s for our bottom two players to win a couple of matches. "

(more)

EAGLE SPORTS

4-4-4-4

SOFTBALL FACES NINE GAMES IN SEVEN DAYS
The MSU softball team will face a gruelling week as Jim McClellan's
squad will play host to Kentucky State at 4 p . m. on Monday, followed by
weekend action at thP. Charleston Invitational and a road doubleheader
against Oakland City (Ind.) College at 2 p . m. on Sunday.
Monday's doubleheader will be the Lady Eagles only slow-pitch
competition as MSU enters the week with a 6-2 slow- pitch mark and a 1-3
fast-pitch record .
The Lady Eagles are coming off a pair of 8-0 defeats at the hands of
fast-pitch power Ohio University, which saw MSU lose its' top two pitchers
to injuries .
Out of action for an indefinite period are junior Sheryl Curry of
Jamestown (Greenview), Ohio, with a jammed thumb and freshman Meg Trowbridge
of Somerset (Sheridan), Ohio, with a strained back.
"Now everybody knows the worst is over until we play Ohio at home in
t wo weeks and the tearr1 is relieved now," said McClellan .
time most of our players had seen pitching that fast.

"It was the fi r st

The whole team knows

it's impos sible for us to compete against a team that recruits all fast -p itch
players."
However, it is the absence of his top two pitchers which has McClellan
concerned about his Lady Eagles' future.
"I'~ very worried about next week with our top two pitchers hurt.
Curry should be alright by next week," said McClellan.

"It will really

hurt us against the fast-pitch opponents without Trowbridge.

She could be

out the rest of the season."
Despite the lack of experienced fast-pitch players, McClellan is
satisfied with his team's progress.
(more)
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(MSU softball con 't)

"I thought we should have split against Northern Kentucky, but other
han that , the team has progressed like I had hoped," said McClellan.

"Our

only problem is that we're a young team that needs to see more fast pitch
and is in need of a oitcher that can hum the ball."

MSU GOLFERS I N MUST-WIN SITUATION
As the season winds down , the MSU men's golf t eam has taken its hopes
of an appearance in the NCAA Championships down to the wire by putting
itself in a must-win situation in a pair of upcoming tournaments.
The Eagles will compete in the rescheduled 18-hole Xavier
Intercollegiate on Monday, April 23, followed by the 54- hole Maryland
Intercollegiate on Friday, April 27, and Saturday, April 28.
11

It s hard to say what our chances fo r an NCAA bid are at this point,"
1

;aid MSU coach Rex Chaney.
tournament except Marshall .

"We ' ve fin i shed in the too five at every
I'd say our chances for a bid are good if we

win these next two tournaments . "
During the entire season, MSU has seen their scores skyrocket around
the p,reens.

Chaney lends insip,ht into the Eagles' nemesis.

"This team hits the ball as wel l or better than any team I've had, but
once we g et around the green we butcher the heck out of the bal l,
Chaney.

11

said

" We just don't have the big greens to practice the long chips and

putts."
"Our greens are so sensitive to the weather we've been having and it
makes it difficult for us to deve lop a short game," said Chaney.
(more)

EAGLE SPORTS

6-6-6-6

(MSU men's golf ton't)

Senior Kevin Auton of Pikeville leads the Eagles with a 12-round
Lverage of 77.25, followed by fellow senior Mike Shafer of Cambridge, Ohio,
at 77.42 and sophomore Scott Miller of Ashland (Boyd Co.) trailing with a
77.75 average.
"Auton, Shafer, and Miller have been the teams' most consistent
performers as seen by their averages," said Chaney .

"For us to meet our

goal those three must average about 74 strokes the rest of the year, while
the No. 4 and No. 5 spots must average around 76 scrokes."
Even though the Eagles have yet to win a tournament, Chaney remains
calm and cool about his team's chances at the 23-team Maryland meet.
"~•Te' ve always played better at the end of the year," said Chaney.
"We're going into the to~rnament with the idea we can win and quite honestly
I think we will."
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UPCOMI NG EAGLE SPORTS
WOMEN'S TENNIS

SOFTBALL

KENTUCKY, April 24, 3 p.m.
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
CHAMPIONSHIPS, April 27-28, 9 a.m.

KENTUCKY STATE (2) , April 23, 4 p.rn.
at Charleston Invitational,
April 27-28
at Oakland City College (2),
April 29, 2 p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
at Kentuckv, April 23, 3 p .m.
TENNESSEE TECH, April 26 , 2 p.m.
Ohio Valley Conference Championships
at Youngstown, April 27-28

MEN'S GOLF
at Xavier Intercol leg i ate, April 23
at Maryland Intercollegiate,
April 27-28

MOREHEAD , Ky . -- With hopes of a bid to the NCAA Div ision II tennis
championships in the Morehead State University women's squads favor , the
Lady Eagles enter the Ohio Valley Conference championships in search of
their second straight title.
The Lady Eag les will host the OVC championships on Friday , April 27,
and Saturday , April 28 , with competition beg inning at 9 a . m. both days.
Prior to the OVC meet, MSU will host a conference warm-up against Interstate
64 rival Kentucky at 3 p.m. on Tuesday .
MSU almost has assured itself of a trip to the Division II nationals by
defeating midwestern power SIU-Edwardsville 6-3 last week.

A victory

against Notre Dame on Thursday is the Lady Eagles' only necessity .
"The victory over Edwardsville increases our chances of g etting a NCAA
bid for the Midwest Region," said MSU head coach Bev Mayhew following a
telephone conversation with the Midwest Region selection committee.
(more)
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(MSU women's tennis con't)

"If we defeat Notre Dame we will receive the Midwest's bid," said
Mayhew.

"However, the OVC tourney is on the top of the list right now .

It

would be great for the school and the team to win the conference title,
while the NCAA is just icing on the cake."
Leading the Lady Eagles hopes of a conference tit l e is junior Helen
Curtis of Bournemouth, England, at No. 1 singles with a 23 - 6 record and who
will team with fellow junior Sally-Anne Birch of Harare , Zimbabwe, at No. 1
doubles.

As a combo the pair have a 12-3 record .

Other likely point - getters are junior Helen Haddon of Plymouth,
England, and sophomore Vanessa Adams of Brighton, England, at No . 4 and No .
5 singles.

Haddon has a 21-5 record at No. 4, while Adams stands at 26 - 5.

At No. 2 doubles, the English pair has combined for a 19- 4 record.
" As far as the OVC is concerned, I consider it a three team race
between Eastern Kentucky, Murray State and us,"

said ~ayhew.

"Everyone on

our team was all-conference last year and we have a stronger team than last
season, so I consider our chances for the title excellent."

MEN NETTERS LOOK TO OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS
The ~SU men's tennis squad's 7-9 dual meet record is far from the norm
for the Eagles.

Nonetheless, Leighton Jones' forces are looking to take

the brunt out of an otherwise mediocre season with a final surge at the
Ohio Valley Confer ence championships on Friday, April 27, and Saturday,
April 28, at Youngstown State.
"We've had a poor season -compared to -what we ' re used to and a good OVC
meet will make uo for the rest of the season," said Jones.

"The guys know

that they've had a disappointing season and want to pick themselves up in
the OVC. 11
(more)
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Prior to the OVC tournament, the Eagles will play their final dual
matches of the season in an attempt to prepare for the conference meet and
reach the .500 mark.

On Monday, April 23, MSU travels to Kentucky for a

3 p . m. dual match and will play host to Tennessee Tech at 2 o .m. on
Thursday.
"These dual matches are just tune-ups for the OVC tourney and I just
want to see improvement, " said Jones .

"I ' m not going to tell the guys

anything more than what I've been telling them all year . "
In sing les, freshman Panos Kambadellis of Athens, Greece, stands out at
No . 4 singles with a 12-6 record, with the rest of the team's records
hovering around the .500 mark.
On the other hand, the No. 1 and No. 2 doubles teams have been the
Eagles strong suit.

The No. 1 combination of juniors Fred Kangwa of

Kalulushi, Zambia , and Martin Lock of Marondera , Zimbabwe , have a 12-7 mark ,
while the No . 2 duo of Kambadellis and sophomore Paul Hope of Maidenhead,
England, rest at 14-5.
"I consider us a much better tournamen t team than du al team," said
Jones.

"We could pull a few surprises in Youngstown.

Paul and Panos should

be the top seeds at No . 2 since they're 6-0 in conference matches."
""Martin and Fred are continuously sol id performers and they have a
tendency to rise to the occasion," added Jones.
Jones would like nothing better than to end the season with MSU ' s
first-ever OVC title and knows the key for MSU is the play of freshmen
No. 5 and No. 6 ~lay ers Ian Grout and Martyn Crouch.
"Panos will the biggest surprise of the meet at No. 4 sing les since
he ' s playing a lot better lately," s a id Jones.

"But the key for us to win

is for our bottom two players to win a couple of matches."

(more)
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SOFTBALL FACES NINE GAMES IN SEVEN DAYS
The MSU softball team will face a gruelling week as Jim McClellan 's
squad will play host to Kentucky State at 4 p.m. on Monday, followed by
weekend action at the Charleston Invitational and a road doubleheader
against Oakland City (Ind.) College at 2 p.m . on Sunday.
Monday's doubleheader will be the Lady Eagles only slow-pitch
competition as MSU enters the week with a 6-2 slow-pitch mark and a 1-3
fast-pitch record.
The Lady Eagles are coming off a pair of 8- 0 defeats at the hands of
fast -pitch power Ohio University, which saw MSU lose its

top two pitchers

to injuries.
Out of action for an indefinite period are junior Sheryl Curry of
Jamestown (Greenview), Ohio, with a jarmned thumb and freshman Meg Trowbridg e
of Somerset (Sheridan), Ohio, with a strained back.
"Now everybody knows t he worst is over until we play Ohio at home in
two weeks and the team is relieved now," said McClellan .
time most of our player s had see~ pitching that fast.

"It was the first

The who le team knows

it's impo ssible for us to compete against a team that recruits all fast - pitch
players."
However, it is the absence of his top two pitchers which has McC l ellan
concern ed about h i s Lady Eagles' futur e.
"I'~ very worried about next week with our top two pitchers hurt.
Curry should be alright by next week," said McClellan.

"It will really

hur t us against the fast - pitch opponents without Trowbridge.

She coul d be

out the rest of t h e season."
Despite the lack of exper ienced fast-pitch players, McClellan is
satisfied with his team's progress.
(more)
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"I thought we should have split against Northern Kentucky, but other
than that , the team has progressed like I had hoped," said McClellan.

"Our

only problem is that we ' re a young team that needs to see more fast pitch
and is in need of a oitcher that can hum the ball."

MSU GOLFERS IN MUST- WI N SITUATION
As the season winds down, the MSU men ' s golf team has taken its hopes
of an appearance i n the NCAA Championships down to the wire by putting
itself in a must-win situation in a pair of upcoming tournaments.
The Eagles will compete in the rescheduled 18-hole Xavier
Intercollegiate on Monday, April 23, followed by the 54- hole Haryland
Inte rcollegiate on Friday, April 27, and Saturday, April 28.
"It ' s hard to say what our chances for an NCAA bid are at this point,"
said MSU coach Rex Chaney.
t ournament except Marshall.

"We've finished in the too five at every
I'd say our chances for a bid are good if we

win these next t wo tournaments. "
During the entire season, MSU has seen their scores skyrocket around
the greens .

Chaney lends insiF,ht into the Eagles' nemesis.

"This team hits the ball as well or better than any team I ' ve had, but
once we get aroun d the green we butcher the heck out of the ball," said
Chaney.

" We just don't have the big greens to practice the long chips and

putts . "
"Our greens are so sensitive to the weather we ' ve been having and it
makes it difficult fo r us to develop a short game," said Chaney.
(more)
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Senior Kevin Auton of Pikeville leads the Eagles with a 12- round
average of 77 . 25, followed by fellow senior Mike Shafer of Cambridge, Ohio,
at 77.42 and sophomore Scott Miller of Ashland (Boyd Co.) trailing with a
77.75 average .
"Auton, Shafer, and Miller have been the teams ' most consistent
performers as seen by their averages," said Chaney .

"For us to meet our

goal those three must average about 74 strokes the rest of the year, while
the No. 4 and No . 5 spots mu st average around 76 strokes."
Even though the Eagles have yet to win a tournament, Chaney remains
calm and cool abou t his team ' s chances at the 23-team Maryland meet.
"T,Je' ve always played better at the end of the year," said Chaney.
"We're going into the to~rnament with the idea we can win and quite honestly

I think we will."
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EAGLE FOOTBALL TAKING TO SYSTEM
MOREHEAD, Ky.---At the halfway point of the 1984 spring practice season,
the Morehead State University football staff has found only one thing to
complain about:

the weather.

Suffering through a spell of cold, wet weather, coach Bill Baldridge's
Eagles have not been able to log as much on-field time as they'd like.

As

a result, the spring schedule has been altered to five days of practice a
week instead of four as MSU seeks to make up for lost time in drills.
ball will conclude with the Blue-Gold game on the evening of May 5.

Spring
The

Eagles will travel to Pikeville for a full scrimmage on April 27.
Although the Eagles are absorbing a new system, the results of scrimmages
thus far please Baldridge and his staff.
The closest race in practice is shaping up at quarterback.

Reduced

to a two-man battle when junior Mike Hanl in opted to play baseball th is ·
sprtng, the struggle has seen experienced freshman Adrian Breen and junior
college All-American Jeff McGuire go toe-to-toe for the No. 1 spot.
"Both are doing excellent jobs right now," said Baldridge.

"They are

throwing at very high completion rates, especially for learning a new
system.

They're good now and will continue to get better."

Last fall, the Eagles strugg l ed without a potent gro und game, but the
spring has seen the emergence of sophomore tailback Roger Cleveland, who
is averaging seven yards a carry in scrimmages.

He is complemented by

fullback Dennis Carr, who has transferred to MSU from Kansas and is waiting
on a ruling on his eligibility from the NCAA.

He came to MSU under a new

NCAA rule which allows players at schools on probation to transfer and play
immediately rather than sit out the required year.
-more-
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"Roger has been doing a good job breaking runs on his own when it
looks like the blocking isn't there," sai d Baldridge.
was a Big Eight player .

"You can tell Carr

Both are running and catching the ball well. "

At receiver, another Kansas transfer awaiting word from the NCAA is
among the top three.

Tod Short is making a strong showing at split end and

is expected to play an integral role in MSU's pass-oriented attack next fall.
He is complemented by returning Eagle Brian Shimer, who red-shirted last
season due to a shoulder injury.

Tom Buzyniski has been impressive at

wide-out, but will be tested at tight end, where returnee Mike Trosper has
been performing well as a blocker.
Freshman Steve Corder has been a pleasant surprise in the offensive
line, where he is seeing action at both guard and tackle.

No. 1 center

Howard Jacobs has been going through dri lls but is barred from contact
because of a torn pectoral muscle.
Defensively, a three-man battle has shaped up for the two starting
defensive end slots.

Junior college transfer Doug McMahon has one job

locked, while freshman John Richie and former halfback Rick Calcutt fight
for the other.
Baldridge has been pleased with the pass rushing of Joe Schlager at
defensive tackle, while Barry Williamson and Ed Veeneman have been looking
good as well.
Todd Schebor and Ray Winebrenner, returnees from last year, have been
strong against the run at the guard positions.

Rob Lockhart, who was second

in tackles as a linebacker last year, had his transition to guard slowed by
a broken thumb .
Randy Frazier and converted lineman Charlie Franklin established
themselves as the top two linebackers , but Frazier has been sidelined with
-more-
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Back into action this week, he is expected to reclaim

his job from converted defensive back Randall Washington .
At the corners, Vernon Harvey and David Grisham hold the advantage
while James Graham joins Hanlin on the baseball team.

John Dunn, a tailback

who has moved to free safety, has continued to impress the Eagle braintrust
but suffered a twisted knee and will be forced to the sideline for a time .
However, freshman Scott Schill ing has stepped in and filled the gap well.
Overall, Baldridge is pleased with the way his first spring practice
is progressing.
"The enthu siasm the p layers show is outstanding," he said.

"We've

received a number of comments from people who said they have never seen
the team's enthusiasm this high.

The players are working hard, and the

tempo of our practices is excellent.
"The key to this spring is the ability of the players to learn our
system," continued Baldridge.

"They're taking to the controlled pass

offense and our new defensive package very well.
concentration have been good.

The only complaint we have is with the

weather."
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EAGLE FOOTBALL TAKING TO SYSTEM
MOREHEAD, Ky.---At the halfway point of the 1984 spring practice seas on ,
the Morehead State University football staff has found only one thing to
complain about :

the weather.

Suffering through a spell of co ld, wet weather, coach Bill Baldridge' s
Eagles have not been able to log as much on- f ield time as they'd like.

As

a result, the s pring schedule ha s b een altered to five days of practice a
week instea d of four as MSU seeks to make up for lost time in drills.
ball will conc lude with the Blue-Gold game on the evening of May 5.

Spring
The

Eagles will travel to Pikeville for a full scrimmage on April 27.
Although the Eagle s are absorbing a new system, the results of scrinunage s
~hus far please Bal dridg e an d his staff .
The closest race in practice is shaping up at quarterback.

Reduced

to a two-man battle when junior Mi ke Hanlin opted to play b a seb all this ·
spring, the struggle has seen experienced freshman Adrian Breen and junior
college All-American Jeff McGuire go t o e- to-toe for the No. 1 s pot.
"Both are doing ex.:e ll ent j obs r i gh t now ," s aid Baldridge.

"They are

throwing at very high completion rates, especially for learning a new
system.

They're good now and will continue to get better."

Last fall, the Eagles struggled without a potent ground game , but the
spring has seen the emergence of sophomore t a ilback Roger Cleveland, who
is averaging seven yards a carry in s crinnnages.

He is complemented by

fullback Dennis Carr, who has transferred to MSU from Kansas and is waiting
on a ruling on his eligib i l ity f r om t he NCAA .

He c ame to MSU under a new

ICAA rule which a llows players at schoo ls on pr obat i on to trans fer an d play
immediately rather than sit out t he requi re d ye ar.
-more-
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"Roger has been doing a good job breaking runs on his own when it
looks like the blocking isn't there," said Baldridge.
was a Big Eight play er.

"You can tell Carr

Both are running and catching the ball well ."

At receiver, another Kansas transfer awaiting word from the NCAA is
among the top three.

Tod Short is making a strong showing at split end and

is expected to play an integral ro l e in MSU's pass-oriented attack next f a ll.
He is complemented b y returning Eagle Brian Shimer, who red-shirted last
season due to a shoulder injury.

Tom Buzyniski has been impressive at

wide-out, but will be tested at tight end, where returnee Mike Trosper has
been performing well as a blocker .
Freshman Steve Corder has been a pleasant surprise in the offensive
line, where he is seeing action at both guard and tackle.

No. 1 center

Boward Jacobs has been going through drills but is barred from contact
oecause of a torn pectoral muscle .
Defensively , a three-man battle has shaped up for the two starting
defensive end slots.

Junior colleg e transfer Doug M~Mahon has one job

locked, while freshman John Richie and former halfback Rick Calcutt fight
for the other .
Baldridge has been pleased with the pass rushing of Joe Schlager at
defensive tackle , while Barry Williamson and Ed Veeneman have been looking
good as well.
Todd Schebor and Ray Winebrenner , returnees from last year, have been
strong against the run at the guard positions.

Rob Lockhart, who was second

in tackles as a linebacker last year , had his transition to guard slowed by
a broken thumb .
Randy Frazier and converte d lineman Cha r lie Franklin e s tablished
themselves as the top two linebackers , but Frazier has been sidelined with
-more-
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shoulder injury.
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Back into action this week, he is expected to reclaim

nis job from converted defensive back Randall Washington.
At the corners, Vernon Harvey and David Grisham hold the advantage
while James Graham joins Hanlin on the baseball team.

John Dunn, a tailback

who has moved to free safety, has continued to impress the Eagle braintrust
but suffered a twisted knee and ·will be forced to the sideline for a time.
However, freshman Scott Schilling has stepped in and filled the gap well.
Overall , Baldridge is pleased with the way his first spring practice
is progressing.
"ThP enthusiasm the players show is outstanding," he said.

"We've

received a number of colillllents from people who said they have never seen
the team's enthusiasm this high .

The players are working hard, and the

tempo of our practices is excellent.
"The key to this spring is the ability of the players to learn our
system," continued Baldridge.

"They're taking to the controlled pass

offense and our new defensive package very we ll.
concentration have been good.

The only complaint we have is with the

weather."
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EAGLES WRAP UP OVC PLAY AT YSU
MOREHEAD , Ky. --- For the second straight season, the Morehead State
University bas eball Eagles will have an opportunity to claim the Ohio
Valley Conference Northern Division title at Youngstown State.
Last year, when the Eagles amassed a 28-17-1 record and the divisional
champions hip, the celebrating occurred in Youngstown, Ohio, as MSU knocked
off the Penguins, 7-2.
After playing Eastern Kentucky on back-to-back dates earlier this
week, the Eagles will close out OVC play at YSU, with hopes of a history
repeating performance .
"We need to win at least three of our five scheduled games this week,"
said Eagle skipper Steve Hamilton, who notched his 200th career win
igainst EKU on April 17.
"If we could win four games it would give us a very good shot at
winning the title and that's what we're aiming for."
The Eagles took an 18-10-1 overall record into play against the
Colonels on April 24, and an 8-3 mark in conference play.
"We feel very good about the way we've been playing lately , " said
Hamilton, whose team has won seven of its last nine games and had a
six-game winning streak snapped at Akron on April 21.
"Our hitting at the top of our batting order has been extremely
powerful this season , " Hamilton continued.

"Drew Hall and David Armentrout

h ave pitched well, but we'd like to see Rob Williams start to pitch a
little better down the stretch . "
The Eag les top five hitters in the batting order, (Norm Brock, Mike
Ishmael, Bobby Trimble , John Miller and Bryan Capnerhurst) hav e a
-more-
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combined .377 batting average and have 33 of the Eag l es 48 home runs th is
eason.
While on the mound , junior le ft-hander Drew Hall h as impress ed
professional scouts t o the tune of a 7-0 record this season, an d a 13-1
mark over two season s.
Armentrou t, a senior right -hander, holds the school record for most
wins in a season at 18 and has a 5-1 worksheet this year.
Bo th pitchers were expected to get the starting call against EKU on
Apri l 24 and 25.
The Eagles will meet the Penguins fo r a three-game weekend series
with a doubleheader s cheduled for April 28 and a single game on April
29.
"Youngstown State has had a lot of problems this seas on in conferenc e
play," Hamilton said, reflecting on the Penguins 0-11 mark in divisiona l
1lay heading into the final week of the s eason .
"But , despite their record, they are in a good position to play
the spoiler's r ole," Hamilton added .
When the Penguins ventured to Allen Field earlier this season, MSU
swep t the three- game set from Dom Roselli' s c lub , 9-5, 9-2 ·and 15-10.
The Eagles have won six of their last seven meetings with the Penguins,
but none of the wins may be as big as the division-winning victory last
season, and the possibility of having history repeat itself for the
Eag les in 1984 .
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MSU SOFTBALL ENDS SEASON ON BUSY NOTE
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- With numerous rainouts, the Morehead State University
softball team's ten-game, season-ending week could feature more games than
the Lady Eagles have played all season.
MSU opens the season-ending week with a pair of slow-pitch
doubleheaders against Kentucky State.

On Monday, April 30, the Lady Eagles

will travel to KSU for a 5:30 p.m. starting time and play host on Tuesday
at 4 p.m.
The Lady Eagles wi ll finish the week and the season with a trio of
fast-pitch doubleheaders at home.
First of the fast-pitch opponents is Ohio University at 2:30 p .m. on
Wednesday, followed by Wilmington College at 6 p.m. on Thursday and
Tennessee Tech on Saturday at 3 p.m.
"We've been fortunate to be able to practice inside during the rainy
weather and surprisingly the team's spirit is still up , " said MSU coach
Jim McClellan.

"The best thing about the rainouts is that it has given us

a chance to work on our fast-pitch game."
MSU will be meeting both Ohio and Tech for the second time this season.
The Lady Eagles split with TTU and lost to Ohio in pair of 8-0 decisions.
"Ohio is beatable if we just could be fortunate enough to g et some
base runners, so we could score some runs," said McClellan.

"The last time

we played them, we only had played two fast pitch games, while they had
played nearly 35."
"As far as Tech i s concerned, the team was disappointed in their
performances against them earlier.

They fel t we should have swept them and

are anxious to prove themselves," said McClellan.
(more)
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Even thoug h the season will end during the next week, McClellan is
anxious to see some things change during the fina l t en games.
"Everybody is ready t o play, s ince t hey ' ve been sitting a round so much
as well as practicing a lot," said McCle llan.

"I'd like to see us be more

alert on defense and hopefully win our first-ever home fast pitch-game."
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EAGLES INK EIGHT IN SPRING SIGNI NGS
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Faced with the need to replace the top seven scorers
of the 1984 Ohio Valley Conference champion, Morehead State University
basketball coach Wayne Martin and his staff have inked eight players to
national letters of intent during the spring signing period .
The eight, which is the largest MSU recruiting class in memory, join
6-3 guard Jeff Thornberry of Clark County High School in Winchester, Ky.,
who signed during the November signing period.
This recruiting class also is one of the tallest to come to MSU, with
four players at 6-7 or better, including the tallest guard in t~e Ohio Valley
Conference in 6-7 Kevin Simpson, a product o f Weequahic (wee-KWAY-ick) Hi gh
School in Newark, N.J.
"I've very pleased with the results of our recruiting efforts, " said
Martin, who earned OVC Coach of the Year and District VII Coach of the Year
honors this year after directing his Eag les to their second consecutive
NCAA tournament appearance .
"We lost a lot of outstanding talent to graduation, but I feel very good
about the talent we've got coming in next year," he continued .

"We were

able to achieve what we have over the past two years by building over t he
last five or six.

With the talent we've got now , we're hoping to shorten

that time frame considerably and return to the level we achieved this year. "
Following is a capsule summary of each of the spring signees .
-more-
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Roland Chadwick

Forward

2-2-2-2-2

6-6

195

Lake Wells, Florida (Lake Wells Sr.

A Florida all-state player who averaged 17.8 points, 7.0 rebounds, and four
assists per game ... slotted to play at perimeter forward ... becomes the second
Sunshine Shine product on the Morehead State roster, joining OVC All-Freshman
team member Pate Clements . . . height and wei ght are almost identical to those
of graduated perimeter forward Eddie Childress, who cracked the 1,000-point
harrier this season.
MARTIN SAYS : "Roland is a good athlete who has excellent basketball
skills. We're very happy he's made the choice to join our program.
We're looking forward to working with him over the next four years."
Derek Childress

Guard

6-4

225

Muncie, Indiana (South)

Comes to MSU from Dodge City Community College in Kansas ... his junior
college team was ranked No. 1 in the nation most of the 1983- 84 season ...
averaged 10.3 points and seven assists at DCCC . .. first cousin of gr aduating
Eagle Eddie Childress ... prepped at Muncie, Indiana, South High School.
MARTIN SAYS: "Derek adds size and strength to our guard and wing
positions . He had an out s tanding career at Muncie South and Dodge
City and he understands the importance of accepting a role on the
team. We're very happy to have him join our program."
Michael Drake

Forward

His high school team was
prep league ... a teammate
points and 10.5 rebounds
6-9 players on the Eagle

6-9

225

Camden, New Jersey (Camden)

the undefeated state champion of New Jersey's top
of Louisville signee Kevin Walls . .. averaged 8.8
in an offense that featured Walls ... one of two
roster.

MARTIN SAYS: "With the freedom Kevin Walls had to shoot in their
offense, Michael got few opportunities to score other than off the
rebound. He has much development ahead, but he possesses the size,
strength, desire , and the running and jumping ability to become an
outstanding player."
Darren Hale

Forward-Center

6-8

225

London, Kentucky (Laurel Co.)

A first team .a.11-s-tate pick by the Lexington Herald-Leader and a second
team all-state by the Louisville Courier-Journal ... vo ted the best player in
the state's 12th region ... a player cast in the mold of graduating Eagle Jeff
Tipton, who Martin called "one of the best outside - shooting big men in the
country" ... averaged 22.0 points, 11.0 rebounds at Laurel County while
hitting 59 percent from the field and 74 percent from the line . .. solid
student with a 3 . 2 grade point averag e.
MARTIN SAYS: "Darren made a verbal connnitment early to us. He's a
post player who has the soft shooting touch and great hands. We're
excited about the development he 'll have phy sically and we look
forward to the four year s he'll have with us."

EAGLES INK EIGHT IN SPRING SIGNINGS
Mike Harrison

Guard

6-2

3- 3-3-3- 3
Louisville, Kentucky (Fairdale)

180

Third team all-state selection ... 1983 state all-tourney team .. . most
valuable player of the 1984 Las Vegas High School Holiday Tournamen t ...
averaged 14.5 points, 7.3 rebounds, five steals, and three assists.
MARTIN SAYS: "Mike is a player many people in the state may not have
heard a lot about, and this is amazing to us. He has impressed us
with his quickness, leaping ability, and defensive awareness. He's
an outstandi n g athlete."
Bob Mccann

Center

6- 9

Morristown, New Je r sey (Morri stown)

245

Came to MSU last year as a transfer from Upsala College in Ease Orange,
New Jersey, which is a Division III program . .. a strong, solid player
underneath who has a good shooting eye from outside ... extremely mobile for
a big man ... an overpowering player on the drive, which is capped by a
thundering slam dunk . .. will be a sophomore in eligibi lity .
MARTIN SAYS: "Bob has the physical attributes and basketball skills
to become one of MSU's a ll- time great players . He's physically
intimidating with his size and strength, yet he possesses all the
skills of a guard. The year he has spen t here wi ll enable h im t o
make an immediate contribution to the program."
Kevin Simpson

Guard

6- 7

180

Newark, New Jersey (Weeguahic)

All-metro se lection in the New York City area .... good shooting touch ,
averaging 23.0 points, 9.0 rebounds, and six assists ... becomes the tallest
guard in Morehead State history . . . i s the tallest guar d in the Ohio Valley
Conference .. . expected to emerge as a player as he develops his strength
under MSU's off-season weight program.
MARTIN SAYS: "Kevin is the t ype of guard we ' ve been looking for.
He has size, quickness , leaping ability, and can shoot, pass, and
handle the ball. He must increase his strength , but we b eiieve
he's got great potential."
Talbert Turner

Guard

5-10

170

Falmouth, Kentucky (Pendleton)

An outstanding shoo ting guard .. . first-team all-state selection .. . strong in
the classroom with a 3.7 grade point average . .. average d 30.6 points, five
steals , and six assists while hitting 49 percent from the field and 78
percent from the line ... high game of 59 points against Nicholas County ...
voted the best player in the state's tenth region.
MARTIN SAYS: "Talbert is a player we ' ve been interested in sin ce his
junior year. There has never been a doubt in our minds of his
capability to be an outstanding Division I point guard . We ' ve been
fortunate to be able to recruit players who will compliment his size
and abilities. He is an intense competitor and a point guard who
will keep defenses honest with his long-range shooting ab ility.
11
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BAKER ADDED TO FOOTBALL STAFF
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Clarence "Stumpy" Baker,

~

former assistant coach for

Jimmy Feix at Western Kentucky Univer s ity , has been added to the football
staff at Morehead St ate University .
Baker will coach the defensive line for the Eagles.
responsibilities at WKU .

He he ld the same

During his tenure with the Hilltoppers, they

compiled a 60-40-4 record.
As head coach at Russellville High School, Baker guided his teams to
three Sky Conference championships , three Class A playoff appearances, and
the Class A runner-up slot in 1966.
Baker holds bachelor' s and maste r's deg rees from WKU.

During his

playing days at Western, he was a co-captain for the football team and
earned second-team All-Ohio Valley Conference honors in 1959.
Baker replaces Bud Ratliff, who left HSU for a position on the staff
at the University of Kansas.
JLJLJLJLJ LJL
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PLAYER DRAFT FOR THE 1984 BLUE-GOLD SPRING GAME
BLUE TEAM

(Rocky Alt, Glenn Jones, Kirk Heidelberg, Les May, Jim Dunaway)

Offense
Wide ~eceivers---Willie Jackson, Dave Marison , Brian Shimer, Jeff Clouse
Tight End---Mike Trosper
Tackles---Joe Wagner, Jack Cauley, Darren Hankins
r.uards- - -David Stukey, Craig Crabtree, Tim May
Center---Bill Weitmarschen
Tailbacks---Brian Gordon, Melvin Knight
Fullbacks---Rob Jackson, Craig Bently
Quarterbacks---Jeff McGuire, Chris Winkler
Kicker---Rob Williams
Defense
Ends---Doug McMahon, Tim Williams, Mike Richie, Jessie Cummins
Tackles---Joe Schlager, Dan Krauth, Ed Veeneman, David Woods
Guards---Todd Schebor, Brian Wade, Artie Schultz, Ray Winebrenner
Linebackers---Charlie Franklin , Randy Frazier, Troy Kleffman
Cornerbacks- - -Tim Taylor , Jay Brock
Free Safety---John Lyons

GOLD TEAM

(Matt Ballard, Fred Mariani, Jerry Mayes, Stumpy Baker, Kenny
Alexander, Jimmy Young)

Offense
Wide Receivers---Tom Buzyniski, Todd Short, Eric Patterson, Maurice Dicks on
Tight End---Steve Collins
~ackles- - -Sam DuVall, Darren Thomas, Brett Couch, Joe Hamer
Guards---Mike Grim, Matt Yeoman, Jim Butler, Bill Poe
Centers---Greg Ramey, Darren Crabtree
Tailbacks -- -Rop,er Cleveland, James Barry
Fullback---Dennis Carr
Quarterbacks---Adrian Breen, Tim Brown
Kicker---Matt Tilton
Defense
Ends---Rick Calcutt, Danny Keenan, Bernie Parsons , Randy Vanderhoose, Tim
~obinson
Tackles- - -Mike Wesson, Red Wright, Barry Williamson, Sandy Vaughn
Linebackers---Matt Prichard, Greg Boggs, John Gilliam, Jim Marcinek
Cornerbacks---Vernon Harvey, David Grisham
Free Safety---Scott Schilling

s orts Information CRAIG BOHNER:~~';:~;~~
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BAKER ADDED TO FOOTBALL STAFF
MOREHEAD, Ky .---Clarence "Stumpy" Baker , a former ass i stant coach for
Jirmny Feix at Western Kentucky University, has been added to the football
staff at Mo rehead State University .
Baker will coach the defensive line for the Eagles .
responsibilities at WKU.

He held the same

During his tenure with the Hilltoppers, they

compiled a 60- 40-4 record.
As head coach at Russellville High School, Baker guided his teams to
three Sky Conference championships, three Class A playoff appearances, and
the Class A runner - up slot in 1966.
Baker holds bachelor' s and master's degrees from WKU.

During his

playing days at Western, he was a co-captain for the football team and
earned second- team All - Ohio Valley Conference honors in 1959.
Baker replaces Bud Ratli ff, who left MSU for a positi on on the staff
at the University of Kansas.
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SIMMS, McNORTON TO COACH BLUE-GOLD GAME
MOREHEAD, Ky.-- - Phil Simms, quarterback of the New York Giants of
the National Football League, will return to the campus of Morehea d State
University to coach the Blue team in the 1984 Blue-Gold game, which will
be played Saturday , May 5, at Jayne Stadium.

Kickoff is scheduled for

7:30 p .m.
Sinnns will match wits with a fellow NFL player as Bruce McNorton, a
defensive back for the Detroit Lions, will steer the Gold team.
A Morehead State graduate, Simms was named the Ohio Valley Conference
Offensive Player of the Year in 1977 .

Of the four former Eagles in the

pro f essional ranks, Sin:nns is the only one who competes in the NFL .

Al though

plagued by injuries during his pro career, he s hould figure prominently in
the Giants' plans with the loss of Scott Bruner to Denver.
McNor t on played under MSU coach Bill Baldridge at Georgetown (Ky.)
Col l ege.

In his second year with the Lions, he led the team in interceptions

wi t h seven and pass break-ups with eleven.
The Blue- Gold game will climax the 1984 spring practice season for the
Eagl es.

Activities for the game include a benefit golf tournament at the

MSU Golf Course at 10 a.m. and a Derby Party in the afternoon .

For more

information on the pre-game activities , contact Eagle Athletic Fund Director
Dan Kiser at 783-2388.
A minimum donation of $1 per person to the Eag le Athleti c Fund is
requested as admission to the game.

MSU s tudents with valid IDs are exempt

from the donation reque s t.
-more-

SIMMS, McNORTON TO COACH BLUE-GOLD GAME

2- 2-2-2-2

_fOTE TO THE MEDIA:

A press conference will be held at 2 p.m. Friday afternoon, May 4,
to allow access to Si mms and McNorton for interviews.

The conference will

be held in the Len Miller Room of the Academic-Athletic Center.

Please

contact the sports information office at 783-2500 if you plan to attend.
No special credentials will be required to cover the Blue- Gold game,
and seating in the press box will be on a first-come, first-served basis.
Photographers who wish to cover the game should come to the press box for
a sideline pass as sideline security wil l be similar to a game situation.
If you have further questions, please contact the sports information
office at the above number.
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SIMMS, McNORTON TO COACH BLUE-GOLD GAME
MOREHEAD, Ky.- - -Phil Simms, quarterback of the New York Giants of
the National Football League, will return to the campus of Morehead State
University to coach the Blue team in the 1984 Blue-Gold game, which will
be played Saturday, May 5, at Jayne Stadium .

Kickoff is scheduled for

7:30 p .m.
Simms will match wits with a fellow NFL player as Bruce McNorton, a
defensive back for the Detroit Lions, will steer the Gold team.
A Morehead State graduate, Simms was named the Ohio Valley Conference
Offensive Player of the Year in 1977.

Of the four former Eagles in the

professional ranks , Simms is the only one who competes in the NFL.

Although

lagued by injuries during his pro career, he shoul d figure prominently in
the Giants' plans with the loss of Scott Bruner to Denver.
McNorton played under MSU coach Bill Baldridge at Georgetown (Ky.)
College.

In his second year with the Lions, he led the team in interceptions

with seven and pass break-ups with eleven.
The Blue-Gold game will climax the 1984 spring practice season for the
Eagles.

Activities for the game include a benefit golf tournament at the

MSU Golf Course at 10 a.m. and a Derby Party in the afternoon.

For more

information on the pre-game activities, contact Eagle Athletic Fund Director
Dan Kiser at 783- 2388.
A minimum donation of $1 per person to the Eagle Athletic Fund is
requested as admission to the game.

MSU students with valid IDs are exempt

from the donation request.
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